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President'sreport Northwestern Classic
How firm a foundation
ThIS past June Northwestern hosted the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America (RCA). Led by Harold Van Der Weide, our beloved and
retiring director of church relations, a strong team of campus and communi-
ty leaders did an outstanding Job of welcoming, servir.g and entertainmg the
more than 500 delegates from around the world.
As host president 1was responsible for presenting the Report from the
Colleges. This gave me the opportunity to reflect with the delegates on the
mission of Christian colleges m general, on Reformed colleges in particular,
and, especially, on Northwestern.
Northwestern has a unique mission. It is intentionally ecumenical,
evangelical and Reformed. We welcome all students who believe in the transfonning power of
Jesus Christ. We also accept some non-Christians who are open to the truths of the Scriptures.
With other "Christian" colleges, Northwestern seeks to provide an excellent, academically rigor-
ous, holistic education, in the context of a caring Christian community This is mdeed a h.gh call-
ing. But as a college m the Reformed tradition, deeply grateful for our long, vital relationship
with the RCA, we seek to do more.
Allow me to be autobiographical for a moment. I am an adult convert to the Reformed tradition. I grew up in a loving
Christian home and a warm non-denominational church. When] was about 11 years old 1made a personal confession of
faith. This has remained the smgle most important decision in my life. A few years later 1attended a lnghly-respected non-
denominational Christian college and benefited greatly from the academic demands and Christian ethos on that campus. Strll,
despite these supportive beginnings, I was not prepared for the cultural tumult of the late 1960s and m particular for the
Vietnam War.
By the providence of God my first teaching position after completing my graduate work and returning from Vietnam was
at Northwestern College. Under the tutelage of President Lars Granberg-a devout evangelical and ecumenical Christian-l
was introduced to the uniquely Reformed notion of a Christian worldview A Christian worldview I learned, was a step
beyond persona] faith, one that enabled a young man or woman to make some sense of the world-in all its facets-s-social,
political, economic, cultural and spiritual. It was a set of principles, thoughtfully developed, that serve as a foundation for all of
life~ decisions. Rooted in the Scriptures, a Christian worldview provides fabric to faith and direction to zeal.
Back in the early 1970s all of this was new to me; since that time it has greatly influenced my commitments and sense of call.
Today, we live in a non-denominational age in which Christian faith itself is valued over individual religious tradttions.
There is much here to be applauded. Unfortunately, however, it sometimes means that we forget the unique and important
contributions of particular traditions. At NWC we are proud of our denominational ties, not because they separate us from
others but because they highlight our contribution to the wider kingdom of God.
D>: 8mce MUlphy
President
Students indicate satisfaction
Northwesterns students
feel good about their college
experience-and at a higher
rate than do students at other
Christian colleges Thats
according to a review of data
from the Student Satisfaction
Inventory, which was taken
by students at Northwestern
2 ... Fall 2002
and other members of the
Council for Christian
Colleges and Universities
(CCCU) last fall
In every area of the sur-
vey-which includes instruc-
tional effectiveness, academic
advising, student centered-
ness, financial aid, service
excellence, safety and campus
life, among others-s-the mean
score of NWC students was
higher than the mean score
or all students at CCCU
schools. "Our students are
significantly more satisfied
than are students at other
CCCU schools," says Dr.
Doug Trimble, associate pro-
fessor of psychology and
"I'
"A Christian worldview, I
learned, was a step beyond
personal faith, one thJJt
enabled a young man or
woman to make some
sense of the world-in all
its facets-social, political,
economic, cultural and
spirituaL"
coordinator of learning
assessment. This also holds
true when compared to the
mean score of all private col-
leges, Tnmble adds.
In addition, the data
show a steady increase in sat-
isfaction levels among NWC
students compared to 1996
and 1998, when the test also
was administered on campus.
continued on page 7
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Classic Thoughts
Remembering 9/11
Apartments under constRiction
Crews were busy work-
ing on two new student apart-
ment buildings on the west
side of campus this summer
The units, which will jam an
apartment building opened
last year, win be ready for
occupancy next fall. The new
buildings are designed to
house a total of 86 students.
3 ... fall 2002
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New faculty bring wealth of experience to NWC
Fourteen new full-time faculty members joined the campus community this falL
Karen
Acker
assumes a
newly-creat-
ed additional
position in
the art
Karen Acker department
as an associ-
ate professor after teaching at
the University of Arkansas.
Her works have been exhib-
ited in Italy, New Zealand,
France and across the u.s
Acker earned a Master of
Fine Arts degree m sculpture
and ceramics at Central
Michigan University, an
M.BA at Saginaw Valley
State University and a bache-
lor's in art history at Case
Western Reserve University
Jan
Carrell ISa
new assistant
professor of
business,
replacing the
retired Phil
Jan Carrell Patton She
is a doctoral
candidate in management at
Colorado Technical
University who previously
served as a chief operating
officer and hospital CEO.
She earned a masters degree
in healthcare administration
at Trinity University in San
Antomo and a bachelors
degree in nursmg at Stephen
F Austin State University
Also joining the business
department is Dr. Clyde
Vollmers, professor, who has
been hired in anticipation of
4 ... Fall 2002
Dr. Dave
Mulders
reurement
next spring.
Vollmers
comes to
NWC after
Dr Clyde Vollmers serving as a
strategic
planner at Marriage
Ministries International in
Denver. He taught market-
ing at Moorhead State
University for more than two
decades and owns Malchiel
Marketing, a consulting com-
pany that offers marketing
research as well as strategic
business and market plan-
ning. He earned a doctorate
m agncultural economics
and marketing at Michigan
State University and masters
and bachelor's degrees at
North Dakota State.
Dr. Sean
Cordry is a
new associ-
ate professor
of physics
He taught
phySICSand
01:Sean Co,d,y mathematics
for the last
seven years at York College
10 Nebraska. Cordry
received doctoral and mas-
ter's degrees in physics from
the University of Mississippi
and a bachelor's degree from
Harding University He
replaces Dr. G. Henry
Veldhuis, who died in
March.
Dr. Robert Hubbard
joins the theatre department
as an associ-
ate professor
after six
years on the
faculty of
Calvin
College He
earned doc-
toral and
masters
degrees en theatre at Bowling
Green State University
Hubbard did his under.gr.ad-
uate work at Minot State
University He r.eplaces May
retiree Dr. Keith Allen.
II New in
~ the physical
education
department
is instructor
Michael
Reed, who
Mickael Reed also will
.serve as head
track coach. He is a doctoral
candidate in kinesiology at
Texas Woman's University
who earned a master's in
exer.cise science at Oklahoma
State and a bachelors at
Oklahoma Baptist University
Reed taught and coached for
a number of years in
Oklahoma and Texas. He
replaces Melame Mason, who
moves to a staff position as
athletic trainer and softball
coach.
Kimberly Rylaar.sdam
has been hired as an instruc-
tor in English, serving as a
developmental writing spe-
cialist and leader. in the
tutoring pr.ogram. She has
been an adjunct instructor at
Dordt
College and
a contract
writer. She
earned a
masters
degree in
Kimberly secondary
RylQ11rsdam education at
the University of Iowa and a
bachelor's in English ar
Dor.dt. Rylaar.sdam replaces
Carol Kramer, who resigned
to Jom the staff of ATLAS
(Attammg Truth, Love And
Self-control) in Sioux Center.
Rod
Sissel joins
the modern
foreign lan-
guage
department
in a newly-
cr.eated pOSI-
tion as an
assistant pr.ofessor of English
as a second language (ESL).
He is a doctoral candidate 10
education at Saint Mary's
Umversity in Winona, Minn.,
where he taught ESL the last
four. years. Sissel earned a
masters in English/applied
linguistics at Iowa State
University and a bachelor's
from Prairie Bible College.
Dan
Young is a
new assistant
professor of
political sci-
ence, filling a
newly-creat -
ed additional
faculty posi-
tion in that department. He
Rod SISSel
Dan Young
continued on page 9
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Barker wins playwriting award
"Kin," a
play by Jeff
Barker, NWC
theatre pro-
fessor, won
grand prize
in the New
Voices Iowa
Playwrights
Competition this summer
Barker received $500, and
"Kin" was fully produced at
The Viking Theatre in Des
Moines m August.
Barkers play was one of
nine finalists, selected from
original plays submitted by
playwrights from across Iowa.
The competition was spon-
sored by the Unexpected
Company, an Iowa-based
group of artists dedicated to
bringmg classical and new
theatrical experiences to
schools and communities.
"Kin" is based on the
true story of Carrie Buck, a
young woman in 1920s
Virgillla. After she had a
child out of wedlock, Came
was comrn.tted to a mental
mstitution and ordered to be
sterilized. Her case, appealed
all the way to the U'S.
Supreme Court, set a prece-
dent that made it legal for
doctors to sterilize patients
who were deemed "geneucal-
Iy unfit." Over 30 states had
such eugenics programs in
the '20s and '30s, and more
than 65,000 Americans were
sterilized under eugenics
statutes between 1907 and
the end of the century
"I'm really thrilled to win
the award," said Barker,
"because it will bring more
attention to Carries story and
the play It was such an mter-
esring historical moment for
our country The U.s. had
philosophies, legislation and
medical practices that were all
swimming in the same river
with the Nazis. In research-
ing the eugenics movement, a
worldwide movement, l
College explores
study abroad options
in South Africa
Faculty members Joonna Trapp and Dr Carl Vandermeulen
spent two weeks of July in South Afnca exploring the possibility
of establishing a study abroad option there. College officials are
hopmg to send a group of students and faculty to that country
next summer.
In their first week, Trapp and Vandermeulen looked into
opportunities in Capetown as part of a group of 20 faculty and
staff from the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities.
The Northwestern duo then traveled 21 hours northeast to
Pietermaritzburg and met with officials at colleges and a semi-
continued on page 6
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found that they believed that
human beings now have the
knowledge that can teach us
who are the 'weeds' and who
are the 'flowers,' and its our
responsibility under God to
get rid of the 'weeds.' The
connection between what was
happening here and what was
happening in Germany is fas-
cinating to me.
"Last summer I inter-
viewed Dave Smith, author of
The Sterilization oj Canie Buck,
and he said what these guys
were dolng was trying to
make life neat. life is not
neat; its messy We can't
make life clean by legislation
or by killing off people we
deem 'messy" added Barker.
"For me as a Christian, it
goes back to 'all have smned
and fallen short of God's
glory.' We are, nevertheless,
inesirmably valuable in His
eyes. Tens of thousands of
people had their lives deeply
hurt by having their ability to
Campusnews
give birth taken from them
because they were deemed to
be a social menace."
Barker said there will be
two staged readings of "Kin"
this fall while he and his wife,
Karen, are on sabbatical-in
Chicago, d.rected by the
chairperson of Loyola
Universitys theatre program,
and in Holland, Mich. "I'm
pretty close to being satisfied
with the play," said the play-
wright He plans to do some
minor rewriting and seek
publication of it.
Barker has completed hIS
first draft of a full-length
comedic play about marnage,
"Its a Guy Thing." Next on
his docket is a one-act play,
"September Bears," which will
tell the story of how a Long
Island church responded to
the events of Sept. 11. Barker
hopes to have Northwesterns
Drama Ministries Ensemble
premiere "September Bears"
next spring in New York
JoolJna Tmpp taIl<swith Mille Odedaal, administrcltive manager of AJlimn
Enterplise, an interdenominatiollal and inlclTacia/ ministly oj evangelism,
reconciliation, leadership development, relief and community development
5 ... Fall 2002
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Theatre project
on schedule
The adapranon and expansion of the old Auditorium into
the new theatre arts center is on target for its projected com-
pletion date of the winter of 2003-04.
As of late September, the catwalk system had been
mstalled, the orchestra pit and other areas of the lower level
had been poured, and block work had been completed. Plans
call for the roof to go up in October so that interior work can
continue at full force throughout the winter
Meanwhile, fund raising continues on the $8.3 million proj-
ect, with $6.26 million committed so far A brunch will be held
in Des Moines on Oct. 26, and the development office ISbusy
with many individual donor calls.
6 .to. fall 2002
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Couch appointed to lead
institutional research
Charlie Couch, Northwesterns registrar
since 1998, has been appointed to an addi-
tional role as director of institutional
research. He WIllbe involved in new efforts
to organize and collect data to assist college
officials in the decrsion-makmg process.
"One of my responsibilities will be to help
departments understand what data they need
to collect so they can make better decisions,"
says Couch. "Right now, I'm working in conjunction with the
math department as they assist the admissions office in build-
mg a mathematical model they can use to determine if
prospective students can succeed here. We hope to determine
what the key components of a students records are-such as
high school grade point average, class rank, ACT score, family
background-that will help us know a prospective students
potential for success at Northwestern."
Couch also will coordinate the compilation of
Northwestern data for various rhird parties, such as US News
and World Report.
Couch will split his time between his registrar and
research duties. He will be aided by Sandy Van Kley, who has
been promoted to assistant registrar.
A staff accountant and assistant registrar at LeTourneau
University before JOLnIngNorthwestern's staff, Couch earned
an M.B.A from LeTourneau and a bachelor's degree from the
University of Texas at Tyler
College explores study abroad options in South Africa
continued from page 5
nary, government organiza-
tions and Christian ministries.
"We kept heating in
South Afnca that ItS a micro-
cosm of the world," says
Trapp. "First-, second- and
third-world cultures are all
ensconced there. Changes are
happening 50 fast, students
would get to see big political
changes there."
Additionally, Trapp says a
trip to South Afnca would
have great potential for
impacting NWC students spir-
itually 'The whole truth and
reconciliation movement is
couched m Christian terms; its
all about forgiveness. There is
a strong evangelical Christian
community there; the fervor of
their faith is amazing."
NorthwesLern Classic Campusnews
Faculty/staff news
Dr. Mike Avery, business,
presented two papers at the
Internatlonal Society of
Logistics conference in
Phoenix in August He
spoke on "Where We Are
Today with Interrnodal
Transportation" and
"Logistics Sustainabiliry in
International Markets." He
also has been appointed for a
second term on the execu-
tive committee for
TRANSLOG International,
an orgamzation based in
Washington, D.C., that is
dedicated to research and
promotion in the field of
transportation logistics.
Dr. Doug Anderson, history,
has joined a team of religion
scholars to help in a project
on "Religion by RegIOn"
funded by the Lilly
Endowment. Coordinated
by the Greenberg Center for
the Study of Religion in
Public Life at Connecticut's
Trinity College, the project is
a comprehensive and com-
paratlve study on the impact
that regions have on reli-
gion's role inAmerican pub-
lic life. Elght geographical.y-
based books will be pub-
lished by 2005 to provide
thorough briefings for JOur-
nalists who cover religious
dimensions of the news.
Anderson is part of
the Pacific team, and he will
be writing a section on the
mainline religious traditions
on the West Coast
Dr. Ed Starkenburg and
Lila Sybesma, education,
presented the teachers' in-
service for approximately 30
teachers from Christian
schools m Estherville,
Ocheyedan, Sanborn,
Sheldon and Hospers in
August Starkenburgs topic
was "Proverbs: The Mission,
Value and Direction for
Education." Sybesma spoke
on "Writing, Research, Using
the Internet."
Dr. Karen Cianci, vice presi-
dent for academic alTairs,
received a $10,000 grant
from the Templeton
Foundation for the
Neuroscience and
Christianity course she teach-
es. The funds will be used to
further promote dialogue
between science and religion.
Dr. Scott Monsma, sociolo-
gy, has been elected to a two-
year term as president of the
Association of Chrisuans
Teaching Sociology. He
charred/moderated a round-
table discussion at the orga-
nization's June conference in
Wilmore, Ky, about the state
of sociology as a discipline
and its place m the curricu-
lum at Christian colleges.
Kim Case, associate dean for
student programs, was elect-
ed to the executive commit-
tee ol the Association for
Christians in Student
Development as the editor of
Koinonia. During her two-
year term, she will oversee
the publication of the
newsletter and also provide
input on organizational ini-
tiatives and conference plan-
nmg.
Dr. Barb Top, education,
spent two weeks rhis sum-
mer doing training in regard
to disabilities [or educators,
social workers, doctors and
psychologrsts in Romania.
Top and other members of a
team from Global Partners
Inc presented a workshop
about disabillties, specifically
about autism, and worked
with autistic children and
their parents.
Dr. Jim Rohrer, religion,
presented a paper on
Christianity among the abo-
riginal tribespeople of
Taiwan in September at the
International Symposium on
Christianity and Native
Cultures. The event was
held at Sr. Marys College in
Notre Dame, Ind.
Dr. Michael Yoder, sociolo-
gy, 1S included in the 2002
edition of Whos Who Among
Amelica'; Teachers. He was
nominated by Teresa
Rummel '00.
Cornie Wassink, director ol
planned grving, is serving on
the state board of directors
for Leave A Legacy Iowa,
representing the Planned
Giving Council of Siouxland.
Students indicate satisfaction continuedfrom page 2
On the Student Satislacuon Inventory students not only
rate the colleges effectiveness on a broad range of topics, but
they indicate whether they feel those areas are nnportant or
not. Trimble noted that the importance ratings given by
Northwestern students have increased consistently since 1996,
indicating that students have higher expectations of their edu-
cational experience and the service they receive. Trimble also
said that the gaps between how well students rate NWC and
how important they view those areas, are decreasing-mean-
ing that Northwestern is apparently succeeding in the areas
that are the most important to students.
•
Among the institutional strengths indicated by the survey,
Northwestern'; students evaluated their [acuity as being
knowledgeable in their field, available and caring. They
described their academic advisers as approachable, concerned
and knowledgeable about major requirements. In addition,
students said they felt welcome on campus and able to experi-
ence intellectual growth.
Statements about the nunuring of faith also received high
ratings in satisfaction and importance from NWC students.
They reported that they are growing spintually as a result of
being on campus, that their understanding of God is being
strengthened by classroom and/or other campus experiences,
and that the campus is a good fit for them spiritually
7 ... Fall 2002
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Summer Institute
serves dozen
Twelve students from around the world made NWC their
home during the Summer Institute for International Students
in July and August The students hailed from Japan, Taiwan,
Nigeria and India.
Summer Institute, in its 18th year, featured daily dasses
in Enghsh as a second language, taught by Dr. Ron Takalo,
associate professor of Spanish, and American cultural studies,
taught by Michael Avery, assistant professor of business and
economics. The program was directed by Pier Koene, chair-
person of the department of modem foreign languages
The students took a number of field trips, including a
Great Plains camping trip to the Black Hills. They also spent
time with area host families.
Library receives enhancements
Faculty and students are finding that the services of
Ramaker Library are more thorough and easy to use because
of some improvements made this summer.
Through its involvement in the Iowa Pnvate Academic
Libraries consortium, Ramaker has subscribed to the
EBSCOhost family of databases. This comprehensive service
provides access to about 6,000 scholarly journals, many of
which are in full text, at a very appealing price for the college.
In addition, the library now features a wireless computer
network with six laptops that can be checked out at the desk
and used anywhere in the building. The new system is
expected to enable students to concentrate better, and make
studying and resear.chmg more convenient.
8 ... Fall 2002
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Auditorium
time capsule
opened
The time capsule induded a number of
college publications and news clippings as
well as greetings from the Board of Trustees;
the student body; and several alumm repre-
sentatives, including the Rev John Van
Peursem from the Class of 1897 and
Gertrude de Bey from the Class of 1887.
In his greetmgs on behalf of the faculty,
Dean JL De Vries expressed then desire
that the Auditorium be used in ways sym-
bolized by the three motifs in the upper
portion of the main entrance: "That in all
our activities and m all our future progress
we may be conscious of the open Bible and
have God truly as the Alpha and the Omega
of our every deed, that it may be influential
in developing our mental capacity as sym-
bolized by the lamp of knowledge, and that
it will be a means of developing students
physically as symbolized by the Olympic torch."
"Considering the progress made dunng the first 57 years
of the 20th century, a comparative projection mto the 21st
century would challenge the most capricious of visionaries,"
wrote Arie Vander Stoep, Orange City' mayor. "Strong foun-
dations have been laid for mutual growth and development
(of Northwestern and Orange City), and the realization that
each greatly depends upon the other for continued expansion
is deeply ingrained m the hearts and minds of all."
A time capsule
placed in the
cornerstone of
the Auditorium
on May 24, 1957,
was recovered
this spring by
construction
crews working
on the adapta-
tion of the build-
ing into the new
theatre arts cen-
ter. The memo-
rabilia are now
stored in the
Archives .
...
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Remember your favorite charities,
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New faculty contmued Jrom page 4
is a doctoral candidate in
political science at Temple
University He earned a mas-
ter's degree in public and
international alTairsat the
University of Pittsburgh and
a bachelor's at Calvin
College
Dr. Ted
Eilders is
serving in a
one-year
position as
visiting assis-
tant profes-
sor of psy-
chology,
replacmg retiree Dr. Don
Lindskoog. He comes to
Northwestern from Polo, Ill.,
where he was pastor of St.
Mark Lutheran Church.
Elders received a doctorate
in counselor education at the
University of Iowa, a Master
of Divinity degree at
Wartburg Theological
DI: Ted Eilders
Seminary, and masters and
bachelors degrees from
Concordia University-River
Forest, Ill.
]olynn
Tonsfeldt is
seIVlng m a
one-year
position as
an instructor
of education,
Jolynn TonsJeldl replacing the
retired Dr.
Ronjuffer. She taught
English and German for 13
years at Le Mars Community
High School and spent the
last three years as a 4-H and
youth development specialist
in the Plymouth County
Extension Office. She earned
a masters degree in educa-
tion from Drake University
and a bachelor's degree [rom
Dana College.
Kevin Bullis '96, visit-
ing instructor in English, is
servmg as
the sabbati-
cal replace-
ment for Dr
joel
Westerholm
this year
Bullis com-
pleted a
masters degree m English at
Western Washington
University He has taught
composition at Whatcom
Community College and
Western Washington.
Danyale
(Temple
'96)
Tamminga
IS servmg as
a visitmg
assistant
professor of
theatre this
fall, fillmg m
as Karen Barkers sabbatical
replacement. She earned a
Kevin Bullis
DanyaIe
Tamminga
Campusnews
Master of Fme Arts degree m
actmg at Ohio University
She has directed productions
at Lynden Christian High
School in Washington and at
Orange Citys Unity Christian
High School.
Nontando
Hadebe, vis-
itmg mstruc-
tor in religion
and Christian
education, is
Dr. jackie
NOl1tando Hadebe Smallbone's
sabbatical
replacement this fall. A
native of Zimbabwe and a
resident of South Africa, she
earned masters and bache-
lor's degrees in theology at
the University of Natal.
Hadebe spoke at Yale and the
United Nations last spring on
spirituality, poverty, gender
issues and AIDS.
....
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Burch to coordinate
service learning efforts
Lisa
Burch, resi-
dent director
of North
Hall for the
last three
years, has
Lisa Burch been named
the director
of service learning In this
new role, Burch will work
closely WIth Vice President
for Academic Affairs Karen
Cianci and faculty to coordi-
nate efforts to integrate class-
room learning with whole
c
life experiences.
Burchs responsibilities
will include providing
resources for faculty who
want a service component for
their classes and helpmg to
make service an integral part
of the summer study abroad
trips. She also will continue
to coordinate Urban Plunge, a
service learning expenence
over fall mid-term and Easter
breaks that teaches students
about poverty and homeless-
ness while involving them in
service to inner-city residents.
"It is very impactful for
students to get a hands-on
experience for what they're
learning in class and have the
opportunity to use their
knowledge to serve others,"
says Burch. "Our goal is that
either through their work or
their reflection, they learn
somethmg new about where
they served and the issues
involved,"
Burch also will direct
Northwesterns new themed
housmg project. This fall,
women students in three on-
campus cottages are explor-
ing what it means to live and
learn in community as they
participate in study and dis-
cussion related to a specific
theme. The cottages include
a Spanish house, in which
only Spanish language is spo-
ken; a residence devoted to
the issue of servant leader-
ship; and a community of
women looking at how
Tamar in Genesis 38 did the
right thing for her culture
and her society
Burch earned a masters
degree in college student
affairs from Azusa Pacific
University, where she also
completed her undergraduate
education.
9 ... Fall 2002
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Multicultural affairs
programs revamped
Northwestern's efforts to serve international and minority
students have been put under the umbrella of the new office
of multicultural affairs. Todd McDonald, an assistant director
of admissions and internationai student immigration adviser
at NWC since 1999, is the new director of multicultural
affairs.
The office will have responsibility for recruiting and
admittmg uuemauonal students, as well as serving those who
enroll The office also seeks to be an advocate for multi-eth-
nic minority issues.
"One of the distmctives of a Northwestern education IS
that we seek to help students build a Christian world view,"
says McDonald. "Its difficult to do that m Orange City, Iowa,
without outside resources. We do send a number of students
away to study and serve, but we all are enriched by having
students from other parts of the world here, studying and liv-
ing with us. It makes Northwestern a better place."
McDonald's goals for this year mclude establishing multi-
cultural leadership scholarships for students who have a pas-
sion for racial issues and who are involved in leadership in
Administrators
in new roles
Several administrawrs are in new roles at Northwestern this falL
Paul
Smith '98
has been
promoted to
associate
director of
computmg
services. A
member of
the college's computer staff
since shortly after graduating,
he served most recently as
web development manager.
Dan Robinson '01 is
the new web development
manager Involved In the
development of some of
Northwestern's web pages
Paul Smith
10..to, Fall 2002
when he was a
student, he
previously
served MED-
TEC in Orange
City as a con-
tract program- ""-_
mer, network Dan Robinson
administrator
and webmaster
Deb
Sandbulte
has been
hired for the
newly-creat-
ed position
of human
Deb Sandbulle resource
Working 1~lh Direclor Todd McDonald tn mtilllClJiluml affairs are Anila
Kai1Jnahar '02, assistant OeJt), and Grace Rohr"cl; international student counselor
(cenlel).
those areas, and sending staff on one or two international
recruiting trips. "One of my biggest goals is to work on com-
munication and cooperation belween stall and faculty regard-
ing international student issues. We are fortunate that we
have many faculty and stall who have a heart for this Issue;
we hope to corral that and work in a collaborative manner"
McDonald was program coordinator in the office of inter-
national student services at Azusa Pacific University for two
years. He earned a masters degree in college student affairs
there and did his undergraduate work at Central College.
coordinator, She worked in
human resources for 20 years
at American JdentitylK-
Products, serving most
recently as employment
coordinator. Sandbulte ISa
graduate of Dordt College.
Anita
Vogel '69 has
been appoint-
ed interim
director of
Ramaker
library, serv-
mg while the Anita Vogel
college search-
es for a permanent replace-
ment for Dr Richard
Reitsma, who became the
library director at Siena
Heights University in
Michigan this summer. Vogel
has been reference l.brarian
at NWC since 1999. She
earned a Master of library
Science degree from the
Un.versiry of Iowa.
Jen
McAlpine
'02 has been
appointed as
interim
spans infor-
mation
Jen McAlpm, diredctor A
stu ent
worker in that office for the
past two years, she will be
fillmg the position for a year
as she raises support and
prepares to move to Sarajevo,
Bosma, where she will be
domg full-time missions
work with PIONEERS. She
replaces Rick Clark, who is
now focusing on his roles as
instructor In Spanish and
assistant mens basketball
coach.
d
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Freshmen
continue
NWClegacy
Thirty-four of Northwesterns 347 freshmen
are children of NWC alumni. Many of the
alumni parents and their freshmen paused dur-
ing Orientation Weekend for this photo.
Front row (left to right): Terry Meekma
'71, Ashley Meekma, Rachel (Te Brink '72)
Meekma, John Haack '70, Kelly Haack Second
row: jim Sirnmelink '75, Ryan Sirnmelink,
Delores (Smith '80) Simmelink, Kyle Carroll '79,
Kah Carroll, Sharon (Schoon '79) Carroll. Third
row: Keith Boone '84, Anita Boone, Sharla
Boone '84, Andy Van Del' Maaten '82, Maria Van
Del' Maaten. Fourth row: Perry Raak '70,
Terika Raak, Cherie (Ravenhorst '70) Raak,
Brenda (Kok '78) Te Brink. Heidi Te Brink, Alan
Te Brink '76
NWC to build new art facility
As the theatre arts center takes shape at the comer of
Hwy 10 and Albany Ave., another new NWC building will
soon be constructed to its south. A new 13,500-square-foot
home for the art department will be built on Hwy l O, just
east of the Subway Work is expected to begin in October,
with completion by next fall.
The art building, expected to cost $1.3 million plus fur-
nishings and equipment, will replace Bushmer Art Center,
which has housed the an department two blocks west of the
main campus since 1969. Significantly larger than Bushmer,
the new facility will include 10 studio rooms for such areas as
ceramics, sculpture, printmaking, drawing, painting/design,
photography/an history and computer graphics. The buildmg
will be connected to the campus computer network, unlike
Bushrner, and willmclude three faculty offices.
The art gallery previously located in the Rowenhorst
Student Center, will be housed in the new building and WIll
be the focal point of the structures entrance. The gallery will
be rounded to match the shape of the concessions/lobby area
of the new theatre arts center across the street In addition,
the art buildings exterior will feature red and tan brickwork
that will echo the exterior of the new theatre (acil.ty
"Light is such an important element in art; this building
is being designed very much with that in mind:' said Rein
cOllllllued on page 13
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Northwestern again
recognized by u.s. News
Northwestern College
has again been ranked in the
top tier of Midwestern com-
prehensive colleges by u.s.
News and World Report.
Northwestern IS tied for 28th
out of a total of 109 colleges
m the magazines 2003
Americas Best Colleges guide-
book, released in September
lulormation also is posted at
wwwusnews.com.
The US News and World
Report rankings are based on
key measures of quality such
as academic reputation;
retention (freshman retention
and slX-year graduation rate);
faculty resources (including
class size, the percentage of
faculty with the top academic
degree, student -faculty rauo,
and faculty compensation);
student selectivity; fmancia!
resources; and alumni giving.
Northwestern fared particu-
larly well in alumni giving,
ranked 12th out of the 109
colleges in its category with
33 percent of alumni donat-
ing to the college; and in the
percentage of freshmen who
were in the top quarter of
their high school class, tied
for 15th with 54 percent.
Northwestern fared partic-
ularly well in alumni giv-
ing, ranked 12th out of the
109 colleges in its category
with 33 percent of alumni
donating to the college; and
in the percentage of fresh-
men who were in the top
quarter of their high school
class, tied for 15th with 54
percent ..
Raider Rooters aid
athletic program
A rada! grill Jar the baseball and soJtbal1 te,rn~ is aile oj the iten~ purchased Ja!.
the athleti, department by the Raider Rootm.
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Northwesterns athletic
booster club, the Raider
Rooters, plays an important
role in the success of Red
Raider teams, and with anoth-
er school year under way, the
group IS conelucting this years
membership drive. "We want
to educate people about
Raider Rooters with the hope
of increasing our numbers,"
boarel member Lori Vaneler
Molen said.
Raieler Rooters (RR) is a
program intended to support
NWC athletics beyonelthe
budget. Funds are raised
through an annual member-
ship drive, with five different
levels of subscripuons avail-
able to the public.
Members who subscnbe
to the top level, calleel the
"Winners Circle," receive a
fold-up camping chair, a
bleacher seat, a stocking cap
and a water bottle this year
The next premium is called
the "Quarterback Club," and
members receive a bleacher
seat, a srockmg cap anel a
water bottle. "Sideline
Coach" members receive a
stocking cap and a water bot-
tle, "Family" members receive
a water bottle anelthe final
giving level is the "Single"
level. All members' names
will be printed in the 2002
football program.
NWC Athletic Director
Barry Brandt expressed hIS
gratitude for the Raider
Rooters. "I don't think our
program would be where it is
without RR," he said. "They
have a reputanon, and it's a
good one." Brandt serves on
the boarel of RR. "My work is
primarily informational," he
cd
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Enrollment sets records again
For the fourth year in a row, Northwestern has set enrollment records. This fall's total
enrollment of 1,313 is up 19 students from the previous record of 1,294 set last year
The fall 2002 enrollment also includes the schools highest-ever numbers for full-time stu-
dents and full-time equivalent (FIE). This years 1,246 full-time students and FIE of 1,274
eclipse previous records set last year, when NWC had 1,243 full-time students and an FTE of
1,266.
The FTE increase of elght, a less than one percent jump, reflects the colleges desire to
maintain this year's enrollment near last years numbers. The Growth Analysis Task Force
made that recommendation last year because the college was operating at capacity as deter-
mined by stalTing levels and structures such as classrooms, residence halls, the chapel and cafe-
teria. As a result, the admissions ollice began putting students on a waiting last during the
summer.
Northwesterns class of first-time freshmen IS 347, and a strong year m recruitmg transfer
students brought the total of new students to about 410. "I'm thankful we met our recruit-
ment goals but did a good Job of mamtaining enrollment as the college asked us to do," said
Ron De jong, dean of admissions. "We had a record number of applicants this year, which
indicates that young people are attracted to the kind of education that Northwestern offers, an
education we continually strive to improve."
To accommodate Nonhwesterns enrollment, five new faculty positions have been filled
this fall and staffing has been expanded in such areas as computing services, student min-
istries, maintenance, student affairs and human resources. This summer, the college built new
offices in the Rowenhorst Student Center and Bultman Center, modified the cafeteria and
euuipped more classrooms with new technology More course offerings in the evening and at
alternative time slots also have helped to accommodate the large number of students. In addi-
tion, two apartment buildmgs, housmg a total of 86 students, will be ready for next fall, as will
a new art building. The new theatre arts center will be completed in the winter of 2003-04,
freeing up faculty olTices in Van Peursem Hall.
Northwestern has 460 students from the Reformed Church in America, the highest num-
ber since 1982. FiftY-SIXpercent of Northwesterns students are from Iowa. A total of 30
states and 14 countries are represented.
Over the last 15 years, Northwestern's enrollment has increased by 46 percent. This years
figures are 26 percent higher than those of 10 years ago and a 12 percent increase over five
years ago.
Raider Rooters aid athletic program continued from page 12
said. "I can help them know
what fits with the program at
Northwestern."
The Raider Rooters
group has played a role in
buildmg projects such as the
Bultman Center as well as
helping with funds for the
minibus. Also, RR annually
provides several thousand
dollars toward a wish list for
size. "lts a faithful program
with good leadership."
To become a member of
the Raider Rooters, individu-
als can call Northwestern's
athletic department at 712-
707-7280 or sign up at the
Raider Rooter table present at
home football and volleyball
games.
the coaches. In recent years,
RR has provided funds for a
tennis tower (practice server),
a portable notebook comput-
er for the athletic training
olllce, and a radar gun for the
baseball and softball teams,
Brandt explained that
Raider Rooters was one of the
first notable booster clubs for
colleges of Northwesterns
Campusnews
NWC to build new art facility
continued from page IJ
Vanderhill, professor of art.
The facility will feature
clerestory \vindows-a raised
portion of the buildmg with
windows alongside it, open
to the floor below-to catch
desirable light from the
north. In addition, the build-
ings artificial light, a combi-
nation of incandescent and
fluorescent, will be adjustable
to assist the artistic process.
Safety also is an impor-
tant benefit of the new facili-
ty "The new building will
have excellent environmental
management of the air and
noise as well as mechanical
safety," said VanderhilL
With an aesthetically
pleasing building on one of
Orange City's most traveled
streets, the art departments
visibility will jump dramati-
cally. "We have been out of
sight and out of mmd from
the main campus except for
our monthly exhibitions,'
said john Kaericher, professor
of art.
"I am anxious for our
students to make it their own
by usmg the facilities to the
fullest," added Kaericher "In
the pursuit of excellence in
the creative process, a state-
of-the-art physical plant will
help the states of their art
development. "
If you are interested in
donating to this project,
please contact john Greller,
VIcepresident for develop-
ment, at 712-707-7106 or
bear@nwciowa.edu.
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CalculatedCareer by Tamara Fynaardt
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When Dr. Kim
jongenus's daughter, jaime,
was born, the nurse told her
husband, joel, "Wow This is
a big baby"
"How big?" asked joel
"Her head is IS mches
in diameter."
Kim says, "I use that
story to illustrate to students
that math and math defini-
tions ate very precise. The
nurse meant 'circumference.'
Diameter is the measure
across a circle-a head with a
IS-inch diameter would be
bigger than a basketballl
"Math is like a foreign
language you have to learn,"
said Kim, who also majored
14 ... Fall 2002
in Enghsh as an undergradu-
ate. She dec.ded on an aca-
donie career and had to
choose between teachmg
poetry or the Pythagorean
theorem.
"1chose to teach math
because it would drive me
crazy to teach writing," she
admits. "1 figure someone
born and raised m this coun-
try should be able to speak
and write Enghsh, so I get
really frustrated with people
who don't speak correctly or
when things aren't written
well."
"On the other hand, I
feel badly for students who
can't do math well-but I
"\'"
,) ~ " h, ,,
~ /' ~'lHo
X r ..1" "'" '
don't feel badly about them,"
she laughs. "Besides, what 1
really enJoy about English is
creative writing, and mathe-
matics is creative, too."
The creativity in math
surprises students, claims
Kim. "Sometimes students
are taught by teachers who
don't really understand math
and who are afraid of math.
Most students come our of
elementary and high school
thmkmg theres only one way
to solve a certain type of
problem. There may be a
most efficient way, but there
are hkely other ways, too."
Kim remembers doing a
calculus problem on the
..
"If kids struggle with read-
ing, their parents get spe-
cialists to help ensure they
learn to read. But they
thinh it'sOK lWt to learn
math. Maybe everyone
doesn't have to learn alge-
bra But you've shut a lot
of doors by not learning at
least the basics,"
board several years ago, and
a student, testing an alterna-
tive method, asked, "Why
can't you do it this way)"
"You can," Kim said to her
startled students and pro-
ceeded to solve the problem
another way A classmate
later told her his reaction to
the shaking of his mathemat-
ical foundations was to think,
"Hey, you can't do that!"
Accordmg to Kim, if you
get the same answer she did,
and if you can prove your
method works in every case,
then its not wrong. What a
relief [or her mother-in-law
who told her once that she'd
learned a wrong method of
subtraction while attendmg
country school "What do
you mean you subtract
wrong)" asked Kim. "When
you subtract 9 from 12, do
you get 37 Then its right."
When Kim first arrived
at Northwestern, Professor
Emeritus of Chemistry Peter
Hansen shared with her an
article companngjapanese
and American parents' per-
d
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ceptions toward math educa-
tion. "Parents 10 a Japanese
city and in Minneapolis had
been asked on a survey,
'What does it take for a child
to be good at math)'
Japanese parents said the
child has to work hard.
Parents in Minneapolis said
the child has to have some
innate ability and a really
great teacher."
Kim's in favor of really
great math teachers, but, she
adds, "There's this particular-
ly American misperception
tliat math is something yOll
have to have a gift for-that
if you're not gifted, then
you're just never going to
master it and that's OK
People find our [ teach math
and they say, 'Oh, I never was
any good at math'-wlth a
bit of pride even. I'll bet they
wouldn't say tlie same thmg
about readmg, for example.
"If kids struggle with
reading, their parents get spe-
cialists to help ensure they
learn to read. But they think
it's OK not to learn math.
Maybe everyone doesn't have
to learn algebra. Bur you've
shut a lot of doors by not
learning at least the basics.
The problem-solving skills
are applicable in all kinds of
ways
"It's hard to find a field
where some math wouldn't
help you," adds Kim
"Science and psychology use
a lot of math, of course. But
there's this mispercept.on that
business has nothing to do
with math, and that's too
bad. The better M.BA pro-
grams now are requiring stu-
dents to have good back-
conHnued on page 22
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SeQJrhes are under way for the following positions:
Chaplain
A senior-level administrative position to begin during the summer of 2003 The chaplain reports to the president, is
responsible for the spiritual life program of the college and leads a team of campus ministry staff members.
Major [unctions include planning and administering a daily chapel program, discipling students, supervising student
leaders and personal counseling. Preference will be given to candidates with a Master of Divinity degree, ordination in the
Reformed Church in America and three years related experience
Contact Dr. Bruce Murphy, president, presidem®nwciowa.edu.
Director of Ramaker Ubrary
This 12-month posinon, available immediately, could be either faculty (non-tenured, no rank) or staff, depending on
qualifications
The director coordinates and supervises all facets of library operations, including budget development and monitoring;
hiring, supervising and evaluating library staff; program development and revew; acquisition and circulation of materials: and
maintenance of equtpmeru and facilities The director reports to the vice president for academic affairs, attends faculty meetings
and serves on campus committees, The director will playa key role in planning for a new library building and in meeting the
technological requirements of the 21st century.
Candidates must have a masters degree from an AlA-accredited institution, five or more years or progressively responsible
library experience, excellent organizational and interpersonal skills, and expense with new library technology Preference will be
given to candidates with a doctorate or a second masters degree.
Contact Dr. Karen Cianci, vice president for academic affairs, vpaa@nwciowa,edu.
Psychology Faculty
Two tenure-track positions specializing in either developmental psychology, cognitive psychology or social psychology,
available August 2003. Teaching load will include either General or Developmental Psychology and some of the following
courses: Social Psychology, IndusniaVOrganizational Psychology, Learning and Cognition, Research Methods, History and
Systems or Psychology, or Physiological Psychology The ideal candidates will enjoy rnentortng students, have strong teaching
skills and be able LOintegrate Christian faith with the study of psychology, Research (including the ability to involve students
in research), advising and institutional service also are expected.
Preference will be given to candidates with a completed or nearly completed doctorate. Candidates must have graduate
course work in in developmental, cognitive or social psychology and one or more of the fields noted above as well as teaching
experience
Contact Dr. Karen Cianci, vice president for academic affairs, vpaa®nwciowa.edu.
secondary Education Faculty
Two tenure-track positions, beginning August 2003. Specialization in secondary education is desired with the ability to
teach Foundations of Education and Secondary School Methods, and possibly Middle School Methods anclJor Educational
Psychology One position serves as coordinator for the secondary education program and will require some administrative
responsibilities within and outside the education department. One position specializes in secondary science to teach second-
ary and/or middle school methods and part-time leaching in physics/general science. Additional responsibilities include
advising students, scholarship and departmental/committee tasks
A doctorate in education is preferred and will be required by the time of tenure review. Candidates must have second-
ary and/or middle schoolteaching experience and possess excellent leaching and mentortng skills
Contact Dr. Karen Cianci, vice president for academic affairs, vpaa@nwciowa,edu
Northwestern seeks fact<lty and staff who art' evangelical in theology, \-\lith a Refonned perspective, and who an: committed to the
distinctives of a Christian liberal arts education. Send a letter of applicalion, pmfessional vitae, college transcripts, and the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of three references to the contact listed above. Applicalions can befilled out online, or downloaded as
PDF files, at wltW.nwciowa,eduJabout/employment/default.asp
Northwestem College
1017thSlSW·OrangeCity,1A51041
Nonhwesrern College complies with government regulations concerning non-discrimination in employment.
Women and minO/itks are encouraged to apply.
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In a Beacon student newspaper editorial last March, international student Hannah Vutt
wrote, "If there is one thing the events of September I I seem to indimte, it is this: We live in
a world where people can IW longer live in the sheltered isolation of their private communi-
ties. We all are dtizens of a greater global cffinmunity, and this means there is a growing
necessity for us to understand differenees better ...
II
teQ
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by Tamara Fynaardt
"Sometimes I wonder i[
we're just wasting our time
trying to engage grudging
Amencan students in cultural
exploration ... [but] people,
I've discovered, are generally
eager to know you, absorb
you into their hves and sup-
port you-they're just not
quite sure where to begin.
"Start here," Hannah
goes on to say. "Talk to me.
"International students
never [mind] being asked
about their countries, their
backgrounds and cultures.
Having come so far from
home ... we expect to be
thoroughly quizzed about the
worlds we hall from," she
adds
Hannah halls from a
number of places. A native
of India, she's hved in the
northern deserts of India, in
Delhi, in the United Arab
Emirates, in Chicago, in
Bombay and, before Orange
City, in the MIddle Eastern
country of Oman, where her
father currently is a Christian
missionary She speaks flaw-
less English as well as Hindi
(the national language of
India), a httle Telegu (the
language of Andra Pradesh,
II
e
her home state) and a little
French.
Hannahs mother agreed
at age 25 to marry her dad,
sight unseen. A secret con-
vert to Chnstianity, Hannah's
mom was to marry a Muslim;
the arrangement had been
made by Hannah's grandfa-
ther. Hannah's mom learned
of another man through
Christian friends and felt
God was callmg her to marry
him instead. "Her decision
to marry a penmless evangel-
ist against her father's wishes
got my mom kicked out of
the house," Said Hannah.
T
''When Dr. Vandermeulen
asked if rd be interested in
a project thnt could increase
multiculturalism on cam-
pus, IsaUl, 'Yes!' Thafs one
of my missions-one of tke
things rd like to contribute
during my time at
Northwestem "
c

fROMT~f DRfSIDfMT
DR. BRUCE MURPHY
What a privilegeit has been to watch God work on our compus this lost year. ~ you were to visit this fall, you would see many physicol
changes: New oportment complexes almost completed, a new frock and halftime facility on the football neld, a magnificent new theatre
art center quickly emerging from the renovated ouditonum, and the beginnings of a new ~suol art center. But the most significont
changes ore the ones we see in the lives of our fuculty, stuff and mainly, in our students. September 11, 2001, deep~ soddened and
distressed us all, but it also inspired our community: to grow not only in "stature" but "in wisdom, and in fovor with God and man."
God connnues to grow Northwestem College-in student numbe5, and in influence beyond northwest Iowa and the Midwest. lost fall
we enrolleda record 1,294 students, and we've broken that record again this full. Despite depressing demographic dolo that indicates the
number of colleg!Hlgestudents in th~ port of the country s decreasing, and despite the decreasing enrollments of other pnvate liberalart
colleges, we connnue to grow. Amazing responsibility. Amazing opportunity!
Once again, I was humbled by the achievements of our students and foculty--by their kingdom leode5hip and servon(s heart. I am proud to shore some of their octivines and
accomplishments with you:
• Vice President for AcodemicAffoi5 Dr.KorenCiancispent on educononol semester livingin Tanzania with her family and other Chnstion college students.
She is more committed than ever to enabling NWCstudents to hove multi-and cross~ulturol expenences.
• Pnor to his December groduanon, Kevinlors recorded the third highest score among people toking the CPAexam in Iowa.
• Communiconon studies professor Jamie Durham organized the nrst Snowdance Film Festrval,which celebroted nlms that seek to shope the culture according
to the attributes of God's kingdom.
• Northwestern's business deportment was accredited by the International Assembly for Collegiate Business Educonan.
• Our senior sociology majors scored in the 96th percennle nananally on the Educononal Tesnng Service exam in sociology.
• Theatre senior Jonathon Allsupwas selected to serve as the student stage manager for the Ten-MinutePloy Fesnval at The Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
• The Students in Free Enterpnse (SIfE) team nnished in the nnol16 at a nononol competTtTon,out of 158 schools.
• Professor Bnon lee, music, was arnong 32 pianists chosen to participate in the Gino Bar.houer Internononol Artists ~ano Compennon in Salt lake City in June.
He was selected from on ininol oudinon round of 250 pianists from 40 countries.
• After receiving a $50,000 planning grant, Englishprofessor CoilVandermeulen coordinated a compus-wide exploronon of collingand vocation in order to apply
for a $2 million implementation grant from the UllyEndowment, on Indiana foundanon that support ~ngdom couses. The decision on our proposal will be mode in December.
God has blessed the NWCcommunity nchly-with solid nnonces and nne lacilines, with faculty and stoff who ore excellent mento5 and schol05 and committed Chnsnons, with more
students each year than we dore hope lor, and with the proyer and nnancial support of all 01you, enabling the good ~ngdom work that happens here and beyond our compus. Most
of all, God has been present at Northwestern College; the work of his HolySpint is evident every day. Thank you lor your gifts, and I hope, as a resun of your fuithfulness and his
groce, that you ore expenencing his presence, too.
Warmly,
Bruce G. Murphy
President
2 NcoIhwestem Cell,,],~------------------------------
NORTHWESTERNFUND 2000-01 2001-02
Alumni $416,356 $394,503
Friends $418,136 $396,781
FoundaTIons/Gran~ $139,573 $195,529
CorporaTIons $102,052 $120,176
Churches $425,982 $436,891
Other $8,700 $7,234
Sub-Total $1,510,799 $1,551,114
DESIGNRTEDGIFTS 2000-01 2001-02
Alumni $384,713 $368,605
Friends $1,333,630 $762,044
FoundoTIons/Gran~ $101,702 $99,500
CorporaTIons $13,500 $148,925
Churches $7,484 $3,087
Other $49,130 $54,700
Estotes $1,881,290 s1,757,597
Sub-Total $3,771,449 $3,194,458
Grand Total $5,282,248 $4,745,572
lOUR GIfTDOllftRS
NORTHWESTERN FUND GIFTS
Oidyou know that without your annual gifts to the Northwestern Fund, hiiTIonot
Northwestern College would have to be $1,225 higher each year far every student?
For the year ending June 30, 2002, annual Northwestern Fund gift income repre-
senred 8 percent of the totol dolla5 expended for educoTIonalond general purposes.
YOUR
GifT DOllftRS
Genernllns!Monol
Expenses
113%)
Physicol Plont
17%)
Instructionol & Acodernic
Support
(35%)
Student ,/
Services &
Admissions
114%)
,,,
FinonCIOI~d
131%)
HOW DOES nORTHWESTERnSPEnD
EftCH 100 DOllftRS GIVEn)
135 goes toward funding the instTUctionalprogram. This includes salaries of
our prafessa5, acodemic moterials ond equipment, ond reloted services
for administering the acodemic pragram.
131 goes toward shident financial aid. This post year Northwestern spent over
$6.0 millionout of the operoTIngbudget on financial aid.
114 is spent on shident development and admissions programs. 5hident
activiTIesare a primary port of shident development, ond the admissions
office recrui~ incoming shiden~.
113 goes to the general administraTIonexpenses of operaTIng the college.
Among the services included are publicoTIans,alumni relaTIons,and the
offices of the president, financial offai5 and development.
17 goes toward the housekeeping, maintenance, repair and UTIlilyexpenses
associated with our graunds and buildings.
1100
2002 Annual Rproe! 3
GIFT CLUBS
Membership in the • Mr. Fran~in VOIIel Mr. & Mo. Ken Mulder Jocobsmo, 1L[, Orange Crty, IA Miss Suscn Cowles
clubs listed is allained * Mo. Jeon VOIIel • Dr. B,uce Mumhy MOs!eIWorks, 10u5bo, WA Mrs. Groce De Boer
by totaling gifts to the * 0,. & Mo. Nicholas deVnes * 0,. Diane MUmby Ruble Momum Moss B~gger 1c. • MI. Slanley Ik Boom
Northwestem Fund, Anonymous (2) * Dr. & Mo. David Mym Sioux Crty, ~ • MI. Wonen De Vries
Capilal Campaign * 0,. & Mo. Petel10ls • V... Brathos I1umbing & Heating. MI. David DeKosler
and/or Endowed BUSINESSES/ * Mr. 8. Mrs. Dennis Punt Dmnge (rty, ~ • Mo. undo DeKrey
Funds during the fiscal FOUNDATIONS • Dr. Jan Schuitemol1 • VOIIelChonnes Inc., Orange Crty, IA • Dr. Mkhoel DeKrey
year of July 1,2001, A.R. Brauwer Company, Dextel, MI • Miss Edna 5<hut * 0,. & MIs. LG. Den HoilOlJ
through June 3D, • Bouma 8. Company lnc, * Mr. & Mrs. George Von Der Molen FRIENDS Mr. & Mo. Dole Den Herder
2002. Orange Crty, IA Mr. John Von Huizen • Dr. 8. Mrs. James Bultman * Mr. 8. Mrs. les Douma
Ci~of Orange Crty, Orange Lily, IA • Mr. & Mo. DiMd Van Volkenbulg lorry & NOlmo Chnstlanson * Mr. Brion Drcoyer
*Signifies"""" who have given to * DEMCO, Boyden, IA • M,. Allan Van Wyk Mr. & Mo. HONey IkGlnot • Mo. Bertha Dyksrro
Northwestern for at kost three ron- Ikn HoilOlJ Industries, Haspeo, IA M,. & Mo. Neil Vander ~oeg M,. & MIs. Steve IkWitt • Mr. Kurt Dykstra
sewtive yeat>. • Echo Group Inc., Sioux (enter, IA • MIs. NeMno Ver Steeg Thomas Mrs. Jeanette Oetlor • MIs. leah Dykstra
• HOW1lldMiller Company, Zeeland, MI * Mr. Ira White M,. John Oedar Mr. Fled El1!Iland
fOUnDfRS ClU~ • 1_ Foun<l:mon, Sioox Center, ~ Mr. 8. Mrs. Burnie Wolfswinkel Estate of Johanna Rouwenhofst * Mr. John Fokkemo• loW\] College Foundation, Ananymous III * M,. & Mo. Dole Huizengo MIs. Carol Fisher
Named for the Rev. Seine Bolks, Des Moines, IA * Mr. 8. Mrs. Eugene Moss MI. Foul Folkeo
Ihe first president of the Board ul~ Endowment, Indianapolis, IN TRUSTffSClU~ * Dr. 8. Mrs. Thomas Ten Hoeve • Mo. Poulo Falke"• MTC Foundotlan, Sioux Center, IA * Mo. Melisso Van Hollond • Mr. Merlin Foremanof Truslees. Membership is * Northwestern Slate Bank, Named for Henry Hospers, Ihe • Mr. Dean Von Peursem • Mrs. Deanna Frede~{kaffained by those persans Oral1!le Ci~,IA first treasurer af lhe Board af • MI. & Mo. Morvin Vl1!Iel Mr. Mo~ Fredenck
and/or businesses wha con- Trustees. Membership ~ attained Women's Bnsketboll Cnoches Assn. * Mrs. Marilyn HarrisonIribuled gifts of 55,000 or more FRIENDS • Mrs. Janet Heemstra
during Ihe 200 1-02 fiscal yea, • Mo. Nellie Mbeo by Ihose persons and! or busi- PRfSlDfnTS ClU~ • Mr. Jerry HeemstroMr. 8. Mrs. Sleven Brouwer nesses who cantrilmted gifts of Dr. 8. Mrs. Bernard Hietbrink
ALUMNI Rev. & M". Robert Chomin 52,500 to S4,999 during the Named far the many great * Mrs. Joonne Hoff
* Mr. Gory Bomgoors M,. Gordan De Boel 2001-02 fiscal yea, presidenls Northweslern has Dr. Morvin Hoff• Mr. & Mo. MiJ, De P,ee • Mo. Monlyn Hoffs* Rev. Poul Colenbrander had, bUI specifically for 0,* Mr. 8. Mrs. Morvin De Witt • Mo. ToAnn Huygens* 0,. Bryon Den Hortog ALUMNI Jacab Heemstras determination• MI. & Mo. Don DeWitt • Mr. 8. Mrs. Bermis lOllS* Mo. Nancy Den Hartog
* M,. & Mo. Jock DeWM
01. & Mo. Herbert Bolks and faith in the future af the • Mr. Paul Janssen• MI. & Mo. Man Draayer • Mrs. Bonnie De Jong• MI. & Mo. Kei~ DeWitt callege during his lenure (192B- * Mrs. Sheila JanssenMr. 8. Mrs. Hans Givens, Jr. • MI. Ronold De Jang
* M,. & M". Mede DeWM • Mon~n Jiskool* Mrs. Julie Henrich • 01. Beverly De Vnes 51), Membership is affained by
• Mr. & M". John Den Hartog, SI. • 01. John & Mo. Be~ Johnson* Mrs. Beverly Holwerda • MI. Merlyn De Vries those persons anrl/or businesses• Ms. Rebe<cn Engle • MI. & Mo. Willis JongenusMI. Bruce HofllOldo • Mr. John Ekdom who cantribuled gifts of 51,000• Kenneth D. Rook Trust ESIote of Mbert G. Woltzen * Mo. I" Fylslm * Dr. Ron Juffer
Estate of Alice De Boer to 52,499 during Ihe 200 1-02 • M,. & Mo. louren Koemingk• Mr. 8. Mrs. Wayne Kooiker • MI. Dean Hengst
• M". Debra locker Estote of 01. Mortho H. Fellan • Mo. leAnne Hengst fiscal yea, Mrs. Alvino Keunen
• Dr. Sleven Locker Eslote of Gyshert Van Veldhuizen • M,. & Mo. Perry K,oss(hell Rev. Cornie Keunen
• M,. Philip & Dr. Nancy Miller Estote of Hen~ G. Eggink • Rev. Arlin Schoep ALUMNI * Mo. Ko1fl~n King
• M,. John A. Muilenbulg Estole of Margaret Suroeck * Mo. Nancy 5<hoep * Mr. Brion Bortle * Mr. Steven King
• Mo. Mo~ Muilenbulg Eslote of Merle [ lemmenes * Mr. Mo~ Von Holland * Mrs. Carol Bostemeyer * Rev. 8. Mrs. Lewis Koerselman in
• 01 Donald Nibbelink Estote of Viola Vonde lone * Mrs. Shirley Van Peursem * Mr. Norman Bastemeyer memary af Elizabeth Koerselman
• Mo. Elsie Nibbelink Estote of Violet Von Sonde • Mrs. Darlene Vander Aorde • Dr. [o~enne Bell * Mrs. Corene Koole• Mr. 8. Mrs. James L Fmnken * • Mo. Uly Blontonl • MI. Ii<rry KaNer* Mrs. Marlys Pennings • 01. & Mo. E.B. G,ossmann Dr. Slanley Vonder Aolde Mr. Ronold KaNer• Dr. & Mo. DiMd Reinke • Mrs. Marcia Ves Mrs. Anita Bomgoors• Dr. Philip Hormelink • • Dr. David Bomgaars Mo. Ruby KaNer• Mrs. Beverly Schuiteman Mo. TricioWilson• MI. & MIs. Robert Haveman • 0,. Edwin Bnote * Mr. 8. Mrs. Don Krooi• Mr. & MIs. Hedan Schut Anonymous (6)
* 0,. & MIs. Robert Van Cilleo * Mr. 8. Mrs. James Hovinga * Mrs. Harriet Boote * Mrs. Emiko Kumamoto
* Mr. & Mo. DiMd Johnson • MI. & Mo. Bar~ Brondt • Mr. 8. Mrs. Warren Langstroat* Mr. 8. Mrs. Don Von Der Weide BUSINESSES/
* Mrs. A1vemo Van Engelenhaven Mr. 8. Mrs. lames Koerselmon FOUNDATIONS • Mo. Marilyn Brinkhuis Mr. Brian Lenderink• Dr. Anthony Kooiker * Mr. MlIfthew Bultman • Mo. Dynn lendennk* Mr. David Van Engelenhoven • Amerirnn Stote Bonk, Sou, Centel, Ii• Mr. 8. Mrs. Leonard M005 • MIs. Wilma leslie• M". Monftn Von El1!Ielenhoven • H()(Igemloom Cor6Tn.<tion, Conlon, SO * Mrs. Wando Bultman• Mr. 8. Mrs. Bennie Mulder • MI. Chin~HUQ u• Mr. Paul Van Engelenhoven * lowo State Bank, Huil, IA Mr. Clarence Buurmon
* Mr. Drew Vogel * Dr. & Mo. Dovid Mulder * Kloy Veldhuizen Bindner De Jong, & * MIs. Shono [Iemens * M,. & Mo. William lovelorly
4 Noell,western College
• Mr. James Ludens Mrs. Morae Hubers lwiep Mr. & 1M. Earl Hart * Mrs. Mury Bezuyen • Or. Dick Van Holland
• Mo. Kathl.. n iJJdens Mo. Ruth Z~sITa • Mo. Ruth Holland • Mr. & Mo. Ma~ Bloemendool • Mi. Brion Van Ka.beek
• 1M. Jolene Miedema • Mr. Smnley Z~stra * Mrs. Soni HlIffman * Miss Adriana Boender Mo. Monda Van Kalsbeek
* Mr. Roger Miedema Anonymous (3) • Or nmathy Huffman * Mrs. Amy Boersma • Mr. leray Von KeI<enx
* Lt. Douglas Moret • Cal. Eane Hutthlson • Rev. Carl Boe","a • Rev. & Mo. Hanan Van Dart
• Mr Donald Mauw BUSINESSES/ * Mr. Clorence HuygeflS Mo Dana Balluyt • Mrs. lone Von ass
• Mr. Bruce Mouw FOUNDATIONS • Rodney Jslcot • Mr. Joshua Balluyt • Mr David Van Weehel
• 1M. Jul.. Mauw • Boehnn!J'f Ingilihelm Velmrolca, * Mrs. Margaret Juffer Mrs. Glendo Bonnemo * Mrs. lheeso Ver Steeg
Mr. VI~II MUllenbu~ Sioux Center, ~ * Mrs. Bonnie Koericher Mi. lDwell Bonnema * Mrs. JoAnne Vermeer
Mo. Laura Mu~er • Brommer Truck Une InL, * Mr. John Koericher • Mr. Normon Boon • Dr. Wallace Vermeer
Mo. Pallic. Muyskens Sioux (enter, IA • Mo. Claro ~el * Mrs. Velma 8oon511"0 • Rev. Anthony V.
• Mr. Paul Muy;ken> • Ouidl Ca.ny Inn, Orange Ci~,IA • Or. Allan Kromer • Mr Gregrny Basch * Mrs. Demma Vis
• Mr. Gordan Nyhaf Dutch Mart Inc., Oronge Ci~,IA • Mo. Coral Kromer * Ms. lDri Bnntz • Mo. Ruth Wilson
Mo. Everly Post • Ouidl Mill Pharmocy, Orange City, IA Mr. Donny Kumamoto • Mr Raymond BreW • Mr Oauglos Zylstra
• Miss Henriel1a Pruissen * Engineering Design Associates, • 1M. Ann lDlrd • Mo. Ralene Breed Anonymous (5)
* Mr. 8. Mrs. Darrel Rensink Sioux Center, IA • Mr. & Mo. Rodney lDngstroot • Mo. Elizabeth Brawn
• Mrs. lnra Roesner • First Federal Bank, Orange Ci~,~ • Mr. Clift leslie • Mi. Mike Brumels BUSINESSES/
* Mr. Steven Roesner * Kraai Furniture, Orange City, fA • Or. & Mo. Coil Marten5 • Mr. Willie Chey FOUNDATIONS
• Mr. Cla~ Scholten • link Man~acturlng ltd., Mr. & Mo. Douglas Mason • Mr. William De Boom AIhronce Brands, Orange Ci~,~
• Mr. David Scholten Sioux Center, IA Mo. Helen Muilenburg • Mr. Bernard 0. Cook • Bamgooo Supply, Sioux Ci~,IA
* Mrs. Jennie Smith M & 0 Canslrudian, Sheidan, IA Mr. Rod Mulder * Mrs. Marcine De long • C & H Body Repair, Orange City, IA
Mr. Paul Smith Peaples Bank, Rack Valley, ~ Mr. & Mo. Ma~ Nardin • Dr. Vema De lang • Cammunl~ II<Jnk,Orange Ci~,IA
* Miss Phyllis Steunenberg ~lZaRanch, Hull. IA • Mr. Philip PaI10n • 1M. Ellen Ellington • 0. Joog Oiland RejXllr,Orange ~, ~
• Or. Gerald Te Paske • Punt Chevralet·Pan~ac{adillac, Mo. Helen Posey Snyder • Mo. Betty Ferrell E & M Chmities, Musca~ne, IA
• Mo. Yette Te Poske Orange City, ~ • Or. Theodore Raman • Or. & Mo. Ted Gearge Fami~ Eye Cme, Orange CI~, IA
• Mr. & Mo. Merlyn Ten Clay Russell's Ready Mix Inc., Orange Mr. & Mo. Maity Roush • Mr. Michael Greller * Janssen Finoncial Group,
• Dr. Dovld n""a CI~, IA • Mo. Shirley Ruwenharst * Mrs. Sheri Gunderson Orange Ci~,~
• Mi. Daniel Van Beek Sioux Pharm, Sfoux Cenrer, IA • Mi. & Mo. Oenn. Schaltens • Mr. Frank HeemslTa Mulder Oil Company, Orange CI~, ~
• Mo. undo Van Book * Slllnge Chiropractic, Orange (ity, IA • Mr & Mo. Jerald Schouten • Mrs. Maxine Heemstra Pella (orporation, Sioux Center, lA
• 1M. lD~ Van Beek • Van Engelenhaven Agency Inc., • Dr. & Mo. Preston Stegenga * Mr. Raymond Heernstm Prem'r Bank, Rack Valley, IA
Mr. & Mo. Vi~i1 Van Book Orange Ci~,IA Theatre Parrans * Mrs. lana Heusinkveld Simpson Fund, Sealle, WA
• Mi. Douglas Van Be~um Vander Pal ExC1lVllli~, Orange Crty, ~ • Mr. Tony Van Beek * Mr. Kevin Hubers • Sioux Automa~on (enler,
• Mi. & Mo. Hara~ Van o.r Weide Wells' Biue Bunny, le Mao, IA • Mo. undo Van Be~um • 1M. Betty Kendall Sioux (enter, IA
• Mr. Glenn Van Ekeren • WiII.ms & Company Pc.. le Mao, ~ Mr. & Mo. Ran Van Den Berg * Mr. & Mrs. Paul Koets * Sioux Feed Company Inc.,
• Or. Gerold Van Es • Or. rred Van Dyke • Mr. lyle Lundgren Sioux (enter, IA
* Mrs. Mory Von Es FRIENDS • 1M. undo Van Dyke • Mrs. Mary Lundgren • Smte Farm Insurance, Orange Ci~,~
• Mr. Brodley Van Kalsbeek Mr. & Mo. Canrod Aronson Mr. & 1M. David Van Go~ • Or. 5haran McElhinney Ten-Kredl8o:1iic Inc, Sioux Cente!, IA
• Miss Henriettn Von Maanen Or. & Mo. Charles Bean • Drs. Jay & Ma~ Van Hook Miss Jaime Meyer • Vogel Paint & Gla~ Inc., Sheldon, IA
• Mr. Man Van Rookel • Mr. & Mo. Ryan Be~haot • Mr. Hen~ Vande Kieft • Mr. & 1M. Uayd Mair Williams Faundaiian, Oakland, CA
• Mo. Audrey Van Rookel • Mr. & Mo. Doug Beukelman • Or. & Mo. Carl Vander Kooi * Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Muilenburg
• Mrs. Barlara Van Roekel • Mo. Margaret Blekkink • Mr. & Mo. Mhur Vander Pal * Mr. James Mulder FRIENDS
• Or. Glenn Van Rookel • Mr. & Mo. Paul Blezien Mr. & Mrs. Cornie Vonder Voet Mr. Allen Namminga Ms. Nola Aalberts
• Or. & Mrs. Otto Van Raekel • Or. & Mo. Kevin Bluemel * Mr. Evon Vermeer Mrs. June Nommingo • Dr. Oauglos & Joon Andeoan
• Mi. & 1M. Dovld A. Van Wyk • Mr. & Mo. Max Boeoma • Mr. John Vogel * Mrs. Elinor Noteboom • Mr. Don Baker
• Or. & Mo. Can Van de Woo * Dr. & Mrs. William Brawnson • Mr. & Mo. William Walteo * Mr. Thomas Noteboom • Mr. Jeff Ba~er
• 1M. Mill. Vande ~eft • Dr. & Mo. Oauglos Carlson • Or. Joel Westerl"lm Mr. (ameron Olson * Mrs. Karen Barker
Mi. & Mo. Ru~ell Vande St"!l • Mr. & Mo. Glenn Cherup • Mo. Rosalyn Wielenga 1M. Heather Olson • Or. & Mo. Paul Barlett
• Or. & 1M. Alfred Vande Woo Or. Koren Cionci * Mrs. Lori leutenhorst • Mo. Ann Opgenarth Mr. & Mrs. Sieve Bebka
• Or.Tamela Vander AarMchalten Mr. Terrence J. Cianci • Mi. & Mo. Robert Z~ • Rev. Jonathan Opgenarth Mi. & Mo. Jonathan Bogaard
* Mrs. Koren Vander Pol * Or. James CremerlS • Mo. Cara~ Palas • Mr. & Mrs. Kenl Braasch
• Mr. l~e Vander Pal * Mr. & Mrs. Dan Colenbrander (ORfl[RSTm am • Rev. & Mo. Ray Patenk Mo. Kimberly Bnnks·Smrkenbu~
• Or. & Mo. LyleVander Werff • Mi. & Mo. Kenneth Oamhaf * Mr. Evon Peuse Mr. & Mrs. Merie Brouwer
• Mi. & Mrs. Hen~ Veldhuls Mr. & 1M. Robert 0. Boer Membership is affained by Ms. Ins Post Ms. Julia Bruce
• Mr. Waher Ver Steeg Mo. Wilma De lI<Jam those persons and/or business· * Mr. Gory Rensink Mr. & Mo. Donald Chn~ansan
* Mrs. Alberta Vermeer • Mr. & Mo. Leland De Hoon es who contributed gifts of Mr. Chnstopher Ratt Ms. Flavia Dohl• Mrs. Dl1Wl1Vermeer • Mo. La. De Hoon • Mo. CherjOSchlebout • Mo Sheth De Boom
• Rev. Henry Vermeer • Ms. Beth De leeuw $500 to $999 during the * Mr. Firman Schiebout • Mr. Richard De Groot
• Mr. Ma~ Vlksten • Mr. & Mo. Jim DeWitt 2001·02 fiscol year. • Mo. Lynn Schneider Mr. Ka~ De Hann
1M. Dans Vogel • Mr. Gor.dan Espelund Mr. Roger Scholten Mrs. undo De Haan
Ms. Jane Vogel Mo. Ruth fspelund ALUMNI * Miss Joline Schultz Mr. Maurice De Hoon
Mo. Kim Westerhalm • Or. & Mo. Hen~ FOher * Mrs. Beverly Anderson * Mrs. Denise Sneller • Mr. & Mo. Gerald o.nel<os
• Mi. Jay Wlelenga • Or. & Mo. Marthew Floding * Mr. Howard Anderson * Mr. John Steunenberg * Mr. Ross Errington
• Or. Earl Waudsrra • Mr. Carl Folkers * Mrs. Jean Anderson • Ms. Ruth Steunenberg ~mte of EOOneKading
• Mrs. Karen Woudstra • Mr. John Franken * Or. Thomas Anderson Mr. Michael Swanson Ms. Kristen Fmnken
• Mr. nmathy Zeutenhaot * Mrs. Jane Greller • Mo. Shan Baker • Andrea Van B.. k Or. & Mo. John Greene
• Mi. Donald Iwlep * Mr. John Greller • Mr. Paul Bellman • Mr. TImothy Van Oer Weide Mr. & Mo. Tam Greller
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Mr. Snon Gunderson • Mo. Cmole AykellS • Mr. & Mo. Wilbur Honnelink • Ms. Jamie Schmeling Mr. Douglos Veldheer
Mr. Dwight Houff * Mrs. Je{mette Buns • MI. Dwoyne Hmms • Mo. Mberto Schuller Mo. Hozel Ver Mulm
• Dr. Kim JongelilJS • Mo. Julie Bohrke * Rev. &. Mrs. Forrest Hanns * Mo. undo Schulte Mr. lee Ver Mulm
• Dr. & Mo. Chodes Klemz • MI. Kod Bohrke • Mrs. Doreen Homey • Mrs. Donno Schut • Mo. A~edo Verdoom
• Rev. & Mo. Don lenderink • Mo. Evelyn Bokker • Mr. & Mo. Vi~iI Hoverdink • Rev. lorTYSchut • MI. & Mo. lm~ l. Verdoorn
• Dr. Donold undskoog Ms. Mmgo.! Borks • Rev. Go~ Hegstod • Mo. Amy Schutt • Miss Betty Vermeer
Miss Jecmae Lovas "* Mrs. A1etho Beeson • Mo. Julie Hegsto<l * Dr. &. Mrs. S~vioScorza • Mr. &. Mrs. Thomas Vif150n
Mr. &. Mrs. Peter Lovas • Mrs. Koren Behrens • Mr. Arthur Hielkemo Ms. Kothryn Severson • Mo. Judith VOser
• Mr. & Mo. Edword lubbeo • Mrs. Koren Benes • Mrs. Esther Hoogeveen • Miss 5oroh Sikkemo "* Mr. Ronald Wogemllli
• Mr. & Mo. Morvin Mo~ • Mr. Mark Benes Mr. Robert Hoogeveen • Mo. Arlys Sioughter * Mo. Shelly WollinII'
Mr. & Mo. Gm~ Medemo Ms. Flovio Block • Mr. Dole Hubeo • Mr. Poul Sioughter • Mr. Cornie Wassink
Mo. Debmoh Menning * MIss Eleanm Blonkers * Mrs. Morgarel Hubers • Mo. Kothleen Smidt "* Mrs. Lormine Wells
Mr. (raig Menschner • Miss Suson Blonkeo • Mr. Dovid Hughes • MI. Reginold Smidt * Mo. Beth Westro
Mo. Mo~oret Menschner Dr. Mkhoel Bogomd • Mo. Noney Hughes • Mrs. Sharon Smits • Mr. Greg WesITO
Mrs. Harriet Moss • Mr. & Mo. Ker~ Bolt • Ms. Down Huibreglse Mr. &. Mrs. Don Sorensen • Mo. Beveriy Wielengo
• Mo. ArIys Oolmon Miss Denice Boote • Mo. ~cki Huismon • Mr. Lor~ Sterk • Mr. Brion Wiese
• Mr. C1~ Oolmon • Mr. & Mo. Brion Boscoljon Mr. & Mrs. Dove HuM Mo. lynn SITeelmon * Mrs. Seoh Wiese
Mr. & Mo. Dovid Pithmn Mo. Artello Bosh Mrs. Carol Hutchinson • Mr. John Symons • Mr. Brion Wurpts
• Mr. & Mo. Owoyne Plender Rev. & Mrs. Everett Bosch • Mr. Kenneth Jansma Mo. Shirley Symens Mr. Dmren Wybengo
Miss Andreo Price ... Mrs. (arol Bros ... Mrs. Ilehm KinCllid Mr. Elliott TenCloy Anonymous 131
• Mr. & Mis. les Ron~hou * MI. ~Ion Brink ... Ms. Kella Klinker Simon • Dr. & Mo. Roymond Tiktro
• Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Roos Mrs. (mol Brouwer ... Mrs. Susan Klinker Mr. Jeffrey Timmer BUSINESSES/
Ms. Thelmo Schmidt Mr. Steve Brouwer ... Mr. Terry Klinker • Mrs. Mory Timmer FOUNDATIONS
• Mr. & Mo. Goo~e Schneidermonn ... Mr. Benjamin Brown • Mr. Beniomin Koerselman ... Mrs. (mol neerdsma • Brendis & Brendis inc., Omoha, NE
• Mrs. Lila Simmelink Mrs. lynn Bruxvoort Mrs. Elaine Koerselman • Mo. Jennier luIIor * Casualty Insurance, Orange City, IA
* Mr. Scott Simmelink Mr. Robert Bruxvoort • Mr. Scott Kolb • Mr. Dor~1 Turowoll • 0 & l Plumbing & H,,~ng,
• Mr. & Mrs. Dovid Smidt Mr. Chr,ropher Corison Mo. Shown Kolb Mr. Hen~ Von Aortsen Oronge (j~,~
• MI. lynn Sneller Mr. Gob"el [orken • Mr. Sronley KoopmollS * Mrs. Marlys Von Aor15en DeVries Interiors, Orange City, IA
Mo. Corol Spony Mo. Kendro Cooson Or. DO'id KONer Miss Rochel Von Den Broek • Dove Chris~anBook Store,
• Mr. Douglos Spony • Mo. lelitio [odson Mrs. Janice Korver • Mr. Andrew Von !Jof Mooten Oronge CI~, ~
• Dr. Ed Storkenburg • Mr. Erik [horrer • Mrs. RebecCll Kosier • Mo. Koren J. Von Der Mooten • first Stote Bonk, Sioux Ropids, ~
• Mr. & Mrs. Dole Thompson • Mr. Charles Contreros • Mo. She~1 Koster ... Mrs. Koren L Von oer Maalen Fronken Implement, Rock Volley, IA
• Mrs. Lindo neerdsmo Dr. & Mrs. Douglos Creger Mrs. Copi Kountz • Mr. Rondoll Von Der Mooten • Hotchery Restaurant, Orange City, IA
• Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Von Drunen • Mrs. Beth [ullen • Mr. leslie Kuiken • Mr. & Mo. Horlon Von Dis Howorth Inc., Hollond, MI
Mo. Ruth Von Hollond • Mrs. JelJnette De jang Mo. undo Kuiken • Mo. Corol Von Gelder ... Home Improvers, Alton, IA
• Mr. Forrest Van Oss * Mr. James De Kruif • Mo. Koye lomb Mo. Joon Von Go~ McCormock DistTibu~ngCompany,
• Mo. Doro~y Von Wyk Mo. Ello De Zeeuw • Mo. Chorlotte leoske • MI. Greg Von Hollond le Moo, IA
* Mrs. Florence Von lyl * Mrs. Donna Den Herder • Mo. Rhornlo lockin • Mr. Gerold Von Peursem N"I Chose lumber [ompony,
• Mr. & Mrs. Hen~ Vonder ~oeg • Mr. Steven Drenth • Mr. Greg MorCll Mr. Myron Von Peursem Dronge (j~,IA
Mr. & Mis. Chorles Vonder Wool • Rev. Chester Oroog • Mrs. Lisa Morea * Mo. Amy Von Rookel OC Veterinary Clinic Inc.,
• Mr. Russell Vander lwoog • Mrs. Jacqueline Droog * Mrs. Edna Most * MI. Gerold Von Rookel Oronge (j~,IA
• Mo. Milored Ver Meulen Mrs. Rosa DINen • Mrs. Arlene Mellemo * Mo. Rhondo Von Roekel * Oastrn & Bierma, Siou~Center, IA
• Or. & Mrs. Frederick Wezemon • Mo. lynne Dykstro MI. Ervin Mellemo • Mo. Glendo Von Wyhe • Oronge (j~Oenfistry, Oronge (j~,IA
• Mr. & Mrs. Virgil White • Ms. Mo~ Eoson • Mr. & Mrs. David Menning Mrs. Deana Vande Berg pars Jewelry Center, Siou~Center, IA
Williom & Ooro Kolsbeek Trust • MI. Williom English • Mrs. Sbidey Muilenburg * Rev. & Mrs. Harold Vande Berg ~uim Publishing, Oronge (j~,~
* Mr. John Zeutenhoot Mr. Joshuo Espelund • Mrs. Jona Muir * Mr. Paul Vande Berg Premier Lones & Cofe, Oronge CWi,IA
* Mrs. Phyll, Zeutenhorst * MI. Jeffrey Evenhouse • Mr. & Mo. Scott Mulder ... Mrs. Dione Vande Steeg Ron Orenkow Motoo Inc., She~on, ~
• Mrs. Belindo Zylstro ... Mr. Duane Feekes Mr. Drew Namminga • Mr. John Vonde Steeg * Siouxi<JndPropone [ornpony, Ireton, ~
Anonymous III • Mo. Morilyn Feek" • Mrs. Tami Namminga • Ms. Cindy Vonde Stouwe • Slreknse FoonOOlion,Grond Ropids, MI
.. Mrs. Judith Foreman Mr. Joshuo Neeb Dr. & Mo. Dole Vonder Broek * Taco John's, Orange City, IA
WlDfRS ClU~ * Mr. Morvin foreman • Mr. ANin Nelten • Dr. Douglas Vander Braek * Tn-Stote Development Eeanolodge,
Mo. Morlys Freese • Mr. & Mo. Kenneth Nelten • Mo. Jone Vonder Brook Sioux Center, IA
Memlrership ~ attained by those Mr. Howard Goass Mrs. ulo Netten • Mo. luAnne Vonder Horst * Vonder Berg Furniture Company,
persons ancl/or businesses who • Mr. G€OIge Genont Mo. Morie Olsen * Mo. Morilyn Vonder Kooi Sioux Center, IA• Dr. & Mo. Robert Giebink Ms. Bonnie Peevler • Rev. & Mo. Willis Vonder Kooi Vos Motor 5o1es, Sioux [enter, IAcontributed gifts of 5250 to 5499 * Mr. Mark Gunderson Mr. Steve Post • Mrs. Annette Vander Koo~Minnick Wesrem Refinery SeNkes, lynden, WA
during the 2001-02 fiscol year. * Mrs. Teresa Gunderson * Mrs. Vando Post * Miss Lois Vonder Moten • Windmill PDrkJewelers, Omnge GIy, ~
• Mr. Scott Guthmiller • Mr. & Mo. Mon Ritchie * Rev. & Mo. Elmer Vonder Ploeg Anonymous
ALUMNI * Mrs. Janet Guthmiller • Dr. Koren Roetmon • Rev. Hen~ Vonder Schoof
Mr. Dovid Aolbers * Mr. John Hoock Mr. Stephen Romein • Mr. & Mrs. Jock Vonder Stoep FRIENDS• Mo. Rondo Aolbeo • Mr. Donolf(]n Hanke • Mrs. Mary Rozeboom Miss Jonice Vander Wol Mr. Arthur Adler
* Ms. Ruth Ackermon Mis. TIneke Honke Mo. lynn Ruse * Mr. Peter Vander Woude Mr. & Mo. Milo Anderson
Miss laurel Anemo • Mr. C1~ord Hormelink * Mr. Allon Schimmel Dr. Benjomin Vander lwaog • Mr. & Mo. N"I Anderson
6 t'1Gr·tl,we,krn C allege d
MI. Michael Andres Mrs. Nand Jahn Mr. David Thayer Mr. Joshua Anderson Mrs. Harriet Brouwer
Mrs. Joan Andres Mr. & MIS. Itanley loerkel Mrs. Patti Thayer Miss Lindo Anderson Miss Judy Brouwer
Mr. &. Mrs. Morvin Anker Mr. Doniel Johnston Mr. &. Mrs. TimoNlYThomas Mrs. Reberm Anderson Rev. Ste~e Brouwer
Mr. Paul Aykens Mr. &. Mrs. Fronk Jones Mr. &. MIs. Don Tjeerdsma Mr. Douglas Armerrtrout Mrs. Susan Brush
Mr. Donald Babcock Mr. & MIS. Donald Ka" Mrs. Jilene Ieedsm M,. Snct AstlelOid Mrs. Christie Bulthuis
MIs. Rosalie Babcock Mr. & MIS. Itevoo Kaye Mr. Keith neerdsmo Mr. Lmry Bootz Mrs. Heather BultllUis
M,. & Mr.s. Robert Bohlke Mr. & MIS. Donald Keith Mr. Mel Tjeerdsmo Mrs. Mmlene Bootz Mr. Sean BulthUIS
Ms. Marlene Baiema MI. &. Mrs. Alvin Klinger Mr. &. Mrs. Drvan Tjeerdsma M,. Dilk Bak M,. lidney Bul~u5
M,. & MIS. Raymond Bakkel Mr. & MIS. Wendoll Kaoi Mrs. Evonne Top M,. Chad Baker MI. lcel Bundt
Mr. &. Mrs. Normorl Barkel Mr. &. Mrs. George Kooingo Mr. John Tap Ms. Chur1o~e Baldwin Mr. Duane Buttenob
Mr. Duane Beeson Mr. &. Mrs. Colvin Korver Mrs. Barbara Turnwall MIS. Meladee Balk Mrs. Angeline Iusbeek
Mr. &. Mrs. David Bogaard Mrs. Connie Korvel Mr. Elic Vahl M,. Robert Barks Mr. Franklin Colsbeek
Mr. LeRoy Bms Mr. Roger Koster Miss Raxonne Von Beek Mrs. Heather Beekhizen MIS. lili Capita
Dr. Jahn Brogan Mrs. Maxine Kmgt Mr. &. Mrs. Comie Von Den Broek Mr. Jeff Beekhuizell Mrs. Sondra Corlsan
Mrs. Kathryn Brogan Mr. &. Mrs, Lorry Kroeze Rev. Albert Van Dyke Mr. Howard Beemink M,. Todd Carlson
M,. & MIS. Gardan Brumels Mr. Dennis Kuester MIS. Alice Van Dyke Mrs. Marge Beemink Mrs. Delora Corson
Mr. Cosey Mer Mr. & MIS. RIChard Landman Mr. Perry Von Gorp Mrs. Anita Behrens Mr. Doyle Christensen
Ms. Kimberiy Case Rev. 8. Mrs. HOioid Lenters Rev. 8. Mrs. Michael Von Hornersveld Mrs. Joyce Behrens Mr. James Christensen
M,. & MIS. Russell C,um Mr. Mark Leusink Mr. nlOmos Von Rookel Mr. Thomas Behrens Mrs. Jill Christensen
Me Robert De Boer Ms. Che~i Moly Ms. Tami Von Voorst Mr. Norman Beltman Mrs. Kimberly Christensen
Mr. 8. Mrs. Wayne De Does Mr. David Most MI. & MIS. Randall Van Wyhe Mrs. Arlene Bensemo Mrs. Lisa (iccorelli
Mr. &. Mrs. Glenn De HOlm Dr. 8. Mrs. Timothy McGarvey Mr. &. Mrs. logon Vanden Brink • Mrs. helyn Bensema Mrs. Gertrude Clmk
Mr. & MIS. Hailard De lang M,. & MIS. Charles McGlynn Ms. Jone Vander Kooi MIS. Elise Biosleld Mr. Colvin Cleveringo
Mr. Richard De Young Mr. Eric Mclaren Dr. Paul Vander Kooi Mr. & MIS. lohn Birchard MIS. Brenda Colby
Mr. &. Mrs. Gilbert De Zeeuw Mrs. Rita Mclaren MIS. Mildred Vonder Moten Mrs. LaVonne Blankers Mrs. Corolie Cosgrove
Mr. John De leeuw Mrs. luonn Menke Mr. &. MIS. William Vonder Moten Mrs. Trudy Blankers Mr. Will Cosgrove
Mr. Goroirl Den Herder Mr. Wiiliom Menke • Mr. Kenneth Vander Molen Mrs. Catherine Bloom Mrs. Mary Coulfer
Ms. Balbora Dewaid Mr. 8. Mrs. Marion Menning Mrs. Lori Vander Molen Mr. Matthew Bloom Rev. 8. Mrs. Scott Crone
Mr. Ronald Didier Mr. 8. Mrs. Wesley Mickelson Rev. &. Mrs. Steven Vander Molen Rev. &. Mrs. John Boender Mrs. Marion Crowford
MIS. Sue Didier Mr. William Minnick MI. Daryl Vander Wilt Mr. Bili Boer Miss Meladee Crouse
Mr. 8. Mrs. Rodney Dirkse Mr. & MIS. John Moltoo Mr. &. Mrs. loren Veldhuizen MI'. &. Mrs. Clarence Boer MIS. Amy Dahi
Mr. &. Mrs. Ervin Drenth Dr. 8. Mrs. Scott Monsma Mr. &. Mrs. Charles Ver Steeg Dr. Arden Boersma Mr. Richard Dohi
Mr. lomie Dyks~ro Mr. 8. Mrs. Ivan Muilenburg Mr. 8. Mrs. WHIlOmVerdoom Mr. James Boeve Mr. Byron Domhof
MIS. Hazel Elder Ml. William Muilenburg Mrs. Joyce Vermeer Mrs. Carol Bogaord Mrs. Dono Doniels
Mr. Paul Erickson MI. iJJlly Murley Mr. lyle Vermeer MIS. Mo~ Bagaard Rev. Jomes Daniels
Mrs. Teresa Erickson Mrs. Pamela Murley M,. CliB Vi~cher Me Nolan Bogoord Mrs_ Joyce De Blouw
M,. luke Espelund Miss Katie Nelson Mrs. Donno Visscher Mrs. Carol Bagoords 01. & MIS. Darreil De Boer
Miss Kristin Flaugh Mrs. Marion Nelson Mr. &. Mrs. Garret Visser MI. Don BogaCllds Mrs. Lauro De Boer
Mr. Brion Friedrichsen M,. & MIS. Douglas Neufeld MI. & MIS. loho Voiz Mr. Jail Ballu~ Rev. Robert De Boer
Mrs. Debro Friedrichsen Mr. David Nielsen Mr. Joshua Wmolin MIS. Undo Bolluyt Mr. Audley De Graal
Miss Heidi Friesen Miss Jennifer Palmquist Miss Julie Warren MIS. Belly Bolt Mrs. Helen De Groal
Mr. Glen Fynaardt Mr. 8. Mrs. Michael Pedersen Mrs. Debra Wassink Mr. Dennis Bolt Mr. Brent De Haan
Dr. Keith fynoardt Rev. & MIS. Amald Punt M,. & MIS. JeB Weber Mr. Alvin Bomgaors Mr. Croig De Haan
Mrs. Sandro Fynoardt Mr. Frankie Putnam Mr. &. Mrs. David Weiss Mrs. Dorothy Bomgaors Mrs. Patricio De Haon
Mrs. Tomaro Fynaardt Ms. Nancy Rook Dr. &. Mrs. Raymond Weiss Mrs, Glendo Bonestroo Mr. Roger De Hoan
Miss Heidi Hageno Mr. 8.- Mrs. Don Rehnstrom MI% Wendy White Mr. George Bonnema Dr. Ross De Hoon
Mi~ Caossa Hall Dr. Richmd Reitsma Mr. Wilmar Wielengo Mr. Dole Boone Mr. James De Hoog
Ms. Helen Hammerstrom Mr, 8. Mrs. Henry Rensink MIS. Jan Wllbeck Mr. Doug Boone MIS. Iherlyo De Hoog
M,. & MIS. Go~ Hart Miss Lonoy Robison Mr. & MIS. Dove Wall MIS. Jean Boone Mr. Gory De Hoogh
Mr. 8.- Mrs, lorry Heemstl!l Mr. & Mrs. Iteven Raethie Mr. & Mrs. Laurin lylsha MI. Keith Boone Mi~ Ellen De lager
MIS. Aldie HegS/ad Ms. Sorah Sampson Mr. Bryon Boonstro Mr. Harold De Jager
Dr. Glen Hegslad Mr. & MIS. Uayd londbulte SCHOLfiRS CLUD Mr. Brion Boofe Miss Helen De Jager
Mr. Karl Hendei M,. Alia Ichmidt Mr. Howord Boote Mrs. Aldith De long
Mrs. Joan Hielkemo Rev. Alon Schreuder Membership is attuined by those Mrs, Janet Boote Rev. & MIS. Carl De long
Mrs. Elairle Hofland Mr. Henry Ichulier persons and/or businesses who Mr. Kevin Boote Mrs. Cotherirle De Jong
M,. lee Holland Mrs. Helen Sikkema contributed gihs of 5 100 to 5249 Mrs. Rondo Boofe Mr. Evon De JongM,. & MIS. Do~1 Halmeyer Mr. & MIS. Roland limrnelrnk Mrs. JOIlrla Bouwkamp Mrs. Frances De long
Mr. 8. Mrs. Terry Hofmeyer Rev. &. Mrs. John Smith during the 2001-02 fiscofyear Mr. Curtis Bronds Miss Janice De Jong
M,. & MIS. Haroid Holtyzer Mr. & MIS. lar~ Imi~ Mrs. Doreen Bronds Mrs. Jean De Jong
Mr. 8. Mrs. Cory Hohman Mr. Jim Smits ALUMNI Mrs. Marlo Bmnds Miss Lindo De Jong
Mr. & MIS. Edward Hoksbergen Mrs. Winnie Stander MIS. Amy Achterhoff Mrs. Helena Brandt Rev. Uoyd De long
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Huibregtse Mrs. Mildred Steese Mr. Kyle Acht"holl Mr. Arlin Brenneman Mr. Norman De Jong
Mr. Henry Hursman Dr. & MIS. Mark Itelzer Mr. Dwayne Alans Mrs, Glendo Brenneman M,. David De Jongh
Mr, David Hutchinson Miss Jennifer Swensen Mrs. Marlene Alons Rev. & Mrs. Wendell Brenrleman MIS. Karla De Jangh
Mr. Joellvarsan MIS. Aliyn, Ten Cloy Mr. Alan Anderson Rev. Shari Brink
, Mrs. Domthea De Koster
Mr. & MIS. Edgar lager Rev. 8.- Mrs. David ler Beest Mr. Andrew Anderson Mrs. Brenda Brouwer Mr. Thomas De Koster
)({~) t\lll1lul r"q'f'"l
GIFT CLUBS
Ms. Moneflu De Kruyff * Mr. Gregory Foreman * Mr. Philip Hesselink 0 Mrs. Cornelio Kennedy * Mrs. Harriet Kuiken
MIs. Shirley De Ruyter * Mrs. Virginia France * Mr. Henry Heusinkveld * Mrs. Norma Kenney * Mr. More Kuiper
Mrs. leerre De Vas 0 Mr. & Mo. Ston'y Goolswyk Mo. Anne Hibmo Ms. Kon Kenobbie * Mrs. Mory KUiper
0 MIs. GlenOODe Vnes Mo. Kothryn Gobel 0 Mr. 00~1 Hibmo Mr. Kurtis Kenobb. Mr, Beniomin Lacey
"* Rev. Harvey De Vries Mo. Jone Gellis Mr. Edwin Hibmo Mo. Mo~ Kenobbie o Mo. Sher,Homon
Miss Kohe De Vnes o MIs. Anno Godeke Mr. James Hibma o Mo. Glodys Kessel * Mr. Brent Lomlers
Mo. Mo~ A. De Vries 0 Mr. IJonold Godeke "* Rev. Stephen Hielkemo * Mr. Arden Keune 0 Mrs. Annetto Lammers
o Mr. Horold De Weerd * Mrs. Esther Graham 0 Mrs. Susn Hielkemo 0 Mr. Robe~ Keyser 0 Mr. Dole londegent
* Or. 00. De WiW Mr. Edword Groflun * Mr. Timothy Hekem Rev. Vey ~dney 0 Rev. lJovid londegent
Mo. Abby De Zeeuw * Mr. Brion Greller o MIs. ilC Hinnchsen Mr. Ron ~el 0 Mo. Ruth A. londegent
Mr. Ston De Zeeuw 0 Mo. Ruth Grether * Mrs. Patricio Hinz 0 Rev. Wesley KOI 0 MIs. Ruth E. londegent
0 Mr. Curtis Dejong 0 Mo. Anne Groen 0 Mo. Grelchen Hoffmon * Mrs. Fenilc King 0 MIs. Bever~n londhuis
0 Mr. lberms DeVries * Miss Sherry Groen o Rev. Alon Holiond o Mr. Brodley Kingsbu~ * Mr. Mich"llondhu.
Mrs. Corrie DelJm Mo. lynette Grooleo o Mo. Mo~ Holiond o Mo. Tern ~ngshu~ * Mo. Noncy londhuis
Mr. ClnstrJpher O"m * Mrs. Jane Gude o Mr. Brod Holmeyer * Mrs. Sarah Kinne Mo. Dorothy lone
Ms. Elizabeth Den Ho~og 0 Mr. Jeffrey Guthmiller Rev. Go~ Hofmeyer * Mr. Lowell Klaver 0 Mo. Albertolongstmot
* Mrs. Eileen Denekos * Mr. Mortin Guthmiller * Mrs. Jenevo Hofmeyer Mo. Kothy ~een Mr. Daniel lassen
* Mr. Kenneth Denekas MIs. Renee Guthmiller 0 Mo. Melisse HolmeYel 0 Mr. Larry K1einwolterink Mi~ fMony lessen
* Mr. Curtis Dettmann 0 Mo. lemm Guthmiller 0 Mo. Mo~elle Hondo~ 0 Mr. Woyne ~einwo~erink Mo. Corollow
Mr. Kenneth Doorenbos 0 Mo. 1IuJ~ Guthrie Mr. Jonothon Hoogeo 0 Mo. Wilmo K~¢enstein 0 Mrs. Elaine Lawrensen
Mr. Benjamin Dose * Mr. William Gutz M". Pollieia Hoogeveen * Mr. Carey Koele 0 Mr. Robe~ leekley
0 M". Julionne Oo~ Mr. Jody Hobinek 0 Mr. Gerold Horstmon Mr. Ooon Koele * Miss Kristine Legters
0 Mo. April Dougherty MIs. Rebecco Hobinck o Mo. Knslyn Howe * Mr. Jeffrey Koele Miss Jean Lemmenes
Mr. Poul Dougherty 0 Mrs. Deborah Hagemeier o Or. & Mo. Royol Huong 0 Mrs. Kirsten Koele 0 Mr. Scott Lensink
o Mo. Beth Droke * Or. & MIs. Rondoll Hoight M". Usa Hubbling Hoberer 0 Miss Brenda Koerselman 0 Rev. Curtis Uesveld
0 Rev. Donovan Drake * Mrs. Mamo Hokeman 0 Mo. Jill Hugen 0 Mr. Cornelius Koerselman 0 Mo. Rosenne Uesveld
0 Mr. Blaine Duistermars 0 Mo. Shirley Hollett Mr. Motthew Hugen 0 Mo. Shein Koe",lmon Mo. Kimberly Unson
* Mr. DO'v'idDuistermars 0 Mr. Glen Hammerstrom MI. Oomon Huibregtse 0 Or. O~ille Kool o Rev. Clint lo.,,11
0 Mrs. Marvella Duistermors * Mrs. Debm Honing Miss Lois Huisman Mo. Joyce Kool * Mrs. Jane Loveall
0 Mr. Vene Duistermars Mr. Jeffery Hansen Rev. & M". Roger Huilink 0 Mr. Dorrell Koopmons * Mr. Lawrence Loven
0 Mr. Mike Ou~ee MI. Oovid Hmding "/;- Mr. Curtis Huizenga 0 MIs. Oebro Koopmons Mr. Bruce luhoeh
Mo. Corol Dykstm Mo. Rhodo Ho~er 0 Miss Leah Huizenga Mr. John KooyeO!Jo * MIs. louro lJJboch
0 Or. & Mo. IJovid Dykstro Mrs. Rosemary Horman MI. Oflu HUizengo * Dr. Leon Korte o Mo. Bmboro lJJbbeo
Rev. Gerold Oykstm Miss Stephanie Harmon 0 Mr. Anthony Huizingo Mr. Oenn. Kortho. Mr. Gilbert lJJbbeo
Mr. Horold 1JyksI!0 0 Mr. Eugene Harsevoort 0 Mrs. Down Huizingo Mo. Wondo Korthols 0 Mr. Poul lJJbbeo
Mo. Jonice DyIcstro * Mrs. Brenda Hartig 0 Mrs. Eunice Hulstein 0 Mo. Shirley Ko~er 0 MI. Bennett lyftogt
0 Mr. Jelald Dykstm 0 MIs. loro Houg MIs. Hornel Hublein Mr. Cosey Ko~er Mr. Ki~ Moosdom
* Rev. Kenneth Oykstro * Mr. Roger Haug 0 M.s Shono Hulstein Mr. George Korver o Mo. Ruth Mocchio
0 Mo. loreflu 1JyksI!0 * Mrs. Cora Haverdink Mr. Joshuo HunstrJd MIs. Gladys Korver * Rev. Stephen Mocchio
Mr. Nonnon 1JyksI!0 * Mrs. l1Jura Hoverdink Mrs. Norma Hunt * Rev. Harold Korver * Dr. loon Mahn
o Mr. Robert H. Dyk5tro Mr.lIuJ~ Hoverdink Mr. Keith Hu~ Mrs. Jane Korver * Mr. Dernck Mars
0 Mo. Corolyn Edgor 0 Mr. IluJrIon Hoveldink * Mr. Randy Immeker Dr. Kurtis Korver 0 Mr. Kevin Mars
MIs. Renee Eggebrooten 0 Mr. Michoel Hoverdink 0 Mo. Annie Jockson * Mr. Lawrence Korver * Mrs. Sondra Mars
Mo. Geloldine Ekdom * Mo. Nololie Hoverdink * Or. Mognolio Joel",n * Mrs. Donna Koskarnp Ms. Melanie Mason
Mr. Stephen Ekdom * Mrs. Suzanne Haverdink Mr. Adrian Jacobs * Mr. Thomas Koskamp Mo. Fnedo IluJssey
o MIs. Judith Eknes o Mr. CliHord Hove~omp Mo. Jill Jocobsmo 0 Mr. Allen Kosteo * Mrs. Charlene Mostbergen
0 Mr. Kent Eknes o Mo. Bonito Howks Mr. Mieh,,1 Jocobsmo 0 Mrs. Debra Kosters 0 Mr. Curtis Mostbergen
Mo. Anono Elliott * Mr. David Hector * Mrs.. Lora Jelfemo Mr. $(olt Kosters Mj~Melisso Mou
M,s Joonno Essel. 0 Mrs. Minam Hector 0 Mr. Rondy Jeltemo * Mrs. Gertrude Kraai o MIs. MonOin Moyber~
Mr. Roger Ewoldt Mrs. Anna Heemstra 0 Mr. Bruce Jensen 0 Rev. & Mo. Mo~ Krooi Mr. Kent MclJonough
* Mrs. Melindo Faber 0 Mr. Grego~ Heemstro 0 Mo. Cynthio Jensen 0 Mr. Merlyn Krooi * Mr. Hmley McDowell
Mo. Knste Fobne 0 Mr. John Heemstro o MI. Oouglos Jisleool 0 MI. Rondoll Krokel * Mr. Stonley McDowell
o Mo. Sondro Fohlberg MIs. Pot Heemstm 0 Mo. Koren Jiskool * Mrs. Laura Kroeze o Mo. Rochel Meekmo
0 Miss Shouno Feller o Mo. 110Heglond Mrs. Tina Johnson Mr. leonord Krommendyk 0 Mr. Terrance Meekmo
o Mis. Shirley Fernstrum 0 Mr. Phillip Heidemoo * Mrs. Kay Joiner Mrs. Lorraine Krommendyk Mo. Jone Melleo
o Mo. Anno fikse Rev. Mark Heijerman * Or. Williom Kolsbeek * Rev. William Kroon Mtss Brenda Meyer
* Mrs. Ann Finkner Mo. Borboro Held o Mr.Robe~ Kol~ * Mrs. Marguente Kroon Mo. Modo Meyer
0 MI. Oovid Field * Mr. Bruce Held 0 Ms. Ruth Kompen Mo. IJown ~oonije o Mr. Mike Meyer
Miss Gndy F~~ 0 Mr. Ivan Helmus Mrs. Joyce Kanengieter 0 Mr. Kel~ Kruger * Mr. Myron Meyer
Mr. James Fang Mrs. Laure Hermon 0 Mr. Joson Konz o MIs. pom Kruger 0 Mrs. Noreen Meyer
Mr. Rondoll Fonkert Mr. Russell Hermon Rev. & Mrs. Rudol Koterberg * Rev, Harvard Kruizenga Mr. Roy Meyer
Mo. Suson Fonke~ Ms. Noncy Herrog o Mo. Beth Kehrbe~ Mr. Adam Kruse Mr. Stephen Mieh,,1
8
Mrs. Jean Miersmo Mrs. Gino Pitsenberger * Miss Sora Shetter Mo. Ba~om Truesdell .. Mrs. Jean Vander Loon
* Dr. Ruth Miles Miss Ihideen ~onloie MI. Douglas IObmnds Mrs. Merrito TUffiOllOng • Mrs. Lena Vander Loon
* Mo. Sheri Millen * Mr. Fmderick PIoegstro * Rev. & MIs. DevKllikkema Rev. Har~ Tysen * Mrs. Muriel Vonder loon
* Miss Connie Miller * Mrs. Judy ~unke" Mrs. Kristie Simonsen • Mo. Undo Tysen MI. Kevin Vornler Unden
* Mr. R.5. MiI.r Mo. Debm Poppen • Mi5. Irene Slater 'it Miss Sharon UittenbogoOld Dr. Ma~ Vonder Moten
Mo. Marion MITchell Mr. TIm Poppen .. Dr. &. Mrs. Corwin Smidt Dr ~m U~.Svonoe * MIs. Debm Vonder Ploeg
* Mr. BillMoore .. Mr. Kevin Post MIs. Ann Imil Mr. Dovid Von Daomik * Mr. Mo~ Vonder Ploeg
* Mrs. Dionne Moore • Mo. Gemldine Pos1mo * Dr. Go~lmit Mo. lelgb Von Doomik * MI. Sleven Vonder Ploeg
Mr. Allen Marris Mr. Jomes Postmo Mrs. Peggy Smith 'it Miss Sondra Von Drie Miss Christyn Vonder xhoof
Mrs. lynne Morris Mr. Ronald Pmnk .. Dr. Thomas Smith Mrs. laurie Von Engelenhoven MI. Howard Vonder Schoof
* Md ynthio Moser * Mrs. Jeanette Prun1y Mo. VMon Smith * Mr. Paul Von Engelenhaven * Mrs. Gracia Vonder Velda
Mr. Don Moser Mo. Krislen Puttmann "* Mr. Jasoll Smits Mr. James Von ~ * Mr. James Vander Vofde
Mrs. Frnnces Moss * Mr. Shennan Puttmonn Mo. Regina Smits MIs. Phyllis Von ~ * MIs. Nanev Vander Velde
* Mo. Ruth Mose * MIs. Arth", Rook * MIs. Imy Salsma • Dr. & Mrs. Donald Von Etten .. Mrs. Beverly Smits Vander Voet
Mr. & Mrs. Affred Mouw • Mr. Doniel Rook * Mr. Joy Salsma Mr. Wayne Von Heuvelen .. Rev. Marlin Vander Wi~
MIs. Darlene MOlNI * Mr. Kenneth Rook Mo. Audrey Sannenbe~ * Mr. Chrislopher Von Halwegen * Mo. Beny Vander lwoog
* MI. Hen~ Mouw * Rev. & MIs. Daniel Ramaker * Mr. Shune Sanneveldt Mr. Mark Von Klampenburg MIs. Jaymi Varnlewaler
MI. Ralph Mauw Mo. Martl1a Rankin * Mr. Keith Sta~enbu~ Mo. MaNella Von ~ampenbu~ MI. Jashn VondeW1lter
Mr. Duane Muecke * Mr. Jeffrey Roper * Mo. Rebekah lta~enbu~ Mr. Horlen Von Maonen MIs. Sam Veldhuizen S""~
Ms. Chrimna Muel.r Mr. Matthew Roy Mr. Rick Itmkenbu~ Mo. Ma~ Von Morel Mr. Devid Vellinga
Ms. Everlye Muilenburg Mrs. Rebecw Roy * Rev. Briarl Steenhoek t Mrs. Robin Von Meeteren Dr. elOIence Ver lteeg
Mr. & MIs. Mike Muilenburg * Miss Darla Redeker * Mo. Geselle Steenhoek Ms. Betsy Van Noord * Mr. Harald Ver Steeg
* Mr. Brion Mulder * Mrs. Patricio Rees * Dr. CC Slerrenberg Ms. Kristine Von Naard Mrs. Janice Ver Steeg
* Dr. Ronald Mulder * Rev. xatt Rees * Mr Bob Starn MIs. Daratily Von Ommeren "* Mrs. Vern Ver Steeg
* Mr. M Muyskens * Mo. Jill Reindl Mo. Shunnan Stael Mr. Harris Van Do. * Mr. Poul Verbu~
* Mrs. Jean Muyskens * Mr. ~Ien Reinking Mo. Nelly SITaks Ms. Jolene Von Oatt * Mr. Arnold Vermeer
Rev. Jaseph Muyskens Mr. Jer~ Rens * MIs. Eunice Stroh Jaseph"e & leon Van Do. "* Mr. Bradford Vermeer
Mr. Kennetil Muyskens ." Mrs. Lori ReM Mrs. Julie Sule * Miss June Von OM * Mrs. Frances Vermeer
• Mr. Kevin Muyskens Rev. Clyde Rensink * Mo. Jane Sulhaff MIs. Nattolee Van OM * Mrs. loum Vermeer
* MIs. Sandm Muyskens Mo. Debm Rensink Mr. James Svoboda Mo. Rita Von Do. * Mr. John Veo!eeg
Mrs. Junko N(Jgoo Mr. Keith Rensink * Mr.lames SW1Jtt • Dr. Donie! Vila Peursem * Mr. Wilbur Ve""eg
* Mr. Richerd Novis *" Mrs. Marilyn Rensink * Dr. John Swatt * Mrs. Jennifer Von Peursem * Mo. Anita Vogel
"* Mr. Kevin Negaord Mr. Ron Rensink Mo. MrJ~ Swatt Mo. Undo Van Poo",m * Mr. Blair Vogel
* Mrs. Denise Nehen Miss Cheri Reweo • MI,. Vicki Swa. * Mr. Stanley Von Peursem Mr. Jack Vogel
Mr. Doniel Nelson Mo. Cam Rilbe * Dr. Dowd Sybesma Miss Tanya Von Peursem * Mr. Fred Vagelzong
* Rev. & Mo. Roger A. Nellon "* Miss E~eel1Ringnaldo * Mo. Rhea Sybesmo * Mr. B~nard Von Raske! Mo. Karla Van Arb
* Mr. Roger W. Nel",n Mr. HaW1JrdR,pens * Mr. Stanley Sybesma * Mr. Kenmil Von Rookel Mr. lor~ Van Arb
Mo. Su",n Nel",n Ms. Novo Ritenour Mr. William Tamminga • Mo. Martia Van Raekel *" Rev. Roger Voskull
* Mo. EI.n Nesper Mr. Randall Ritsema * Mr. Daniel Tayiar * Mo. Rachel Van Raekel * Mr. Brion Voss
* Mr. lacha~ Nesper * Mrs. Ariene Roemmich * Mo. Jenniler Taylor * Mr. Rabett Van Rookel * Mrs. Kathryn Wagner
* Mr. Verlyn Neften Mo. Audrey Ral * Mr. ~an Te Brink * Mr. Thomas Van Rooyen * Dr. Melvin Walling,
Rev. Seatt Nicha" Mo. KJim IiDps * Mo. Brenda Te Bnnk * Mr. Curtis Von Vork. * Mr. Me,yn Wantngo
* Mrs. Elsie Niemeyer MIs. Bevedy Rosenboom Mr. Uayd Te Bonk * Dr. Conred Von Voorst • MIs. Danna Wa"", Mr. & Mo. Donald Nioowenda~ • Mr. & MIs. Willard Rawenhurs! * Mr. Elk Te Groomnhuis "* Mrs. leanette Von Voorst * Or. &. Mrs. Darwin Wassink
Ms. Jacqueline Nackels Mr. Dawd Rozeboom * Mo.ludith Te Grootenhu, Miss Showna Van Voors! * MI. & Mo. Curtis Woerneim
Mr. Perer Nareboom Rev. I~e Rozeboom Mr. Kirk Te Grootenhu~ * Mo. laci Van Weebel * Mo. MrJ~ Wel~att
* Mo. Cyndi Nykamp Mr. Michael Rozeboom • Mrs. Suson Te Groorenhuls * Mr. Todd Van W",hel * Rev. Richard Wofsrott
Mr. Naomicl1i Odate MIs. Ruth Rozeboom "* Mr. Douglos Ie Grotenhuis .. Ms. Shorlo Von Wettering Miss Julia Wendt
* Ms. Donielle Olsen In memlllY of B.R. Rozeboom * Mr. Jeffrey Te Gratenhu, Mo. Connie Von Wyhe R". & Mrs. Poul Wernlund
* Mrs. Henriet1u Oosterhuis MIs. Shirley Rozeboom * Mrs. linda Te Grotenhuis * Mr. lee Van Wyhe • Mrs. Ruth Wesfling
* Mr. ~chard Oasterhuis * II. Cat Douglos Schelhaos Mr. John Te Paske Mr. David Von Wyk Mr. Delmar Westro
Mr. Matthew Ortman 'it Mr. Hermon Schieoout Mr. xatt Te SITaete * Mr. Eugene Von Wyk Mr. Doug.s Westra
Dr. DNin Often Mo. lynne Schleyer Mo. Emalee Tebrink * Mo. Groce Von Wyk Mr. Dwayne Westro
Mo. Colleen Palmer Mo. Melany Scholle * Mo. Mildred Ten Bnnk MI. John M. Von Wyk Mo. @oo Westra
* Mr. Douglas Po" * Mr. Ronald Schalte Ms. Churla Ten Clay * Mrs. Jean Van Zonten * Mo. Faye Wetherbe
* Mrs. Julie Pals Mrs. Audrey Scholten .. Mrs. Koren Ten Pas Mrs. Deanne Von lee MIs. Deneen Wielenga
Mo. He.n Panko.," • Mr. Gemn! 5<hulten * MIs. RuIh Thumpson Mo. Nelva Van Iyl Mr. Wilton Wielengo
'* Dr. &. Mrs. Alfred PenrJings * M,ss Ullian Schouten Mrs. Undo TIgg" Mo. Joon Van't Haf "It Mr. Martin Wierda
Mo. Ca~erine Petersen * MI. Arend Schreur Mr. MrJH~ges * Dr. leffrey VanDeiWerff * Mrs. Darlene Wiersema
Dr. &. Mrs. Roger Petersen * Mo. Bever~ Schreur '* Mrs. Danoe neerdsmo Mo. Kam VanDerWerff * Mr. Ivon Wiersema
• Mr. JaSOjlh Petrill * Mr. & Mo. Robe. xhuiteman Mr. Douglas ~eerdsma Mo. Harriel Vonde Hoef Mrs. Inure! Wiersemo-Bryont
* Mr. Demck ~ell Mo. Amy Schulte • Mr. Jeffrey Talsma MIs. Gladys Varnl~ Be~ Rev. Samuel Williams
* Mr. Kenton ~eil * Mr. Ellon SchUl Dr. Scrn Tolsma Mo. Hofen Varnler Broek Mo. Coral Winterboer
Dr. Chr<tine Phillips Rev. & Mo. David Ichutt • Mr. Mike Tabn Mr. Merlyn Vallder Broek Mr. & Mo. Christapher Winterboer
MI. Wolter ~ckup MIs. Urnlo Seeger * Mo. Esther Tap Miss Wanda Vander Brook Mr. Claylon Winterbaer
Mo. YVllflneMup * MIs. Elarne Sherman * Dr. Willard Tap * Mr. Harao Vornler loan * MIs. Dor.ne Woelber
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* Mr. lloyd Woelber * Noteboom Oil Company, Omnge * Mr. & Mo. Morvin Boocock Mi~ Korisso Corlson Mi. & Mo. David De Kok
* Mo. Somh Woelber Cily, IA Mr. 8. Mrs. Jerome Baker Mr. & Mo. Mo~ Carlson 110. Doro~V De Munck
Mr. Nonnon Wol * Q{ Imile" Omnge Cily, IA Dr. & Mo. lDwrence Boldwin Mr. & Mo. Melbum Carlson * Mi. & Mo. Bruce De Pree
* Mo. Coral Wolswinkel * Golman Funerol Homes, Orange Mr. & Mo. Jeffrey Bonnink Mi. & Mo. Richard Cormll Mr. 8. Mrs. Howard De Prenger
* Mr. Willord Wolswinkel CiIy, ~ Mr. & Mo. Roger Borber Mr. & Mo. Chones Co~ * Mr. & Mo. Demld De Vries
Mr. Scott Woolridge * Oronge Cily Chim~odic Center, Mr. & Mo. B~on Bortels Mi. Iems Childre~ Mr. & Mo. Fmnk Do Vries
* Mr. Donell Wubbels Oronge CiIy, ~ M,. Helen Borllett Mi. & Mo. Bob Christensen Mr. & Mo. Griffuh DeGaner
* Mr. Corl Wynio Omnge Cily He<ll~ System, Omnge Ms. Yvonne Bossard Ms. Tommy Christensen * Rev. 8. Mrs. Glenn GeMester
* Mrs. Lori Wynia Cily, IA * Mr. &. Mrs. Vernon Beernink Rev. & Mo. John Christy Mr. & Mo. Todd Don Besten
M,. Jonelle Wynveen Odote The Pew Choritobie lrusls, 110. Donno Bohmer Mi. & Mo. Delbert Church * Mr. & Mo. Robert Den Hortog
* Mo. Brendo Zohnley Philodelphio, PA Mi. & Mo. Dovid Belger * Mi. & Mo. Donold C1ouson Mr. & Mo. lVle Don Herder
* Mo. Morifln Zauske Pine Ridge Dentol, uncoin, NE Rev. 8. Mrs. Ehrmann Bennett * Mr. & Mo. Steven Clowson Miss Emi~ Denekos
Mr. James leutennorst Pino Ronm, Omnge CiIy, IA * Rev. Joel Bensemo Mr. & Mo. Cod COy Mr. 8. Mrs. GawaiM Diekevers
Mrs. Grell:hen Zomermoond Precision Inilkes Lrd., Monroe, IA Dr. & Mo. lonnie Berger Mr. & Mo. Mox Cloy Mr. 8. Mrs. Morvin Oiekevers
* Mr. Jerry Zomermoond * RW. like Coml'mv, Sioux CiIy, IA Mr. & M,. Mud Bie~ Mr. Kei~ Cline * Mr. & M,. Wolloce Diereefeld
* Mrs. Jennifer lora Rensink, Pluim &. Vogel, Orange Mr. 8. Mrs. Froncis Biesonz Mrs. Lora Cline Mr. 8. Mrs. Worren Diesslin
Mo. Crystal Zrelok Cily, ~ Miss Magdalene Biesonz Mr. Peter Copperweat Mr. & M,. Williom Dimond
Ancnymoos (121 * RorI's T.V.& ApiJ.nce, Oronge CiIy, ~ Mr. & Mo. Ronold Bimmel Ms. Fleonore Costo Mi. & Mo. Nonnon Dirks
Ron's Rndiotor Repoir, Oronge Cily, IA Mr. & Mo. Bill Bird Mr. & Mo. Thomos Casto Mr. & Mo. Stonley Docter
BUSINESSES/ Schroerder Moson~ & Cement Ms. Dione Birtles Mr. Chorles Cooch Mrs. Sue Doorenbos
FOUNDATIONS Compony, Deorborn Heigh" Mi *: Mr. George Blonkel.~ * Mrs. Lori (ouch * Mr. 8. Mrs. Robert Douma
A & K Electric, Rock Volley, IA Colorodo Decks, Englewood, CO 110. Jocque Blonk" Mr. & Mo. D,k Courter * Mr. Douglas Dowdy
Amsen Poinhng, Oronge Cily, IA * Shoron's Embroide~, LeM,", IA Rev. Robert Block 110. Mone Crockett Mo. Kelly Dowdy
~'s Floor Covering, Oronge Oly, IA Siouxlond Town 8. (ountry, Omnge • Mr. & Mo. Dick Blom Mr. & Mo. Iheron Cumell Mo. Mo~ Downing
~I Core Medicol Equipment, Cily, IA Mr. & Mo. Robert Boettger Mr. 8. Mrs. Svein Dolen Mr. Thomas Downing
Oronge Cily, IA * Siouxlond Trovel BUfenu, Orange • Mr. Dovid Bogoord Mrs. Margaret Daniel * Mr. Vernon Dragt
~fPIoy Construction, Gror<lRopids, MI Cily, IA Mr. & Mo. Milo Bogoord Dr. & Mo. TImoiliv Donie" * Mr. & Mo. Donold Drenili
* Ben Fmnklin Store, Omnge [ily, ~ * The Hoir [lin" Oronge [ily, ~ Mr. & M,. Gordon Bolt Mrs. Arlene Dmr * Mr. & Mo. Robert Dunlop
* Bob's Floor Covering, Oronge Cily, IA True Vine, Sioux Center, IA * Mrs. Arlene Bomgoors Mr. & M,. John Doukos * Mr. & Mo. Donold Dykshoom
II * Boonstra's KirbVComponv, Oronge • Von One Rent·Mor, Sheldon, IA Mr. Dustin Bonnema Dr. Rolph Dovis * Mr. & Mo. Dovid Dykstro
[ily, IA Vollmor Motoo, Holstein, ~ Mr. 8. Mrs. Millon Bonnema * Mr. Wolter Do Blouw * Mo. Hessel Dykstra
III. * Mr. Doug Bu~, dfb/o Burg Wolmort Store #11 52, Sioux Mr. & Mo. Worren Bongerd * Mr. & Mo. Horry Do Bmyn * Rev. & Mo. Leon Dykstro
I Studios, Oronge CiIy, ~ Center,IA Mi~Apni Boo~ 110. Joyce Do Groot * Mr. 8. Mrs. Norman Eason
* Center Sports, Sioux (enter, fA Wes,ide Motoo, Oronge Oly, IA Ms. Shondole Bostick Mr. Fmnklin De Hoon Mo. [hrislne Ehlinger
C~une Welding, Sul~, ~ Winfield funerol Home, ~hio, IA * Rev. Norman Bouwens Mr. & Mo. Guy De Hoon Mr. Glen Ehlinger
*: Culligan Woter of Sioux County, * Woudstro's Meat Market, Orange Moi. & Mo. John Bowling Mr. & Mo. Hodon De Hoon * MI). Zona Eich
Dmnge CiIy, IA Cily, ~ Mrs. Morio Bmnderhorst * Mr. & Mo. l~e De Hoon Mr. & Mo. Do,,11 Elder
* De Wild Gront Reckert [am pony, Anonymous Mr. & M,. David Breerns * Mr. & Mo. Morin De Hoon Mr. & Mo. Mo~ Ells
RocIcRopids, IA Mr. 8. Mrs. Martin Breems *: Mrs. Sandi De Haon Mr. & Mo. Paul Ells
Denn' Supp~ Compony, SiooX FRIENDS Rev. David Breen * Mr. & Mo. Ston De Hoon 110. Helmo Eppsteln
Cily, IA Mi. & Mo. Rick Aodlond Mr. Hen~ Bnnk * Mr. & Mo. Stonley De Hoon Mr. & Mo. John Erickson
Dig.,1 ~us, Oronge CiIy, IA Mr. & Mo. John Abendschon Mr. Amon Brinks * Mr. ~Ien De Joger * Mr. & Mo. Kei~ Erickson
Dut,h Boke~, Omnge CiIy, IA Mr. & Mo. Poul Abmhomson * Mi. & Mo. Del Brockshus Mr. Arthur Do Jager Mr. & Mo. Patrick Esser
First No~onol Bonk, Sioux [enter, IA Mr. Donold Ackennon MIS. Cmol BrollWer Mo. Renoe De Joger Estote of SemI Rensink
Green lurtll FoorOOlion,1'ot1=uIh, NE Mrs. Sonia Ackerman MI. & Mrs. Glen Brouwer M•. Ru~ De Joger * Mr. & Mo. Geo~e Evenhouse
Greenway ond Associates, Omnge Ms. Christine Acreo Ms. Hottie BrollWer * Mr. & Mo. Fred De Jong 110. Arvillo Ewoldt
Cily, IA Mr. & Mo. Dougios "'''' Mi. [olin Brown * Mr. & Mo. Kenne~ De Jong Mo. Mo~ Ewoldt
Houff Mid-Americo Spom, Sioux Mi. & Mo. ~chord Adoms Rev. & Mo. Floyd Brown Me. & Mo. LeroV De Jong Mr. & Mo. Jono~on Fohl
[ily, IA Mo. Dione Aguilem Mr. & Mo. Grego~ Brown * Mi. & Mo. Paul De Jong Mi~ Koley Fohl
HtVee Food Store, Sioux Center, IA Mr. Richord Aguilero Mrs. Koren Brown * Mo. Peod De JO"ll Mi~ Locey Fohl
* Iowa State Bonk, Om"lle Cily, IA * Dr. & Mo. Keiili ~Ien Mr. & Mis. Williom 8ruins * Mr. & Mo. Eod De Jong Foirbeld Fnends Mee~ng
* Jonsen's Food Center, Omnge CiIy, ~ Mr. & Mo. Jomes Anderson * Mo. Romoel Brunslng
Joiner Fomi~ Dentistry, Oronge C~,~ * Rev. & Mo. Jomes Anderson Mr. & Mo. W.E. Bryont
* KIWA,Sheldon, ~ Miss Kristina Anderson Rev. & Mrs. James Buckman
L & KCloiliing, Oronge Cily, IA Mf'i. Nom Anderson Mo. Meillso Bundt
MlR Mechonicollnc., FowleNille, MI Miss Doseree Angyol Mr. & Mo. Wolloce Bu.
Moil House Inc., Sioux Cily, IA 110. Helen An!JY01 Mr. Eldon 8unis
Mo~ Dldenkomp Tmdcing, Allen, NE Mr. & Mo. Richord Angvol Mr. & Mo. Bob 8usboom
North West Ruml Electric (oop, * Mr. & Mf'i. Marlin Anker * Mrs. Annabelle Buseman
Oronge C~,IA * Mr. & Mrs. Irwin Arenl5en Mi. & Mo. Robert Bush
Northwest Implement, Omnge Cily, ~ Mr. Corl Armogost Mi. & Mo. Kline Copps
* Noteboom Electric, Omnge Cily, IA * M,. Richord Aykens Mi. Douglos [o""n
10 r'JorlhWtosleron CDllege
Mr. & M". Robert Fnkkerm Mr. & Mrs. lenny Hill Mr. & Mrs. Rkhon! Kromer Mr. Ed ","tchell • MI. & Mrs. Dono~ Pottroff
Mr. & M". MOMn feddeis Mr. & Mrs. Inr~ Hinrichs Mr. Steven Kromer 'I< Rev. TImothy Moerrnond Ms. Mu,eI Powell
Dr. & M". Paul fee Mrs. leAnn Hobson Mi~ Amber Krouth K.D. Mellenlomp Mr. & M,. Douglas PlMer
• Mr. & M,. Donald Fieldhouse MI. Russ Hobson MI. & Mrs. Richerd Krismk Mr. & Mrs. William Moore Mr. & Mrs. George Pulscber
• Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Fdhr • Mis. Adeloide Hoeks1m MI. & Mrs. Robert Kroese * Mr. Deflnis Momn • Dr. & Mrs. Fnedhelm Rodondt
Mr. & Mrs. 0000 Fister Mr. & M". Inny Holfman • Mrs. Mon\'n ~oeze • Mr. Arion Moss MI. & Mrs. Poul Roinbolt
* Mrs. lois Fliss * Mr. Eugene Hofmeyer • Mrss Edo ~oan * Mrs. Berttm MollW * Mr. George Rankin
Ms. Joc~n Folkerts MI. & M". John Hornes Mrs.. Brendo Kropf • Mr. & M,. Denn. Mueller Ms. Denise Ronney
Mr. Mork Foss Mr. Joson Hohyrewe Mr. Jomes ~lJIlf Mr. & Mis David Murmon • R... & Mrs.. Denn' Redeker
M,. Melly Foss Mr. & Mrs. Robert Horoons • Mr. & Mrs. Domel Kruse Dr. Chodes Murphy MI. & Mrs.. Roger Redig
* Mr. James France • R... & Mrs. Oovid Hando~ Mr. & Mrs. lerry Kucern Ms. Oonoo Murphy Mr. & Mrs.. John Reed
Mr. Gobnel Fmnken MI. Ma~ Horsmon MI. & Mrs. leroy Kuck Mrs. loshiko Mu~hy MI. & Mrs.. Peter Reed
• Mr. & M". John M. Fronken Mr. Horris Hubert M.s Corisso Killken Dr. Bolo MIJ50 Ms. Thelmo Reeves
Mr. & Mrs. Gilford Fned,chsen • MJ. & Mrs. Mo~ Hugen MJ. & Mrs.. Oelroor Kuper Or. & Mrs.. (hodes Mustelrlt • Mrs. Molldo Regn"",
Mr. & Mrs.. Ooniel F'ed'chsen * Mr. Deml Huismon • Mr. & Mrs. Gorth locey Mr. & Mrs. Rolph Myers. MI. & Mrs.. Ron Reichhoff
Mr. & M". O.ille Fnedrichsen Mrs. Bo""ro Huizengo Mrs. Kofte Incey Ms. Down Nammingo Mr. & M". John Rempe
Me & Mrs. Richord F",dnchsen • Mr. & Mrs. George HUizoogo * Rev. Doone lDman Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Nommingo • MI. & Mrs.. Gilbert Rensink
Mr. Gerold Fntsch th. Keith HUizenga * Mr. Donald lnmmers Mr. & Mrs. James Nommingo Mr. & Mrs. John Rensink
M". Olgo Fryman Mr. & M". Keny Hubtein • Mr. & Mrs.. Arnie Inngstroot Ms. Pood Nelson • Me & Mrs.. MOOyn ReOlink
Ms. loroom Frymon R... & M". Dole Hummel MI. Bondy Inngron Mr. & M". Ro~ Nelson * Mr. Wilmer ReMink
Or. & Mrs. Monm Fuhrroon Mr. Coleb Inge",,11 Ms. Margoret Innnen Miss loura New R... & Mrs. Royroond Rewerts
Mr. & Mrs. Jomes Gage Mr. & Mrs. Phmp Inmon MOl Rebocco Innqu!st * M". Moftldo Newendo~ • Mr. & Mrs.. Hen~ Reynon
Mr. & Mrs.. Eugene Garber Mr. & Mrs. Inny Irwin Mr. & Mrs.. Mott Inperte • Mr. & Mrs.. Oovid Niebert Mr. & Mrs.. Werren Rice
Mr. & Mrs..I.in Garber Mr. & Mrs. Croig I"""n Mr. & M,. Denn' In"n • Mr. 8. Mrs. Frofl{is Niemon Mr. Keny Ridgwoy
MI. & /Ius. leonord Gonett Mr. & Mrs.. Bruce Jocobson Mr. & M,. lohn In""n Ms. Betty Nikkel * Mrs. Jenn1fer Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Gaster MJ. & Mrs.. Michoel Jonssen • Mr. Borry lowrensen Mr. & M,. Michoel Norr' Mrs. Grace Rohrer
Mr. Brion Gaumer Mr. & Mrs. Thomes Jenkins Mr. & Mrs.. INe l"y Mr. & Mrs. Smnley Nownkowski • Or. James Rohrer
Mr. & Mrs. lock Geick Miss Amy Jiskoot Mr. & Mrs.. Roy leege • Mr. & M,. Doniel Odell • Mrs.. Ph~lis Romkemo
Miss Megan Geid< Miss April Johnson Ms. Grekhen lemmenes Mr. Williom Odens Mr. & Mrs. 10m M
* Mr. & Mrs.. lubrey George MI. & Mrs. Reese Johnson Mr. & Mrs. Rorreld leshen • Mr. & Mrs. Go~Ohm • /Iu. John Rott
Mr. & Mrs. Fronk Ge~r I< Mr. &. Mrs. Terrance Johnston Mr. & Mrs. Amold Undemon MI. & Mrs. lmry Olson Mrs.. Sue Rott
Mrs. Oebro Gorres * Mr. Ha~onJorgensen Mr. & Mrs. Chmles Undhort * /Iu. & Mrs.lomes OItlroff Mr. ~ck Somuelson
Mr. James Garres 1< Mrs. Stade JorgerlSlln MJ. & M". Woyne Unrlskoog • Mrs. Louise Ondm • Mr. & Mrs. Stefun Sondbe~
* /Iu. & Mrs.. Gregory Gosselink • Mrs. Connie Julius MOl Julio InVon • Mr. & Mrs. Richenl Oostro • Mr. & Mrs.. Geo~e SchmIT
Mr. & Mrs. leffrey Gould * Mr. Doug Julius Mr. & Mrs. Roger logon Mr. & Mrs. lors. Ostrom Mr. & Mrs.. Verlyn Schoop
• Or. & Mrs.. Inrs. Gronberg Mr. Ouone lundt • Mr. & Mrs. Jomes Invetink Mr. & Mrs. Ouone Ott Mr. & Mrs.. David Sdiebo~
• Mr. & Mrs. Worthin Grotlnn MI. & Mrs.. Relbert Jung * Mr. & Mrs.. Roy lubbers I< Mrs. Ev Otten • Mr. & Mrs.. Joy Schipper
Mr. & Mrs.. loveme Greenfield Ms. JuditHanuo • Or. Ann lundberg MI. Neil Ottu Mr. & Mrs.. Harvey Schmeichel
.... Rev. & Mrs. Clarence Greving * Mrs.. Helen Koemingk • /Iu. & Mrs.. Ma~ lundberg Mr. Richerd C. Owen MOl Anoo Schoerdeld
* Mr. & Mrs. lafl{e Griese Solsh Ka'o Mr. & Mrs. Robert Lundell Mr. & Mrs. Richord Owen • Mr. & Mrs.. Ouone Schohen
Mr. & Mrs.. Chorles Grifliili M.s Amy Kaye Mr. & Mrs.. Veroon LundeU Ms. Amy Owens • Mr. & Mrs. John Schoolen
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Groen Mr. & Mrs.. leery Keckier Ms. Margoret Lutton Ms. lois Oxendole Mrs. Alice Schoon
.... Mr. &. Mrs. WaHoce Groeneweg MJ. Perry Keller Mr. & MI, RJ. Mooss Dr. Joseph P. Pogl", Sr. * Mr. & Mrs.. Mo~ Schouten
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Grossmonn Mr. & Mrs.. Ha~d Kelner Mr. & Mrs. Kenneili Moly Mr. Smphen Pou'en Mr. & Mrs Smve Schroeder
Mr. & Mrs.. Rondol Grotenhuis Or. & Mrs.. WiUiom Kennedy * Mr. & Mis. Dennis Markus Mrs. Venlene Poulsen Mr. & Mrs.. Merk SchuUer
Mrss Knsien Gundeison Ms. Uso Kenyon * Mr. & Mrs. Philip Morner Mr. & Mrs. Mo~ Poocb Mr. & Mrs. Richord Schurroon
Miss Ginger Gunn • MI. & Mrs. Max ~emon MOl Emi\' Morth Mrs. Anne Pennings Ms. Dione Schwoo
Ms. Henrie1il:JGunn • Mr. Dole King /Iu. Joel Mortin Mr. & Mrs. ~bert Peppel MOl lrory Stott
* MJ. & Mrs.. Raymond Hoas Mr. & Mrs. Kenneili ~ng Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Morlynowi" Mr. Jeffrey D. Petersen Mr. Scott Seboh
MI. & Mrs. Clilfold Homroond Mr. Mrr,h~1 Kin.nger Mr. ~rgil Mason Mrs. Joanne Petersen • Mr. & Mrs. Inrry Sederstrom
Mr. & Mrs. Corey Honsen Mrs. Sondie ~nsinger Miss Stephonie M~lister Mr. Warren Petersen Mr. & Mrs. Rir.hord Serrert
MI. & Mrs. Court Honson Mr. & Mrs.. Howon! M Ms. Glono McConno Mrs. Carol Peterson Mr. & Mrs. Jm SevelSon
* Mr. & Mrs. Steven Harmon Ms. Vedo Kluver Mr. & Mrs. Jock McClelion Mr. Donald Peterson Mr. & Mrs. In Shafer
Hoslings Senior High School Mr. Maurice Klinger * Mr. & Mrs. James McConnell • Or. John T. Pemrson Mrs. Cyniliio Shehan
Hostings Wrestling Club Mr. & Mrs. Andy ~umper Ms. Phylis MclIonOi * Mrs. Juonitll Peterson Mr. Eugene Shelton
* Mr. & M,. Dovid Howlons Mr. & M,. Stephoo Knopp Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey McOo",,11 Mr. Kon Pemrson M" Rebekoh Sh~tan
• Mr. & Mrs. Colvin Heemstro Mr. & Mrs. Roger Knip MI. & Mrs. Geo~e Medino Mr. Cloyd Pet"oo Mr. Inrry Sheperd
Mrs. Jeanene Heinz Mr. & Mrs. ~.n Kockler Mr. & Mrs. lee Mekkes MI. & M,. Woyne Mle Ms. Judy Shiloh
Mr. & Mrs. Oole Hekrdle Ms. Koren Koehn MI. John Mennmg MI. Kevin Ackerell Mr. & Mrs. John Sieler
Mr. & Mrs. Don Hemphill /Iu. & Mrs. Ben Keele * ","51 Mori\'n Menning Ms. Coroline Aer<y Mr. & Mrs.. John Siklink
• Mr. & Mrs. Gary Henker • Mr. & Mrs. WiII"m Kohl MI. & Mrs. Ooryl Menningo * Mr. & Mrs. Richord Ake * Rev. Gemld Sittser
Mr. & M,. Bernord Hershbe~er • Mr. & Mrs. Normoo Kolb Mr. & Mrs. Curtis Miersmo * Mr. & Mrs.. Williom PIonmge * Mr. & Mrs.. Jim Sidonia
* Or. John He55€Iink Mr. Aaron Kooiker Mr. & Mrs. Ken ","Ibror.lt MI. & Mrs.. Wifued Plocher Mr. ~on Sioup
• Mrs.. ~ke Hertingo Mrs. Mory M • Mr. Horod ","Iler * R... & Mrs. Henry Poppen Mr. Fronk Sioup
Mr. Doniel Hibmo Mr. Rodney Koth MI. & Mrs. Herb Milier Mr. & Mrs. Mike Porter Ms. Mone Sioup
Ms. Hildo Hilbronds • Mr. & Mrs.. Gerold Krooi Mr. & Mrs. Mike Minnick Mr. & Mrs.. Ger,t Poslmo Mr.ArtI1urSmit
•
1(02 Ann",,1 I<rpocl 11
CiIFT CLUBS
Mr. & Mrs. ArIilur Sm, Ms. Sooron Von He~ Rev. & Mrs. Robert Wollingo 11<. N<rthon Agre • Mr. Rodney BensOil
Ms. Mo~ Sm, • Dr. Dol.\llos Von Hofwegell Mr. & Mo. John Wanko Miss Jamie Aguilera Mr:.. Valerie Benzing
Dr. & Mo. Milton Smit Mo. Julie Von Hofwegell 11<. & Mo. Mike Ward Mo. TerriAhlm Mr. Steven Berendes
Mr. & Mo. Bnon Smilh Mr. James Von K10mpenburg Mr. 8. Mrs. Benjamin Worolln • Mo. ~m ~nsworth • Mi~ ~Iison Be~er
• Mr. & Mo. Inrry Smi~ • Mr. & Mrs. Evertt Von 100 Mr. & Mrs. Paul Webef Mrs. Robin ~bert 11<. Chad Bergman
MI. & Mo. IJ<MdSneller • Mr. & Mo. AHred Von Mooren Mr. & Mo. William Wei~ II<s. Borboro ~dennk • 11<. James Bergsma
11<. & Mo. Denn' Someo Mr. & Mrs. Inrry Von Mill~on 11<. & Mo. Eugene Wellman 11<. Bruce A1dennk • Mrs. Morjene Bergsma
Col. & Mrs. Vernon Sones Mr. Ken Von Oort 11<. Cod Werner • Mrs. Conce ~ons Mo. Eunice Berndt
Mo. Rebecco S1Ufford Mrs. Anito Von Ravenhorst • 11<. & Mo. Abrom Westenberg • Mo. Paulo ~teno • Mr. Rudy Bertmm
• Mr. & Mo. Doniel Stohl . 11<. ArIilur Von Ravenhorst • Rev. & Mo. AMn Wester Mr. Mo~ Anderson • Ms. Borboro Betrns
11<. & Mo. James Sto~ Mo. Donoo Von Rheenen 11<. & Mo. Terry Westemoff Mo. Michelle An<lerson Mo. lonoo Bell
• 11<. & Mrs. Scott Sto~we<rther Mr. Hen~ Von Rheenen Ms. Dionne Wholert • Mr. An~ony Anderson 11<. AHred Bierbrodt, Jr.
11<. & Mo. Douglos Stove • Rev. James Von Roekel Ms. Inurn Wibo~ • Mrs. Debrn Anderson Mo. Romoe Bi~estrond
• Mr. & Mo. Joren Steenhoek Mr. & Mo. Harlan Von Voorst * Mrs. Gaylene Wickenhogen • Mrs. Jamie Anderson Mrs. Wohneto B'choff
Mr. & Mo. Monon Ste~ Mrs. Pamela Von Voorst Mr. & Mo. Hodon Wiebengo Mrs. Jill Ande"'" • Mo. Julie Bio~
11<. & Mo. Philip Stoltzfus * Mr. Wesley Von Voorst • Miss Ado Wieman Mrs. Kim Anderson • Mo. Cindy Blockord
Mr. & Mo. James Stubbs • Mr. Paul Von W"hel • Mr. Worren Wiersema • Dr. Richard Andeoon Mo. ~e~o Blonkeo
Mr. & Mo. Kenne~ Sullivan • Dr. He<bert Von Wyk 11<. No~on Willems * Mrs. Teri Anderson • Mr. Go~ Bonkeo
Mr. & Mo. Robert S1Jmser • Mo. Julio Von Wyk Mr. & Mo. Inrry Williams * MIs. Tina Anderson MOl Goylene Blonkeo
• Mr. Dovi<ISuOe • Mr. ~chord Von lee 11<. & Mo. Randall Willis Ms. leon Anspoch • Mr. William Bleil
Mrs. Undo Susie • Mr. & Mo. Robert Vande Bunte Mr. TIm Wil" Mo. Julie Alends • MI. John Bloemendool
Ms. honne Swanson Rev. & Mo. Doooid Vandenberg Mr. & Mo. Dovid Wikoo • Mr. Terry Arends Mr. Docn Blom
11<. & Mrs. Thar Swanson Mr. IJ<MdVander Be~ Miss ErinWi~on Mr. Todd Alends Mrs. SUSlJn Blom
Miss Amanda Sweeney • Mr. & Mo. Amold Vonder Eide Mr. & Mo. LeRoy Winkelhorst Mr. B~ce Assink • Mr. David Boelman
Mr. 8. Mrs. Dwoin Swensen Dr. Horlon Vander GOOn<l • Mr. Mox Wisgerhof II<s. Midon Atoka * Mrs. Julie Boelman
Mr. & Mo. Jon Sybesmo Mr. & Mrs. John Von<ler lloog Ms. Emma Wismer Mi~ Jennler Boock • Mr. MalVin Boelman
Mo. Margaret Talbott Mi~ KJisty Vander Homm Mr. & Mo. Chodes Woods • Mr. Lonce Bootz * Mrs. Patricio Boelmon
MOl Amy Taylor Mr. & Mo. Dove Vander Jogt 11<. & Mo. Terry Woollen • Mo. Joyce Boh~e Mr. David Boender
• Dr. & Mo. Mo~ Trrylar Mr. & Mo. John Vander Kooi • Mr. & Mo. Go~ Wo~mon • Mr. Kenne~ Bohrke * Mr. Motthew Boer
MOl Soroh TO'/ar • Rev. & Mo. David Vander I.ee~ • Mr. & Mo. Dennis Wnght Mr. Scott Boh~e * Mr. Adom Boerema
• Mr. & Mo. Mo~ Teiglond Mo. Gertrude Vander ~oell Mr. & Mo. Duane Wubbeno * Mr. Kent Boker * Mrs. Candace Boerema
• Mr. Charles Ten Cloy Mi~ Thereso Von<ler ~oeg MI. Daniel Wucherer Mo. Donna Bakker Mr. Steven Boemove
• Rev. & Mo. Rolph Ten Cloy • Mr. Delbert Vander Schoof • Mr. Dole Wu~t Mr. Edward Bakker * Dr. & Mrs. Robert Boengter
Mrs. lorena Ten Nopel • Mo. Eldo Vander Schoof • Mr. & Mo. M'ch Wybengo • Ms. Elisabeth Bokker'Johnson * Or. David Boersma
• Rev. & Mo. Peter Theune 11<. & Mrs. Inren Von<ler Schoof • Mo. Daro~ Wynia • Mo. Cindy Baldwin • Mr. Joel Boe0nk
Mr. & Mrs. Inwell Thone • Mr. & Mo. Gordon Vander Velde Mr. & Mrs. Steven Young • Mr. Ryan Baldwin * Mrs. Hazel Bogaard
Mr. Kenneth Thorson • Rev. Richard Vander Voet * MI. & Mrs. Galen Yoongsmo * Mr. James Balkema Mo. Tommy Bolie
Mrs. Porn Thorson • Mo. Judi~ Vander Wilt Mi~ Elizobe~ linkulo 11<. Kevin Barber Dr. Jeremy Bolluyt
• Mr. & Mo. Glen TIistro • Mr. Claude Vander lwoOlJ • Mr. & Mo. CoMn loetewey Mrs. Summer Barber Miss Megan Bomgoors
Dr. Bomora Top • Mo. Jeanette Vanderbush Miss Jonice Zoetewey Mrs. Kristin Barbouf * Mr. Roger Bomgoors
Mrs. joanna Tropp Ms. M Vonlerkooi • 11<. & Mo. David lwort • Mo. Ann Barkel Mr. Col Bonestroo
Mr. Roy Tropp • Dr. Col Vandermeulen Dr. & Mo. Robert lwier * Mr. Daniel Barkel * Mr. Robert Bonnecroy
11<. Paul Truesdell * Mrs. Janice Vondermeulen Mo. Gretho de Woord Mr. Jason Bman Mrs. Suzan Boone
Mo. Esther Truitt • Mo. Marietto Vondersoll Mrs. lenette Boron Rev. Verlyn Boone
Mr. & Mrs. Waldemar Trulson • Rev. Stonley Vondersoll fOUMDftTlOM ClU~ Mr. jason Bmry Mr. Harold Boonstra* Mr. Jerry Turner Mr. & Mo. Charles Vorlond Mr. John Batte' Mr. Robert Boote
• Mr. & Mo. John Ubben • Mr. & Mo. Bmdley Vo~",,~ Membership is offoined by those • Mo. Glono Bottelt * Mr. Ronald Boote
• 11<. & Mo. Doug Uhl * Mr. & Mrs. le~ie Veen persons oncl/or businesses who • Mo. Jill Bo~ Mr. Steven Boote
• Mr. & Mo. Eod Voos • Rev. & Mo. Stephon Veldhuis • Mr. Dennis Bouman Mr. Ter~ Boote
* Mrs. Janke Von Bruggen • Mr. & Mo. Don Veldhuizen contributed gifts of 5 I to 599 • Ms. loune Bowinkel * Mrs. Julie Born
Mr. & Mo. ~bert Von Buren • Mr. & Mo. An~ony Ver Hoeven during the 2001-02 fiscol year. Mo. lonet Beord Mr. Donley Bosch
• Mr. & Mo. William Von Der Bnnk Mr. & Mo. Inrry Verdoorn Mo. Rhonda Beorlsheor • Mrs. Norma Bosma
* MI. Hermon Von Ikr Vliet Mr. & Mrs. Germ Verhoy ALUMNt • Mo. Mf{son Becker Mrs. Kan Bousemo
11<. & Mo. Hen~ Von Der Weerd • Mr. & Mo. Peter Vemey Miss Brwnne Aalbers Miss Oanielle Beckman • Mrs. Kim Bousemo
Mr. & Mo. Duane Von Der Werff Mr. & Mo. Daniel Vign~ • Mr. Michoel Aulbeo • Mr. Donell Beemink Mrs. laune Bouwer
• Mr. & Mo. Harold Von Drie Ms. Gertrude Visser * Miss MeliSSll Aberson Dr. & Mrs. Grego~ Beemink Rev. Robert Bouwer
Mr. & Mo. Roger Von Dyken * Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Vas Dr. TImothy Aberson Miss Chns~no Beinger Ms. Koren Bowers
Rev. Robert Von Earden Dr. Dennis Vaskuil * Mrs. Viola .Aberson Mr. DrMd Benes Mrs. Myra Bowman
• Mr. & Mrs. Gerold Von Engen Mr. & Mo. Donald Vo~ • Mrs. Koro Abrahamson • Mr. Mhchel Bengord Mo. Mf{son Broosch
Mr. ~r~ Von Ginkel • Rev. & Mrs. Mel.n Voss • Mr. Trent Abrahamson Mr. Aaron Benson Mr. Scott Brnosch
Mr. & Mo. John Von Gmningen Mr. & Mo. Rondoi Vugteveen • Ms. Wendy Ackerbe~ * Mrs. Janel! Benson Mr. Norbert Brodley
Mr. & Mo. Man Von Hooften • Dr. Donald Wocome • Rev. & Mo. Fmnk Ackerman • Mo. ~mberly Benson Mo. Vero Brodley
Mr. Roland Ackerman
"i"e,l,weslenl College
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Dr. B,U<. Murphy
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Dr. Karen Cianci
Vice President for Amdemic Affairs
Doug B.uk.lman
Vice President for Financial Affairs
John Gr.ner
Vice Presidentfof Development
Paul Ble'len
Deon lor Student Affoi"
Ran De lang
Dean of AdmissiOfJS
Dr. Keith Andersan
(haplain
Barbara Dewald
Dirednr of Student MinistJies
~OftRD Of TRUSmS
Mr. David Van Ingelenhaven
Orange Ci~,~, Chainnan
Mr, W, Dale Den Herder
Sioux Center, lA, Vke Chairman
Dr. Jan Schuiteman
Orange Ci~,lA, Secreta~
Mr. Brad De lang
Orange Crty, lA, legal (oonsel
Ms. Suson 8Ianke", Orange Crty, IA
Rev. Carl Boersmo, Sioux (enter, IA
Mr Ga~ Ii<Jmgoa", Deil,er, CO
Rev. Dr. floyd 8rawn, Sioux Ci~,~
Dr. 8~an Den Harll!J, Rapid Ci~,SO
MI. John Den HOrll!J, Sr, Hospe", IA
Dr. 8everly De Vries, 8emany, OK
Mr Jock DeWitt, Holland, MI
Mr ArIon Draayer, Milord, IA
Dr leon Draayer, (hino, CA
Dr. Adrienne forgette, Orange (ity, ~
Mr. Hans Gwens, Jr., Jordon, MN
Rev. Ga~ Holmeyer, St. PetersiJurg, fl
Mr. Robert HOO9eveen, SheWon, ~
Mr. Dale Huizenga, Kankakee, Il
Mr. Bennis JOI15, Sioux (enter, IA
Mi. David Johnson, IJok Harbor, WA
Mi. Hank Jungling, (edor Rapids, IA
Mr. James Koerselmon, Boyden, JA
Mi. Ger~ Korver, Orange Ci~,~
Dr. Ma~ Kruai, New 8runswick, NJ
Rev. Dovid wndegent, fulton, Il
M". Debra locker, Orange (rty, ~
Rev. Jonomon Opgenorth, Orange City, ~
Rev. Roy Patenk, Ashland, Nf
Rev. R. Van Rathbun, Soux Center, IA
Rev. I",ng Roera, fordham, NY
M". Nanr; SdlOep, Hudson, NY
Rev. David Schutt, Cormichael, CA
Rev. Raymond TIlstr1l,OostOOrg, WI
M.. Undo neerdsroo, Springfield, SO
Rev. Steven Vander Molen, Orange Ci~,IA
Mr. TIm Van Der Weide, Orange Ci~,IA
Mr. Paul Von Engelenha,." Orange City, fA
Rev. Hadan Van Oart, Orange Ci~,~
Ms. Undo Van Rooke!, S~acuse, NY
Mi. ArIon Van W,/<, Sheldon, IA
Rev. Anmony Vis, Des Moines, IA
Mi. Drew Vage!, Orange City, ~
Rev. Roger Vuskui!, Sioux (enter, IA
Dr. Frederick Wezeman, Maywood, Il
Mr Stanley l~str1l, Hull, ~
nftTlOnftl ftlUMnl ~OftRD
Susan Blankers '87
Orange Crty, ~, Pres.enl
Karen Woudstra '79
Diredor of Alumni and Parent Relations
Bnxe Mderink 74, Holland, MI
George 80nnema '64, luverne, MN
Dole De lang '82, Deerfield, Il
James De Krud '84, Orange City, ~
8nan Draayer '91, Sioox (enter, ~
Ann (Schutte '811 finkner, Un"ln, Nf
Teresa (MutdrOkoous '881 Gunderson, Orange Ci~,~
Dave Hughes '86, Orange Crty, ~
Bem (Paeke1781 Johnson, Rock Valley, ~
Sherri (Van Dar ~iet '821 Kaerselman, Sibley, IA
Ann (Sybesma '931 Korver, Orange Ci~,IA
(api (Vellinga 771 Koontz, Ii<Jzeman, MT
Nancy (Walhaf '871 wndhuis, Orange Ci~,IA
James U '94, Scm Jose, CA
Curt Mastbe~en '84, Sioux Ci~,~
Cheri (8lock 771 Mayo, 8ayd." iA
aa~ Sdlollen '87, Denver, CO
Trent Sothe '93, 8rookings, SO
wri (McDorrold '951 Van 8ee~Soux Center, IA
wurie lWipperiing '921 Van Engelenhoven, Orange Crty, IA
Steve Van Go~'96, Oost!Jurg, WI
Ma~ Van Holland '90, Mymoum, MN
Tonyo Van Peorsem '94, Sioux Falls, SO
Karen (Hap 741 Van Der limen, Omnge Ci~,IA
Dawn (Swet '71) Vermeer, Sioox Center, IA
TImothy Westco~ 79, Kansos City, MO
8rian '88 & Sorah (Hielkema '891 Wiese, West Des Maines, IA
Jemler (VanDerWerff '891 lara, 80tle Ground, WA
NOl'tlw.eslerll College
ftCCURftCY , ..
8ecause each of our dan'" is important to us, we hove coreful~
reviewed 011of the names Itsted in this GnnUllI report However, it is
possib. that your nome wus inadvertently omitted, misspelOd or
incorrectly I~ed. II m. has happened, POose accept oor apol"9Y
and bnng the error 10 our attention so we con correct our records.
Thank you
Northwestem College
Development Office:
phone (712) 707-7106 or
e-mell fynaardt@nwciowa.edu.
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Hannah Dutt and her roommate, Emily
SI1e1ton, at last year's Ethnic Fair
Her mom has since recon-
ciled with her family, though,
and Hannah said, "Now my
grandmother is a Christian,
and my annt and uncle are
also, but secretly"
Hannah's father is asso-
ciate pastor of the Protestant
Church in Oman, a large
English-speaking congrega-
tion and also an umbrella
organization for many other
Protestant churches and
denominations in Oman,
mcluding the Anglican and
Catholic churches. Her
mother is a doctor; currently,
though, she IS working at
home, raising Hannah and
her three siblings and sup-
porting her husband's mm-
lstT)'
Hannah came to NWC
in 2000 as a biology/chem-
istry major, planning to enter
some field of medicine like
h
her mother During her
sophomore year, though, she
decided on a double human-
ities and writing/rhetoric
major, which enables her to
pursue "everything from sci-
ence to theatre." Now shes
thinkmg of becoming a JOur-
nalist or a translator-maybe
even a professor "That's a
little freaky, though," she says
with a laugh
"Humanities and the lib-
eral arts suit me to a T," said
Hannah, "because Ilike
learning about everything
and not getting too detailed
into one subject. I've found
some of the best students
here choose humanities for
the same reason."
Some of Hannah's
favorite classes have been
Acting, Introduction to
Rhetorical Studies,
Playwriting and Fiction from
Ind.a "I hate to study,
though," she confesses. "I
love reading, but the
moment I pick up a text-
book, 1 feel curiously sleepy"
Outside of class,
Hannah IS president of the
International Club, she has
been the student manager of
the campus catering service,
she went on a spring service
trip to Amsterdam, and she's
involved in theatre. "Theatre
has been an exercise in tak-
ing risks, making a fool of
myself and bemg cool with
it," she said. "You also learn
how to handle stress, and
I've come to value teamwork
and the ensemble attitude of
Northwesterns theatre
department. "
Also this spring and
summer Hannah was one of
several students working for
Dr Carl vandermeulen,
English, researching and
writing for a grant proposal
that could, in part, fund
more diversity and diverse
experiences for Northwestern
students.
"When Dr Vander-
meulen asked if I'd be inter-
ested in a project that could
increase multiculturaltsm on
campus, I said, 'Yes" Thats
one of my missions-c-one of
the things I'd like to con-
tribute during my time at
Northwestern," said Hannah.
"American students
aren't necessarily opposed to
diversity" she suggests.
'They've Just not been
exposed. Their attitudes
aren't much clifferent than
you'd find m villages in
India, where people have
"1love listening to peoples
life stories, cum fm eager to
tell mine."
never seen the world outside
the borders of their commu-
nity."
This fall Hannah is con-
tinuing to work for
Vandermeulen as his teach-
ing assistant, and shes living
in one of three Northwestern
Studentprofile
theme cottages. Along with
nine other women, Hannah
is seeking to further cultural
understanding and accept-
ance by. following the biblical
example ofTamar
Tnps from Orange City
to Oman and back are
expensive, so Hannah has
been home only twice since
beginning college. She miss-
es city Me, the ocean and the
diversity of her home.
'There are many Indians ltv-
mg in Oman," she says,
"along with Pakistanis, East
Asians, Amencans, British
people, Dutch people and
others from all over the
world."
She fmds Orange City a
bit "rural," but she has yet to
get bored. "The reason is the
people," said Hannah. "I
came with a 'tell me, teach
me,' attitude. Ilove listening
to peoples life stories, and
I'm eager to tell mine." She
adds with a smile, "Very few
people ever get tired of talk-
ing about themselves, and
I'm no exception."
Classic online
PDF files of this issue of the Classic, and the last
three alumm publications, are available online at
wwwnwciowa.edu/newssportslpub.
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Desire to teach and coach leads wrestler to NWC
Senior 8m DeLlar with children he mel this summer while on a mission trip in the
Czech Republic with the Raider wrestling team.
When Bill Detlor trans-
ferred to Northwestern two
years ago, he did not know
what to expect, and he had
traveled a long journey since
high school to get here.
The Redmond, Wash.,
native had attended college
but lacked direction in his
studies, and his grades suf-
fered. He returned horne
and worked as a tire installer
and cashier for several years.
"Then a friend invited me to
a wrestling practice for the
high school team he was
coaching," Bill recalls. "After
about 10 minutes in practice
I knew I wanted to go back
to school and get my teach-
ing certificate so 1could
18 ... Fall 2002
leach and coach."
He looked around for
schools and decided to take
classes at a local college. For
the next two years Bill took
classes part time and worked
part time while coaching
high school wrestling. The
school he was attending did
not offer a physical education
program and he realized he
would liave to transfer to
pursue a physical education
degree. "1looked at several
schools and finally decided
on Northwestern," Bill says.
"1was accepted to
Northwestern in late July,
and by mid-August 1was in
my car driving halfway
across the country to a col-
Northwestern Classic
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my friendships at NWC. My
friends challenge me to grow
in my faith and become a
better person." BIll also cites
Sunday evening Praise and
Worship as another way in
which he has grown in his
faith at NWC.
Being on the wrestling
team also has been a high-
light for Bill. "Our team is
like a fanuly, and the guys are
like brothers. Being older 1
was unsure about how 1
might fit in with the team,
but the guys have welcomed
me and made me feel at
liome," he says. "Coach
(Paul) Bartletts caring for
each of us as individuals has
helped to foster this family
atmosphere within our team.
Its great to have a coach that
cares about us as people and
sees the whole person, not
just the wrestler."
ThIS summer Bill had an
opportunity to travel to the
Czech Republic with 10
other Raider wrestlers for
two weeks through Christian
Outreach International. The
NWC team practiced with a
number of clubs, includmg
the Czech national team, and
participated in two competi-
tions. At each competition
and practice, the group was
able to share their Christian
faith. Usually one wrestler
shared his testimony and
handed out tracts.
Along with wrestling,
the group spent time with
youth of vanous cities at
three activity centers in large-
ly Gypsy neighborhoods and
had an opportunity to teach
PE classes for grades 6-8. "It
was neat to share with the
«aznurd on page 22
lege I'd never seen in a state
I'd never visited. The fact
that everything worked out
for me to get to NWC, along
WIth the amazing acceptance
of the college community, are
constant reminders to me
that this is where God wants
me at this stage in my life,"
reflects the 31-year-old.
In Bills first class,
Professor Ron Juffer made a
positive impression. "My
first class, I walked m and
Professor Juffer knew my
name, where 1was from and
my major Just by looking at
me, and that Just blew me
away," Bill remembers.
Nowa senior physical
education major with an
English teaching minor, Bill
expresses appreciation for tlie
NWC faculty in general.
'The professors care about
you as a person, not just a
student," he says
Bill says Northwestern
has helped him grow in his
faith. "What amazes me
about NWC is the way tlie
professors incorporate their
faith into wliat they teach no
matter what the subject is.
The opportunity to build
relationships with my friends
at this college has also helped
my faith grow. My high
scliool wrestlmg coachs
favorite verse is Proverbs
27:17, 'As iron sliarpens iron,
so one man sliarpens anoth-
er.' This verse is reflective of
Northwestern Classtc
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Alumna doesn't clown around with volunteerism
A middle school math teacher, a volunteer firefighter, an
emergency medical technician and "Siren T Clown." These
are some of the significant roles Florence (Rienstra '52)
Hunter has taken on since she left Northwestern.
Florence began her career teachmg lower elementary
classes in Collins and George, Iowa, during which time she
had three children. When she moved to Windsor Heights in
1979, she got the opportunity to teach middle school math at
Holy Trinity School in nearby Des Moines. "1truly love teach-
mg and enjoy the middle school age student," she says
After she arrived in Windsor Heights, Florence decided
to become a volunteer firefighter "Northwestern instilled in
me a great respect for volunteerism," she explains After com-
pleting recruit school she became a nationally-certified fire-
fighter and shortly thereafter completed trainmg to become a
certified emergency medical technician.
She presently serves as captam of the Emergency Medical
Services Division of the Windsor Heights Fire Department.
"In addition to supervising the division and assisting WIth
training programs, I respond every third night on the ambu-
lance, and at all other times when I am available, I respond to
other emergency calls," she says.
Florence says she always has had an interest in clowns.
"For many years 1 collected clown fLgurines. One Christmas
my husband gave me a figunne of a hobo clown and a little
girl decorating a Christmas tree. It was beautiful. I soon
learned that this clown was the world-famous Emmett Kelly
]r The next year Emmett made a personal appearance in Des
Moines to Sign his figurines, so of course I had to see hun.
Emmett is a mime clown and does not speak while in cos-
tume, but the owner of the store introduced us to him while
he was on break, and that started a great friendship Through
him my husband and I have met many wonderful friends
from all over the country."
t
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About eight years ago
Florence decided to attend
Clown College at the University
of Wisconsm-not to join the
circus, but to Iind new ways to
teach and entertain children and
adults. "In the week we were
there, we attended classes on
make-up, magic, prop construc-
tion, skits, costume design, face
pamtmg and makmg balloon
animals. Classes were all day
from around 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and in the evening we had
opportunities to tty out our magic and skits," she explains.
Being a volunteer member of the fire department,
Florence became "Siren T Clown" and set out to teach chil-
dren and adults about fire safety During Fire Prevention
."-o...
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"Our projects include
improvements to the drys
parks by furnishing addi-
tionallmulscaping, park
benches, lighting on the
walking trails and other
simoor projects."
Week and at other times of the year "Siren" appears at
schools, civic clubs and other locations presenting fire safety
programs.
Twice each year "Siren" and a group of clowns from all
over the country appear with Kelly and participate with him
m many activities including birthday parties, clown events
and a parade. During Kelly'spromotion of his figurine, "Send
In the Clown," a couple of years ago, Florence and seven
other clown friends appeared in costume with rum on promo-
tional posters that were distributed worldwide.
In addition to her volunteer work for the fire department,
she is actively involved in a number of other volunteer activi-
ties such as the Wmdsor Heights Special Events Committee,
continued on page 22
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"Looking back, Iwas
always praying, and God
led me from one thing to
another."
Step by Step to
Silicon Valley by"""",-
"God had a picture for me. I didn't know it; I discov-
ered It a bit at a time."
That is how Royal Huang '88 describes his life'sjour-
ney It's a Journey that took him from a persecuted
Christian family in China to a career in the Silicon Valley,
with providential experiences at Northwestern, Buffalo and
San Francisco along the way
Royal's picture begins with his grandfather, Shuzhong
Hsu, a Presbyterian minister who worked at a Reformed
Church in America mission. Even before the Cultural
Revolution in the 1960s and '70s, Hsu was mocked and
beaten for his Christian faith. He was imprisoned and later
held in a forced-labor camp.
"He was very strong," Royal says of hIS grandfather
"Many were executed. A lot of people gave in. It would
have been an easy route for him to compromise his faith,
but he didn't. His devotion to God was always important
to me," Royal says, his voice breaking with emotion.
Former Northwestern President Friedheim Radandt
learned of Royal and helped arrange his enrollment at
NWC Coming from a quiet Island, Royal was stunned his
first night in Heemstra Hall by the loud music in the dorm.
"It was a whole new culture, so different. I couldn't imag-
ine living there. J got down on my knees, and I prayed.
After I had prayed, I felt I'd been there for years-I could
adjust to that."
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Royal says the transi- ence that would prove to be San Francisco (UCSF). identification software. J:J
tion to life at Northwestern pivotal. "It was very "They were doing another After a year at home, 0
was smooth because he felt rewarding, but I realized step further than we were- Royal became a scientific "=::III
God's leading through every that medical research suited Nuclear Magnetic programmer for a firm that -
difficulty He fondly me better than being a doc- Resonance Spectroscopic conducted genomic :.:x:
remembers many people tor," he recalls. "I saw that Imaging. That enables you research. For the last three e
who provided him with it could be very stressful to to tell a persons cancer us- years, he has been with III::s
support -faculty, staff, be a physician, and I felt I sue chemical composition Caliper Technologies Corp., lQ
Orange City residents, wouldn't enjoy that type of without biopsy It was the another Silicon Valley com-
American students and fel- lifestyle" hottest technology at the pany that combines com-
low members of the After graduation, Royal time, and UCSF was one of puter industry technology
International Club. enrolled in the master's the best in the country," with biotechnology.
At Northwestern, Royal degree program in bio- Royal says. As senior scientific pro-
grew spiritual.y through physics at the State At UCSF, Royal worked grammer, he develops algo-
Bible studies, service projects Umversity of New York at with 200-300 prostate can- rithms for software used to
and the modelmg of Buffalo. There, too, he cer patients. Many were process and analyze high
Christian faculty. "Because sensed the Lord's leading. A throughput data. His work
of Northwestern's strong professor created a program ., has contributed to Caliper's
Christian commitment, I for him that focused on "lab-on-a-chip" technology,
acquired a Christian world- platelet adhesion-what "Because ofNorthwesten1's which miniaturizes, inte-
view and was really prepared happens when an artificial strong Christian wmmit- grates and automates manyto face the world," he says. surface such as a transplant laboratory processes, put-
A biology major, Royal comes mto contact with the men~Iacquired a tmg them on a palm-sized
came to NWC desiring to blood system. And, while Christian worldview and chip. The chip contains abecome a medical mission- there, Royal had the oppor- network of microscopic
ary. He found that he tunity to minister to the was really prepared toface channels through which flu-
enjoyed computer science university's large interna- the world." ids and chemicals arecourses, and struggled over tional student cornmunny moved in order to perform
whether he should switch When the universi.ys .. experiments .
his major. "I prayed about budget cutbacks necessitat- "The biggest use of lab-
this for a week, and then ed Royal's switching to a on-a-chip is by pharmaceu-
went to First Reformed PhD. program, he gamed celebrities who heard about tical companies trying to
Church, where Pastor an interest in non-invasive his lab's potential to deter- find a potential drug target,"
(Cecil) Martens prayed a diagnostic instrumentation mine the grade of cancer explains Royal "They will
line that said, 'God, show us such as Magnetic Resonance after former patient Andy screen tens of thousands to
not only the reality, but also Imaging (MRI) "A profes- Grove, CEO of Intel, men- a million compounds a year
the possibility: The reality sor at Roswell Park Cancer tioned it in a Fortune maga- to find one or two targets, a
was that it is hard for inter- Institute, whrch is affiliated zine article. very costly process. With
national students to get into with SUNY-Buffalo, was When Royal's son was this, they don't have to
American medical schools. dolng that, but he was plan- born three months prema- spend a lot on chemicals; a
But it was possible, so I nmg to retire soon and not ture, Royal left UCSF, which tiny little bit is enough to
stayed WIth my biology taking any more students. I had offered him an assistant do the reaction. And they
major. God was planning prayed a lot and somehow professorship, to stay home. are able to complete several
the whole thing; I didn't persuaded him to take me While tendmg to Joseph's months' work of compound
know what was gomg to as his last student." needs, Royal began doing screening in a few days.
pan out." Royal's research on consulting work. Using his "God was so good to
Royal was chosen to developing contrast enhanc- computer science training me, leading me to this com-
participate in a research ing techniques for MRI on from Northwestern and his pany" says Royal "Looking
project at Harvard Medical brain tumors led to a post- biology knowledge, he back, 1was always praying,
School the summer before doctoral research position at developed state-of-the-art and God led me from one
his senior year, an experi- the University of California- fingerprint verificarion and thmg to another. It was
continued on page 28
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grounds in linear algebra,
calculus and statistics.
"And music, for exam-
ple, also is very mathemati-
cal. Art uses geometric prin-
ciples, and theatre stage
design ISvery mathematical."
An insistence on equal-
opportunity math for all
majors has led Kim and her
colleagues to advocate for
math classes to be part of
Northwesterns general edu-
cation requirements.
Previously, students were
able to "opt out" of math
classes If their math ACT
score was high enough.
"We were saying, essen-
tially, that if your math score
was high enough, then
you've taken enough math in
your lifetime-you don't
have to take any more. We
don't do that with English If
your English ACT score is
liigh, you get to take a harder
writing course. So why do
we do this with math?"
When Kim was hired in
1993, she was tlie first math
Ph.D. to be employed at
NWC 'There were 15 math
majors total when I came:'
she remembers. "This fall
there are 19 incoming fresh-
men with math majors, and
we've exceeded our goal of
40 majors. Our students are
incredibly bnght,' she adds,
noting that of the incoming
majors, most have ACT
NorLhwestern Classic
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"There's this particularly
American mispereeption
that nwth is something you
have to have a gift for-
that if you're not gifted,
then you're just never going
to master it and thafs OK"
scores above 27.
And one of the mcom-
Ing freshmen math majors
will be receiving the depart-
ments first math scholarship,
which was established and
endowed with $20,000
donated over ume primarily
by Kim and lier colleague,
Dr. Tim Huffman.
After class Kim heads
home to joel, her carpenter
husband, andjamie (5) and
Matthew (2). Shes also been
president of the Orange City
Daycare Center board of
directors this past year while
the center has completed a
major expanslon and remod-
eling. When asked what she
does with her spare time-If
she still does any of her own
poetry or creative Writing, for
example-she laughs, "You're
kidding, light?"
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in which she helps plan and conduct all of the large events sponsored by the city, including the
4th of july celebration and the Fall Festival.
She is also serving her second term on the Windsor Heights Foundation Board, a non-
profit organization that supports city Improvements. "Our projects include improvements to
the citys parks by furnishing additional landscaping, park benches, lighting on the walking
trails and other similar projects:' Florence says. "The Foundation also sponsors 'Music III the
Park: a weekly concert series each summer, and we are working on the development of a new
bike trail through the city"
Each year the City Council of Windsor Heights selects a person from the commumty to
honor for their service to the community In 1994 Florence was selected as Citizen of the Year
for her work with the various organizations in the cit)' She also has been recognized as a
"Woman of Influence" in the metro area.
Marketa George Oliver, city administrator, wrote in nominating Florence for that honor,
"Flo has been a source of great enthusiasm, energy and positive thinking for many decades in
the Windsor Heights community Her tireless efforts have made immeasurable impact on this
community and the people in it She is an excellent role model. Mrs. Hunter was the first
female member of the Windsor Heights LIons Club and its first female president. She was one
of the first female firefighters on the Windsor Heights FIre Department and has spent more
than 20,000 hours serving our community and its residents."
"God has greatly blessed me," says Florence m response to her accolades. "1 have been In
fantastic health, have three sons and five grandchildren, an understanding husband and have
been able to continue to do all the things I truly enjoy"
Reversal continued from page 18
kids and witness to them:'
Bill comments.
Several athletic trainers
and family members accom-
panied the wrestlers, and they
visited an orphanage twice
and also a home for the eld-
erly A highlight for Billwas
going along to the orphanage.
"It was neat for me to bring a
little JOy to them and miruster
in that way"
This is not the first time
Bills wrestlmg abilities have
been linked with missions.
He traveled to Latin America
with Athletes in Action for
three summers. "I have had
the opportunity to combine
the two things I love the
most by gomg on these
trips," he says. "I can use
wrestling to build Christian
relationships. "
Northwestern Classic
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At our development staff retreat this sum-
mer, we spent some time discussing the book
Secrets oj the Vine by Bruce Wilkerson. The
theme kept coming back: "Abide in me"
Many of you have read the passage from
John 15, about the vine and the branches, at
one time or another The image of God being
the vinedresser, Christ the vine and we as the
attached branches getting our breath and life
from Him, is a powerful word picture for me.
God desires that we cling to Him for all
that we need, that we grow because of the
nurturing and care He provides us, and that
we fulhll His calling for our lives to bear Iruit. The only way
to bear that fruit, whether it be the inner fruits of the sprru
(love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, gentleness,
faithfulness and self-control) or outer fruit (such as bringing
others to know Christ), is by abiding m Him daily Through
all the good or bad events that come during our lifetimes, the
Lord is always there, encouraging us to abide more closely
with Him and bear fruit for Him Ialways love the word pic-
tures and parables that God uses to make it easier for us to get
itl
Northwestern has held true to its mission and clung to
the vme. Its branches have sprouted and have gone many
places, touching lives and beanng fruit for Him. Students
have carried God's love throughout our country and all
around the world as they returned home this summer or have
gone on Summer of Service projects. l have talked to many
alums who, since leaving NWC, have let the Lord use them.
Many of you are excited about what God is doing in your
lives and in the iruit that you've seen. Some of you may be
seed planters and won't see the immediate fruit in your life-
time, yet God will continue to nurture those you've touched
because you were fairhful and shared your mner fruit WIth
others.
Sometimes it's good to stop and think about our lives
since leaving NWC. Are our roots planted deeply in Chnst?
Are we abiding in Him 7 Are we excited about what God is
doing in our lives and m the lives of others around us? Did
Northwestern make all impact ill our lives? Could we help
NWC contmue in its mission with our time, talents, money
and prayers? Are we lettmg God use us for His purposes? I
hope SOl
"I am the vine; you are the branches. He who abides in me,
and r in him, bears much Jruit; Jar without me you can do noth-
ing" John 155
Do you know stories of Northwestern alumni who are
making a difference because of faithfully abiding in Him)
We'd love to hear about them I Contact me at 1-800-588-
6692 or karenw@nwciowa.edu.
Karen Woudstra
'79
DirectorojAlumni
and Parent
Relations
•
Deaths
Marie (Wandscheer (35) Lancaster,
87, died July 7 in Le Mars. She
graduated from Westmar College
and taught school in Early and
Boone before becoming a librarian
in the Maurice-Orange City school
system. She married Ed Lancaster
in 1942. She was a member of
American Reformed Church,
Orange City, where she taught
Sunday school and catechism class-
es and gave music instruction. She
also sang in the choir and served as
church librarian. Among her sur-
vivors are a daughter and two sons,
including james '69.
The Rev. Tunis Miersma '38 died in
Holland, Mich., on May 8 at the
age of 85. After graduating [rom
Northwestern Junior College, he
earned degrees from Hope College
and Western Theological Seminary
He served Reformed Church in
America congregations in West
Olive, Mich.; DeMotte, lnd.;
German Valley, lll.; Clymer, NY;
and Helland, Mich. He is survived
by his wife, Alda.
Don Kraai '65 died of cancer on
June 9 in Rock Valley at the age of
59. He received a master's degree
in mathematics at Louisiana State
University and taught a total of 11
years at Dakota Wesleyan
University Lake Park, Meriden-
Cleghorn and Paullina. He served
as a sales manager for National
Motor Club for the last 26 years,
based in Rock Valley He served as
an elder and Sunday school teacher
at Faith Reformed Church. Among
his survivors are his wife, Geri (Ter
Horst '62); four children; and a sis-
ter, Betty Korver '54.
Bernadene "B" (O'Brien '67) Kramer,
70, died at a Spencer, Iowa, facility
after a seven-month bour with can-
cer, B married Miles Kramer in
1951. The Kramers lived in Alton,
where she began the art program at
Floyd Valley Community Schools in
1964 and taught there until retiring
in 1.992. She was a member of SI.
Mary's Catholic Church and the
Alton Historical Society Her sur-
Alumninews
vivors include a son, a daughter,
two brothers and three sisters.
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Susan lensink '76 died June 28 in
Sheldon at the age of 48, After
graduating from Northwestern, she
taught English and Bible for three
months in Taiwan and then was
employed as a social director by
Village Northwest Unlimited, where
she worked for 26 years. She also
was a Special Olympics coach. Her
survivors include her mother, a
brother and a sister
Galen De Bey '78, age 46, died in
Gilbert, Ariz., on June 11. He mar-
ried Christine (Carlsen '78) in 1979,
He started his business career with
the Paullina State Bank, later served
as president of the North Dakota
Credit League in Bismarck and most
recently was vice president of opera-
tions for the Bank of the Southwest
in Gilbert, He is survived by his
wife; a son, Austin; and his mother,
Jeanette (Mulder '43).
'42
The Rev. Ken Dykstra was honored
on April 23 when Sen. Charles
Grassley presented a reading on me
Senate floor to the US Senate and
to President George W Bush
acknowledging the work done by
the retired pastor. The reading
made mention of the years Ken
spent as senior pastor of Third
Reformed Church in Pella, his role
as an ambassador for the RCA to
Mexico and lndia, and his retire-
ment work in prison ministry and
as a minister of calling for churches
in Oskaloosa and Pella. The
framed parchment was presented to
Ken for Father's Day and now
hangs in his office
'44
Phyllis (Vander Schaaf) Good sang at
various sites in Israel with the choir
of the Community Church of Smoke
Rise, Nj., at Christmas time in
2000. The choir also presented a
concert at the Notre Dame Cathedral
in Paris as part of that Dip, Phyllis
repons that, along with the singing
experience, the day tours of lsrael
were most memorable
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Miniprofile
Staying in touch
by Nick De Ham! '03
'58
Mary jo (Onken) Meyer retired in
2000 from the Maricopa County
Medical Assistance Programs. She
lives in Glendale, Ariz., where she
works pan time as a companion to
an elderly woman. Mary jo trav-
eled to Europe last spring
'75
Bob Keyser and his wife, Cathie, of
The Woodlands, Texas, are mourn-
ing the death of their nine-year-old
son, Thomas, who died from a
blood clot in his lungs on May 14.
A memorial service was held on
May 27 in Orange City, where
Thomas was bom. The Keysers
also are the parents of Katie (16)
and Megan (13). Please keep their
family in your prayers.
'78
Jim Mickelson is in his 23rd year of
high school/elementary teaching
and coaching at Odebolt-Arthur
He is approach.ing the lOO-win
plateau in both basketball and vol-
leyball. In the past six basketball
seasons, his teams have gone 97-32,
including reaching the subs-ate final
in 2001. His volleyball team made
it to the regional semifinals last sea-
son. He also coaches golf and base-
ball. His wife, Kim (Witte), is a sub-
stitute teacher in the Odebolt, Iowa,
area. Their sons, Brad and Adam,
are attending N\VC. Their daugh-
ter, Kara, is a high school senior
'81
Heidi (Woudstra) Hoppe and her
husband, John, started Calvary
Chapel of Lexington, S.c., five
years ago. Heidi reports that God
has been grO\ving the church both
spiritually and numerically. The
Hoppes have four children. "Life is
busy, and God is 50 good!" says
Heidi.
'83
Steve Clay lives in Kennesaw, Ga.,
where he has been selling enterprise
software for Hyperion Solutions
Corp, for five years. He is a mem-
When it comes to keeping up with old college friends,
many probably wish they could do better. The flurry of life
after college that often includes finding a Job, a place to live
and getting married may leave a person little time for keep-
ing up with college buddies.
Mark Leuer, Donna (Visser) Van der UnJen and Five NV\'C alums from the mid-'8Gs have nonetheless
Doug Bakker reunited at RAGBRAlthlS summer managed to get together on a regular basis. The group has
done a variety of different things such as attending blues
clubs in Chicago, visiting attractions in Wisconsin and just hanging out in Westport in Kansas
City
"FOJ the most part we spend the weekend carchmg up on how each of our families are
doing and what has transpired over the past year," says Doug Bakker '84 of Urbandale, Iowa.
"The conversations are now changing from past times and what we did, to what our children
are doing and their many activities.
"This staned while Mark Leuer '86 and I were Irving in the Chicago area. Another alum,
Bill Bliel '81, was an assistant coach with Northwestern University in Evanston, IlL, and we
began attending a number of his home games. Then we started traveling around the Big Ten
to NWUs away games as well."
Shortly after that, Keith Rescorl '85 and his wife, Sandy, decided to fly out from New
Jersey and join the group for the Nonhwestern/Michigan game mAnn Arbor. "We had a
good-sized group going that year so we rented a van for the trip from Chrcago to Ann Arbor.
We had a great time and decided to do it agam the following year," said Bakker.
"Keith is a big fan of Penn State so we decided to go to the Penn State/illinois game in
Champaign, Ill. Keith had been communicating with Steve De Vries '85 of Salix, Iowa, and
found that Steve and some of his friends would also be attending that game. We all arranged
to meet in the parking lot for a tailgate party before the game, and that was when the 'weekend
get-together' .dea really caught on. From then on we've done our best to get together as a
group for at least one game a year."
Over the years, some men Ott the trip have assumed certam roles. "Keith is the one who
really keeps this going and almost every time has traveled the greatest distance to make it,"
Doug said. "Steve has done most of the work in making sure things go smoothly by arranging
the logistics, tickets and-lodging." Mark now lives in Phoenix, and Gary Steffen '85 of
Lakeville, Minn., rounds out the group.
A number of the group also went on the RAGBRAIbike ride across Iowa this summer.
"Gary usually rides the whole week, but usually some of us try to Join him for at least a couple
of days," Doug said. 'This year we ran into Donna (Visser '84) Van del' Linden on the ride.
Donna was a football cheerleader and now is living in California, and we hadn't seen her since
we left Orange City Thars what I enjoy most about RAGBRAI: the unexpected meetmgs with
old friends and reminiscing."
Asked for highlights, Doug responded, "The most enjoyable part of every trip is just catch-
mg up with what is going on in each others' lives."
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ber of Acworth United Methodist
Church. He and his wife have three
children
'84
Martha (Shaver) Devadatta now lives
in Naperville, IlL, with her hus-
band, Dan, and children,
Christopher (9) and Rachel (5).
Dan is the senior pastor at India
Christian Evangelical Free Church,
the same church Martha was
involved in from 1985-87. Now
she is active in the churchs educa-
tion and music ministries, and she
relishes the opportunity to get back
into professional free-lance proof-
reading while slaying at home for
their children.
'87
Teresa (Ten Pas) Rogahn lives in
West Allis, Wis., with her husband,
George, and their son, Luke (2).
Susan Van Kley will perform the
Verdi Requiem in May 2003 at
Carnegie Hall in New York City.
'88
Dr. Tim Aberson and his daughter,
Kahlyn (n, recently competed in
the Iowa Games, Tim won the
llO-meter high hurdles and 400-
meter low hurdles and placed sec-
ond in the BOO-meter run in the 35-
39 year-old division. Kattlyn took
12th in the Ion-octcr dash and
14th in the 200-meter in the 7-B
year-old category. Tim practices
chiropractic in Paullina, lowa.
Erin Mciirane recently co-composed
the musical score for "Wet and
Wooly," the first episode of
Parklebeny Farm, a 3-D computer-
animated childrens VHS/DVD
series. The show, which teaches
children the importance or
befriending others and keeping
promises, earned Best Animation at
the Kansas City Filmmakers Jubilee
and Best Original Film at KAN Film
Festival. Erin is an active musician,
actress and poet in Kansas City
ClassIc
'89
Kim (Kilpatrick) Carrigan just gradu-
ated Cum Laude from Iowa Lakes
Community College's Licensed
Practical Nursing program. She is
now enrolled in the RN program.
Kim plans to keep her teaching cer-
tificate current, bu. decided to
make a career change after her sec-
ond child was born with
medical/special needs. She has
been a stay-at-home mom for the
past seven years due to his needs.
She lives in Spencer with her hus-
band, Mark, and their children:
Kellerie (9), Mitchell (7), Sarah (5)
and Cullen (4)
Tony Huizinga has been one of the
top 20 salesmen three years in a
row selling fire safety equipment for
MasterGuard Corp. He also has
qualified for the participation Hip (a
cruise or resort) each year by selling
a certain amount. His wife, Dawn
(Knipple (90), stays at home in
Owatonna, Minn., with their sons,
Am (4) and Will (l)
Ann (Lapinski) Jongsma has resigned
her agency position and works part
time as a psychotherapist in her pri-
vale practice. She lives wuh her
family in Woodridge, lll
Rod Matthews has completed his
masters degree in music education
at VanderCook College of Music in
Chicago. He continues lO leach
insuurnemal music in Bellevue,
Iowa, His wife, Denise, is a stay-at-
home mom and part-time registered
nurse. They have three children:
Ian (l2),joy (11) and Paul (9).
Holly (Donaghy) Udesky has joined
Gallagher Lazarus & Co" a women-
owned marketing company in
Chicago that markets law firms and
their services nationwide, on a pan-
Lime basis, Holly also was recog-
nized in the July 19 Cllicago Tiibune
for her contribution as the costumer
for Stage Two Theatre Ensembles
production of the '70s rock musical
"Hair."
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Last call for the
alumni directory
The telephone verification phase of our alumni direc-
tory project, in which alumni can make final changes to
their listings, is almost complete. Representatives of
Bernard C Harris Publishing Company Inc, the official
publisher of our directory, have just a few more calls to
make before final proofreading begins,
Since we are publishing only enough directories to
cover pre-publication orders placed at this time, please let
the Harris representative know if you are interested in
purchasing a d.rectory This will be yOUT only opportuni-
ty to reserve a copy of the Northwestern College alumru
directory If for any reason you have not heard from the
publisher, or if you wish to place an order, please contact:
Customer Service Department
Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company Inc.
6315 North Center Dr
Norfolk, VA 23502
1-800-877-6554
This comprehensive new volume is a compilation of
the most current data available on over 9,900 NWC
alumni. lnformanon was obtained from questionnaire
mailings, telephone verification anellor alumru records.
The directories are scheduled to be released in November
Our new directory is an excellent way of reliving
your scliool days and getting reacquainted with former
Northwestern classmates. To those who returned their
quesrionnaires--many thanks for yOUT cooperation. And,
to those who ordered a copy of the dLrectory--enJoy!
ft _
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-
It was the wedding of two recent alumni.
As I was coming into the church, I was
delighted to encounter other NWC alums-
some in the wedding party and others as
guests. What a treat to be able to catch up
on their lives.
The day was beautiful, the church full of
mends and family, and the ceremony mean-
ingfuL Then it was time to usher everyone
out to congratulate tlie couple and their
families. I was seated near the back, so I
settled in for what I knew could be a 45-
minute wait. The praise team was playing, and it was a per-
fect time for prayer and reflection.
It was evident that the bride and groom were desirous of
and committed to having God as the center of their lives and
their marriage. Represented in the congregation were people
from many different aspects of their lives who had Iielped to
sliape tliem personally and spintually I thought of hawaII of
the Northwestern people there were connected to the bride or
groom-roommates, classmates, mission trip teammates,
wmgrnates, athletic teammates, etc. I smiled at the stories of
late night or van tnp or class conversations about theology,
politics. dating and the world as they tried to piece together
how to live out Gods call on their lives.
God shapes each of us through Christian commumty
How thankful] am that God has placed me in relationships
with friends, co-workers, students and family who have lis-
tened, encouraged, challenged and laughed with me as I liave
souglit to live the gospeL
The beginning of the scliool year is a crazy time-full of
opportumties and busy With activity We are individuals in a
commumty who need time and space for relationships and
for reflection to help us process the many ideas and experi-
ences that bombard our lives. Please pray for students, facul-
ty and staff:
•To cultivate the healthy habit of takmg time to be with
God on a regular basis. Pray particularly for new students
as they set patterns for their college career.
• To have relationships that are life giving and that model
biblical pnnciples.
• To be good stewards of our time so that our lives follow a
healthy pace, allowing appropriate time for reflection and
processing information and experiences.
Ba,b Dewald
Directo,oj SIDdenl
Ministries
May God bless your lives with quality time, space and
relationships.
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'91
Kelly Bass Bro\\'11continues to work
as the classifieds/lrcnt office manag-
er for the Jackson Hole GHide news-
paper in Jackson, Wyo
Mishelle (Wurpts) Levi resides in
Ogden, Iowa, with her husband,
Christopher, and children, Micah
(5), jonathan 0), Gershom (2) and
Tirzah (8 months). Mish is a stay-
at -home mom and home-schools
their children. Christopher is oper-
ations manager for Patterson Dental
Supply in Des Moines
The Rev. Kevin Muyskens was
installed in August as pastor of
Immanuel Christian Reformed
Church in Sheldon. He previously
served the Paw Paw, Mich.,
Christian Reformed Church for the
last five years. He and his wife,
Sandy (Hurlburt '92), have three
children: Bethany (5), Nathaniel
(4) and Jonathon 0).
'92
Tammy (Mulder) Sieck works at BTl
Special Commodities, a trucking
company in Des Moines. She and
her husband, Randy also own their
own truck, which Randy drives for
a company in Minnesota.
'93
jack Shields is the principal at the
Blaine, Minn., campus of Calvin
Christian School. His wile, Sue
(Reynen), is a stay-at-home mom.
The Shields live in Blaine.
Trent Sorbc recently accepted a
position as senior vice president at
Fishback Financial Corporation, a
live-bank holding company based
in Brookings, S.D. He manages reg-
ulatory affairs and imemal audit for
the corporation
'95
Rachel (Burgers) Langenhcrst teaches
fifth grade for the Brandon Valley
Public School system in Brandon,
S.D. Her husband, Deric, 0\V115
and operates Exterior Designs, a
landscape design company, and also
serves as a volunteer fireman. They
reside in Larchwood, Iowa, with
their two sons.
'96
The Rev. Lewis Brarn is in his firth
year as pastor of First Baptist Church
in Rockwell, Iowa. His wife, Christy
(Hoffman), is a stay-at-home mom
They live in Marble Rock.
Timothy Kruckman is the head of
the social studies depanmeru at
Turkey Valley Community School in
jackson junction. Iowa, He also
coaches cross country, girls' basket-
ball and track
'97
Tanya (Vander Wal) Owen has been
promoted lO controller at Hidden
Villa Ranch, an egg and cheese dis-
tributor based in Orange County
Calif.
Candy Volkers recently completed
her masters degree in cuniculum
and instruction from California
Stale University-Bakersfield. She
lives in Palmdale, CaM.
Heidi Yost is a missionary in
Mozambique who is co-founding a
new ministry for formerly institu-
tionalized youth, mostly from
orphanages. Beacon of Hope-Africa
is a live-in program for 10-12 YOUdl
for Christian discipleship, educa-
tion, job rrairung and lire skills
develcpmem.
'98
Mall Hugen and his wife, Jill
(Godeke), have recently moved back
to the Des Maines area, where he is
the IT production support manager
at Colorlx Marketing Services. The
Hugens live in Ankeny.
Mark Petersen is the new principal of
the Woodward State Hospital School
and K-12 technology coordinator for
the Woodward-Granger School
District. He completed his masters
degree in educational admirustrauon
in May from Iowa State University
He lives outside of Granger, iowa,
Northwestern Classic
with his wife, Ann, and two sons,
Pe)10n (3) and Reece (1).
Scott Wolfswinkel is the owner of
Wolf Construction, which collected
a number of awards for its house on
display for Home Show Expo 2002
in Urbandale, Iowa, this summer.
His 4,800 square-foot ranch
received the Best Interior, Best
Landscaping, Best Craftsmanship
and Best Overall awards. WoLf
Construction employs 45 people,
running 1.0 crews
'99
Angela (Hoover) Cunigan and her
husband, Bill, now live in King,
N.C, where she is the director of
Christian education at Trinity
United Methodist Church.
Kirk johnson teaches business edu-
cation at Southeast Polk Senior
High School in Altoona. He also is
an assistant football coach and
assistant girls' basketball coach.
janine (De Vries) McClintock and her
husband, Jonathan, have moved
from California to Council Bluffs,
Iowa. janine teaches first grade in
the Omaha Public Schools while
Jonathan teaches physics and chem-
istry and coaches basketball in
Glenwood, Iowa.
Amy (Harder) Schumann teaches high
school Spanish in Waukee, Iowa.
Ryan Ten Pas is a CPA with Schenck
Business Solutions in Sheboygan,
Wis. His wife, Melissa (Fox 'do,
teaches fourth-sixth grade at Lake
Country Academy in Sheboygan.
They Live in Hingham.
'()()
After two years as resident director
in Northwestern's Hospers Hall,
Emily Gosselink is a resident direc-
tor at Covenant College in Lookout
Mountain, Ga.
Serena HoIthe is in law school at
Catholic University in Washington,
0, C. This past summer, she
fa
clerked all he American Bar
Association's juvenile justice Center.
Serena lives at the Esther House, a
Christian womens community
house located in a poorer neighbor-
hood, She and her housernates
seek to serve the Lord in the city
and reach om to their neighbor-
hood. Serena attends a nearby rra-
diuonal African-American church,
Third Street Church of God, where
she is one or the team leaders [or
the youth program
Alumninews
Tarra (Klein) Vander Leest is a stu-
dent at Southern College of
Optometry in Memphis. Her hus-
band, Steven '01, is in medical
school at Des Maines University.
..
Steven CuHis Chapman with Dan alld
Suscn Neisen at fish Fest 2002.
Dan Nelson is promotions director
for \,IVYLL,AM 1160, and its sister
station, 106.7, The Fish, Chcagos
Christian music station, He had the
opportunity to rub shoulders with
Steven Curtis Chapman, Toby Mac,
Sorucflood and Michael Tait at Fish
Fest 2002. His wife, Susan
(Menning '99), continues as commu-
nications specialist for the Society of
Actuaries. The Nelsons live in
Bartlett, Ill.
'01
Troy Bruning is a computer support
specialist at the Wegner Medical
Library in Sioux Falls. His wife,
Rebecca (Hup (02), is a marketing
coordinator at Raven Industries.
justin De Jong is a project manager
in the communications department
at Peoples Energy in Chicago.
(State) (Zip)
ALASKAN TRIP SEMINAR?
In recent years Northwestern has annually sponsored a weekend Estate Planning Seminar
in Omaha.
We are currently invesngating the possibility of hosting our Estate Plannmg Seminar m the
summer of 2003 in conjunction with either an Alaskan cruise or an Alaskan land trip. The
length of the excursion would be from seven to 10 days. Rather than spending an evening
and a condensed day reviewing estate planning ideas, we would spend just an hour or two
each day on this topic.
Many colleges and universities have round that their alumni and friends enJoy the opportu-
nity to spend an extended period of time with other members of the college commumty
while participating in this type of endeavor For those who have already been planning to
take an Alaskan trip, this affords the opportunity to do so at group discount rates.
If you are interested m partiopating in a Nonhwestem College Estate Planning Semmar
while enJoymg the splendor of our largest state, complete the form below and return it to
Cornie A. Wassink, Director of Planned Giving, Northwestern College, 101 Seventh Street
Sw, Orange City, ]A 51041. Please return this form or e-mail this informauon to
cwassink®nwciowa.edu by Nov. 15
You are under no obliganon if you return this form. We simply want to determine the level
of mterest before we pursue further planning.
Name _
Address _
(City)
Daytime Telephone Number _
Fax number _
E-mail address _
Number interested in attending _
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Carrie Odell is Nonhwesterns new
resident director for Hospers Hall.
She spent last year leaching in
Colorado Springs.
Daphne (Baack) Petersen is the new
executive director of the Nebraska
chapter of me National Association
of Social workers. She had been
working for the chapter as a lobby-
ist for the past year.
'02
Andy Hugen works in financial
planning for the Boeing Corp, in
Huntington Beach, Calif.
lisa Murphy Is an assistant hall
director for a freshmen women's
dorm at Baylor University in Waco,
Texas.
John Sapp is a Northwestern admis-
sions counselor.
Brandon Van Mare! is an admissions
counselor for Northwestern
New Arrivals
Roseanne and Calvin Caner '81,
daughter, Hannah Elizabeth,
Julie and Mick Noteboom '83, adopt-
ed son from Guatemala, Isaac
Michael, joins Adrianna (11).
Kristi (Rosene 117) and Dave Ellis 117,
twins, Anna joy and Sarajo,join
Molly (9), Ben (7) and Luke (5).
Kirsten (Schafer '88) and Jeff Keele
'88, daughter, Gracia Mae, joins
twins Ben and Jon (3).
Tracy and Mark Jensen '89, daughter,
Laura Elizabeth.
Kevin and Ann (Lapinski 119)
jongsrna. daughter, Jenna Rose.
Bill and Beth (Van Marel '91) SCOtl,
SOil, Caleb Fredric.
Waneda (Helming '91) and Tony Shaw
'90, son, Garrett Iumer.jcins
Wade (8) and Clayton (5).
Janna (Kappers '92) and Todd Heinen
'92, son, johnathan Duane, joins
Elizabeth (2)
Michelle and Todd Leach '93, son,
Hudson, joins Hannah (6) and
Megan (4).
Sue (Reynen '93) and jack Shields '93,
adopted son,jace Claron, joins
Sam (5) and Julia (2).
Maureen (Caraher '93) and Marlyn Ie
Grotenhuis '90, daughter, Erika
Nicole.joins Emily (5) and Katie
(4)
Joel and Carmen (Symens '94)
Huizenga, daughter, Lydia Colleen.
Diane (Legore '94) andj.T Loewe ~2,
son, Shane Thornas.joins jenna (2).
Jodi (Kok ~5) and Gary De Beeld ~4,
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son, Colton Jeffery, joins Brooke (2).
Deric and Rachel (Burgers ~5)
Langenhorsr, 5011, Mason Thomas,
JOins Alex (5)
Christy (Hallinan '96) and lewis Bram
'96, daughter, Anna Kaye.
Amy (Verhey ~7) and Craigjuffer ~6,
son, Brayton Kreig, joins Mara (3).
Jennie (Wolf (98) and Paul Smith '98,
daughter, Annika june, joins
Mullin (J 112).
Heather (Van Horn '98) and Tim Weiss
'97, daughter, Macy Paige.
Kim (Verburg '00) and Dan Peterson
'00, daughter.jenna Sue.
Andrew and Kylie (Van Dyke ~l)
Prasuhn, son, Trenton Andrew.
Melissa (Fox '01) and Ryan Ten Pas
'99, daughter, Ella Mary, joins
Christopher (3) and Hannah (2).
Marriages
Carol Vander Ploeg '79 and Greg
Law, Remsen, Iowa
Kelly Bass '91 and Carl Brown,
jackson, Wyo.
Tammy Mulder '92 and Randy Sieck,
Grinnell, Iowa.
Heather Wangen '95 and Todd
Holtan, Pine Island, Minn.
Timothy Kruckrnan '96 and April
Uthof], Spillville, Iowa.
Tanya Vander \Val '97 and jim
Alumni· What's New with You?
Let us know so we can tell your friends and classmates. Send to: Office of Public
Relations, Northwestern College, 101 7th SI. Sw, Orange City, IA 51041. Or e-mail it to
beeson®nwciowa.edu; fax number is 712-707-7117. Deadline for the Winter Classic is
OCI 18.
Name _
Address _
Home Phone Class of _
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Owen, Paramount, Calif.
Nikki Dykstra '98 and jason Mills,
Kohler, Wis.
Amy Harder '99 and jeff Schumann,
Waukee, Iowa.
Tarra Klein '00 and Steven Vander
Leest '01, Memphis and Des
Moines.
Rebecca Hup '02 and Troy Bruning
'01, Sioux Falls.
Angie Halverson '03 and Dan Faber
'99, Omaha.
The couples reside in the dty listed.
Step by Step to Siliwn
Valley continued from pag' 21
always on the cutting edge.
I view it as God's grace to
me. I often think of Psalm
103:5, 'He satisfies my
years with good things ."
Some of the other good
things in Royals life include
his wife, Ruth, daughters
Sarah (7) and Hannah (1),
and son Joseph (5), who is
perfectly healthy today
Royal also enjoys his
involvement in the Home
of Christ, a large Chinese
church which has several
member congregations
throughout the Silicon
Valley He has taught
Sunday school, organized
outreach ministry and led
seminars on creation V$.
evolution.
Whats next for Royal?
Inspired by the entre-
preneurial spirit of the
Silicon Valley, Royal dreams
about starting a new ven-
ture in the future. "1still
have to pray and see how
God is leading. Man can
only do the thinking. God
is the only one who can ful-
fill. I'm seeking and seek-
ing what's God's leading for
the next step."
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Classicreflections
A new feature of this publi£adOJ~ Classic ReflecOoI1S recalls campus news from the past as
reported in Classics from the Archives.
Fall 1962
Among Dean J.L. De Vries's announcements, the main lounge of Dykstra Hall, which at
the time was being used as a dormitory for men, had been redecorated with new carpet.
The Zwemer Hall basement had been completely remodeled and new offices were pro-
vided for, among others, Phil Patton of the business depanment. Ground was broken
for a $325,000 addition to Colen brander Hall. This expansion would house an addi-
tional 110 men and provide dining facilities for approximately 200. On hand for the
ceremony was Dr. H. Colen brander, for whom the building was named. President
Preston Stegenga announced detailed plans for the new $250,000 library. Ground-
breaking ceremonies were scheduled for Homecoming festivities in October.
Fall 1972
Despite continued inflation, the facuity had to forego salary increases.
Nevertheless they returned more in financial gifts to the college than had been
given in the previous year by a larger facuity The curriculum underwent changes
to allow students to develop more personalized programs. Of the 126 semester
hours of course work required for graduation then, 77 could be selected by the
students in subjects of their choice and in their chosen major. The music depart-
ment received an enthusiastic endorsement from a visiting team of consultants Irorn
the National Association of Schools of Music. The music program was rated "excel-
lent" by a representative of this national accrediting agency as compared with stan-
dards set for music departments of colleges the size of Northwestern.
Fall 1982
The Registrars Office issued enrollment figures showing that 891 students
attended Northwestern. The "old skating rink" was transformed into a new
headquarters for the office of buildings and grounds. Among others, Mike
Yoder, associate professor of sociology, and Ron Takalo, assistant professor
of Spanish, Joined Northwesterns faculty Architects recommended that
the vines covering Zwemer Hall be removed and sidewalks be redesigned
to prevent runoff draining into the basement.
Fall 1992
Since Northwesterns Summer Institute for International
Students began in 1985, the campus experienced a boom in
international enrollments. A record 67 international students
enrolled at NWC 111 the fall of 1992. Laura Heitritter, Ed
Starkenburg, Marc Wooldridge and Harlan Jorgensen joined
Northwesterns faculty/staff. Since the elementary education
program's inception in 1988, eight students had graduated with
their Master of Arts degree and another 10 were currently in the
program. Dr. Richard Mouw '59, president -elect of Fuller
Theological Seminary, received an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree from NWC at the Fall Convocation
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Remembering 9/11
by Colette ]ohl1sol1 'DO
I dont know what to sa,
A year ago, dunng my first '
week 01 classes at graduate
school m New York City, men
[lew two planes into the Twin
Towers of the World Trade
Center Burnt birds felilrom
the sky. Flaming people
jumped from windows.
Towers collapsed. Idon't
know what to say about it.
I've spent a year seeing it
every time Iturned the news
on, reading about it on subway
posters that advertise ways to
cope and places to get counsel-
mg, talking about it with fami-
ly and strangers and lriends,
thinking.
And I don't know what to
say about it. I mean, I dont
know the moral to the story.
don't have answers. Idon't
know how to sum it up.
I was asked to write about
my experience on September
11th because I was here, in
New York, when the towers
fell So let me start by sa)'lng, I
was so protected. Ididn't
know anyone who worked in
the towers. Ididn't have that
heart-stopping fear when I
heard the sirens and the news.
None of my family or friends
died. When it happened, I
was indoors. I didn't have to
see the planes hit, or see the
towers fall When it hap-
pened, I was at school, sur-
rounded by the new friends I
was beginning to make. I was
not alone.
For several hours, no
trains were running, and l had
no way to get back to my
apartment. Phones weren't
working. I couldn't let my
roommates know I was OK.
But my school gave us food
free 01 charge while we all
waited in shock, milling
around, and then gathering
each half hour for updates.
* * *
Jesus had a fnend named
Lazarus. His sisters, Mary and
Martha, were also close Inends
of our Messiah. Lazarus got
sick. Jesus was a healer Word
was sent to him that his friend
was sick.
When he heard this, Jesus
said, "This sickness will not end
in death. No, it isJar Gods glory
so that Gods Son may be glorified
through it" Jesus loved Martha
and her sister and Lazarus. Yet
when he heard that Lazarus was
sich, he stayed where he was two
more days,
Then he said to hiS disciples,
"ut us go bach to Judea." .
On his a!lival, Jesus Jound
that LazanlS had already been in
Ihe tomb Jar Jour days.
When Mary reached the
place where Jesus was and saw
him, she Jel1 at h~ Jeet and sard,
"Lard, if you had been here, my
brother would not have died."
When Jesus saw her weep-
ing, and the Jews who had come
along with her also weeprng, he
was deeply moved in spirit and
tToubled. "Where have you laid
him?" he ashed.
"Come and see, Lard," Ihey
replied.
Jesus wept
Then the Jews said, "See
how he loved himl"
But some oj them said,
"Could not he who opened Ihe
eyes oj the blmd man have hept
this man[rom dyrng7"
* '" *
We were moved from one
butlding to another. My
school is close to the hospital,
and they wanted to use our
buildmg for the families. The
sirens were constant. People
walked the streets crying, look-
ing at the black smoke blan-
keting the sky. In the bath-
room, a woman came in cov-
ered in ash and debris. "l was
trapped in a ptle of people," I
heard her say 'There were
these men on top of me. 1
couldn't breath. I thought they
were going to suffocate me. l
managed to pull my way up in
the pile, and when Igot out,
everyone was bleeding. Those
men on top of me-their bod-
ies protected me from getting
cut."
For the next few weeks
we thought of nothing but the
attack. Memorials were every-
where. In the subway, on
fences, pictures of loved ones
missing. And the only place I
heard vengeance being cried
was the television. At Union
Square, in the subway, on
fences, were signs calling for
peace. "Our grief tSnot a cry
for war"
But at the same time T-
shirts were manufactured
overnight, proclaiming, "1 sur-
vivedthe World Trade Center
attack," as if it were a roller-
coaster ride, or a steep ski-hill.
Friends of Middle-Eastern
descent and immigrants in my
neighborhood wore Ilags as
protection. But that didn't stop
the suspicion. And the
"tragedy tourists" wanted to see
the site and hear the stories
again and again.
And I, when I ride the
subway and see a man in a tur-
ban canying a package, I get
nervous. Although he doesn't
deserve it, I watch him with
suspicion. I thought twice
before going to see the Fourth
of July fireworks, because I
knew there would be a big
crowd. Some days I'm scared.
] expect something else will
happen. Some days I feel like
the world is fallmg apart.
Some days I'm angry at peo-
ples responses to the attack.
Some days I feel an mappropn-
ate sort of pride that "I was
here when ... " Some days I
want my mother here with me.
And Iwant someone to say,
"Everyth.ng is going to be all
tight," and have it be true
Right now, I imagine
falling at the feet of Jesus and
saymg, "Lord, if you had been
here, this would not have hap-
pened."
And in my mind, Jesus
does not say, "But look how
New Yorkers have bonded
together to help one another in
this time of crisis," or "See how
the worst brings out the best in
Americans," or "Look how it
has brought people to God."
In my mind, Jesus weeps.
And then he heals.
One day all will be
healed. One day all tears will
be dned.
But first, Jesus weeps.
Colette Jolmson ~ pursuing all MEA
in playwnting at the Actors Studio
Drama Schooloj IheNew School
Universitym New York City The
past summer she inlemed al the
Ensemble StudiOTheatre, authonng a
play, "ThanksgrvingDinner,"and act-
[ng in two others.
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NWC Gift Selections Order Fonn
(All items displayed on back cover)
Name Phone
Address
City State Zip
Item [Color You Want [Size You Wand Quantity IPrice I Total Price
A Varsity Spons Long Sleeve Tee (S~2XL) I - I I 11595 1
100% cotton with straight sleeve. Available in Oxford Heather.
B Big Cotton Washed &: Ready Hood (S-2XL) I - 1 I 13995 I
Cotton/polyester blend. Jersey-lined hood with drawstrings. Front kangaroo pouch pocket. Available in Oxford Heather.
C Victory Jackel (S-2XL) 1 I I 14895 I
Water-resistant, 100% nylon with polyurethane coaling. Heavyweight fleece lining, Drawcord on hood has reflective detailing and cincher
Front well pockets. Encased elastic at cuffs and waistband. Available in Red or Black.
D Youth Crew Sweatshirt (S-XL) 1 - I I 12395 I
Conan/polyester blend. Available in Red.
E womcns Gutta' Line V-Neck (M-XL) 1 I 1 12995 I
COlton/polyester blend. Sueded fabric finish. 3% spandex in lib knit [Tim and side gussets. Available in Grey Heather or Red Heather.
F Pro-Weave Blanket I - I - 1 12295 I
Heavyweight 11 OZ., cctron/polvester fleece blanket Size: 54" x 84". Available in Red, Navv or Charcoal Grey
All sizes, unless stated, are Men's Adult. Subtotal
To place an order: Shipping Snipping!
Up to $25,00 - $4.00
Handling
• use this mail-in order form (See Chart)$26.00-$50.00 - $5.00
Total
• or call 712-707-7195 Over $50.00 - $6,00 {Amount
• or e-mail glendadv@nwciowaedu Enclosed}
Make checks payable to: Northwestern College Bookstore
Method of payment
D Check or money order
D MasterCard D Visa 00000000000000000000
Signature
required for purchase Expiration date 000000
([15 shown on credit card)
Mail to Bookstore, Northwestern College, 208 8th St. Sw, Orange City, IA 51041
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery While supply lasts
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Northwestern College
101 Seventh St. SW
Orange City, lA 51041
Ph. 712.707.7000 (switchboard)
wwwnwciowa.edu
Change Service Requested
Non - P r o li t
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ShOlN your Raider pride!
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Make it a Northwestern
Christmas with gifts that
show your loyalty!
(order form on page 31)
Thanks to our 'model Jamily'· Nancy (Nelson
'86) and Dave Hughes '86 and tlletr children,
Cody, Sydney and Courtney.
Treasured Memories
Faithfulness, Commitment and Support
Northwestern has served its students for over 120 years. By creating a
challenging and encouraging environment, NWC has allowed the inte-
gration of faith, learning and living to be an evident cornerstone of its
continued focus. Whether a graduate or friend of NWC, you can help
ensure that Northwestern's high-quality, Christ-centered education is
available to luture generations for years [Q come.
Support Northwestern College WIth a gl[t to the Northwestern Fund;
invest in the education of NWC students and in the future they will
impact.
A student caller will be contacting you during the Fall Phonathon, Sept.
23-Nov. 7. If you increase your gift from last year by $20 ($40 mini-
mum) or gtve $150 or more during the Fall Phonathon, you will receive
the 2003 NWC Calendar, which features glimpses [rom Northwesrerns
past, including excerpts from past college newspaper articles, photo-
graphs and events.
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